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ExEcuT vE SUMMARY

The present report reviews Swedish assistance to Cambodia for emergency and
rehabilitation during the period 1989-94 and attempts to assess the methods and
impact of intetventions supported by SIDA. The evaluation is part of an overall
assessment of Swedish emergency assistance, and focusses in particular 0I1 its

relative effectiveness, the implementing arrangements used, and the degree of
"additionality" achieved by this support.

Politically the "odd man out". Sweden was one of the very lew western donor
countries t0/Jrozjide aidinside Cumbodiain the 19803, rather than to reliefoperations
for refugees in Thailand. Though signilicantly €nlarged, its ass1stance is now
increasinglyintegratedin that ofthe international comm unityto a country thathas
suflered unprecedented man-made calamities, producing the complex emer-

gency most of this aid is meant to remedy.

Over time, Swedish assistance has moved from direct emergency reliefin 1979-

81 to supporting rehabilitation and development initiativcs, attempting to re-

spond to the countty's needs as these evolved and the situation stabilized. Over the
years SIDA has made allocations for a large number OfecOnOInic and social sectors
and sub-sectors. Giants have been made for relatively few interventions each year,
but in toto these representa complex and ambitious programme, implemented by
proxy through various multilateral organizations and NGO"S.

Within this contextual framework, decisions by SIDA to support particular
programmes do not appear to result from the articulation of any speciiic pro-

gramme strategyfor Cambodia. In practice, as with several other agencies present.,
there has been an effort to dirert assistance tozuards the ruml poor and to improving
food security'. in view of the nexus perceived between the genesis of the complex
emergency and the widespread rural poverty.

Few interventions fall within any single disaster relief category, and most are
multi-purpose in character. The jlexibility with which SIDA has used funds for
disaster relief is thus fully consistent with requirements on the ground. With time,
however, reconstruction work has increasingly overlapped with activities designed
for development. As the latter also serve the purpose of improving disaster
preparedness, the use ofallocations earmarked for "Emergency and reconstruc -

tion" can theoretically be prolonged indefinitely.
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Although the civil war has not ended, and the complex emergency is far from
defeated. the Mission believes that a time limit should be set for emergency and

rehabilitation" operations. There is no single answer as to when there should be a

switch in the source offunding, as each complex emergency is one of a kind, and

donors will adopt differentsolutions in line with their aid objectives. After having
provided aid for disaster relief to Cambodia for 15 years, it is certainly appropriate
for SIDA to review this matter, but the issue also applies to similar situations
elsewhere.

As regards SlDA'S programme rrhoices, while lacking an explicit programme
formula allowing a judgement as to whether a specific fundingdecision was sound,

the Mission has tried to evaluate the different programmes from the point ofview
of their e [ectiuenesx in terms of reaching stated goals and target groups. A second
issue of interest is the degree to which Swedish funding actually made a di " terence.

Manifestly, some programmes would have gone forward regardless ofwhether a

SIDA contribution was forthcoming; Swedish funds in such a situation have little
additionality, and might well have been devoted to other ends.

Programmes supported by SIDA responded well to overall needs, as docu-

mented by numerous assessment missions carried out by UN agencies and the
World Bank, and brought together in the United Nations consolidated appeal
launched in April 1992. With respect to effectiveness and additionality, the picture
is mixed. In the case of SIDA giants to the World Bank and ADB for technical
assistancee, which amounts to 25 percent of total Swedish aid during the period,
the Mission holds that these programmes wouldhave gone forward, irrespective of
Swedish support, and that little additionality is gained.

A substantial part of total SIDA contributions has been devoted to the repatria-

lion and reimegration of refugees. The UNHCR operation in Cambodia offers

several lessons for the future in the way programme expenditures were appor-

tionedbetween the differentphases of the operation. Less than lopercentof funds
available to UNHCR was applied to the reintegration phase proper, mostly in the
form of quick impact projects involving village infrastructure. The logistics of
moving a large refugee population used up disproportionate resources at the
expense of reintegration.

The Mission also believes that, rather than resisting spontmzeous reputhatirm (the

way incidentally that countless refugees returned home in the early 1980's),

UNHCR could have done more to encourage refugee families to organize their
own return, byincluding the appropriate incentives into its reintegration package.
To a large extent, reintegration plans were in practice compromised by the jack of
access to land, a constraint originally not foreseen.

Reintegration support was also held up by the administrative delays experi-

enced by UNDP and UNHCR in operationalizing their assistance, which was not

well synchronized with the return of the refugees. This is a structumtl problem

resulting from the fact that donor tinancing is normally not available to these
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agencies sufhciently ahead ol' time. Vvhile UNDP and UNHCR should be encour-

aged to plan and carry out reintegration operations jointly, d(mors will for their
part need to find a way of resolving the funding issue.

SIDA assistance in thesocialxectovzilias mainlybeen channelled through UNICEF,
which operates an impressive and complex programme in health, education,
water supply, and rural development. A full 25 percent of UNl(lEF'S budget in
Cambodia has been met by SIDA. In contrast to many other agencies, which have
focussed on the north-western part of the country, on refugees and internally
displaced, UNICEF has taken a nation -wide approach, making the transition to a

more development-oriented programme.
Its family food production programme is of particular interest in enhancing

jbodserurity. This is a well-regarded programme, with an extensive outreach, which
started already in the mid- 19803. In view of its strong development content, the
Mission believes the stage has been reached when a more detailed cost/ beneht
analysis of the programme would be desirable to verify current assumptions
regarding its impact.

Also to improve food security, in the general area ofagricultural production,
SIDA has allocated SEK 26 million in commodity aid, through FAO, tor the
procurement and distribution of fertilizer. The programme has experienced
serious diiHculty in ensuring that the proceeds of the sale offertilizer are credited
to the state treasu1y. As an activity that properlybelongs in the private sector, recent
initiatives to move tertilizer distribution away from government administrative
control should be supported.

After a slowstart, the work on clea -rmgland mineshas now started in earnest. With
the help of UNTAC and a number of donors, Cambodia has established a

tnnctioning organization for demining, the first of its kind instituted by the
international community. which has every prospect of becoming permanent,
provided external funding is made available.

A particular SIDA concern has been for its assistance to target the rural
poor. With an abnormal male/ female ratio in (lambodia, family economic bur-

dens and indeed poverty furthermore tend to fall on women. Most organizations
engaged in programmes aiming at pnumy alleuiation. have experienced difhculty in
reaching the most disadvantaged in the commuuities where they work. Members
of the community possessing some skills and resources are quicker to take
advantage of the opportunities that programmes for betterment afford. The
indigent having no resources whatsoever, especially women-headed households,
tend to be sidelined. Food for work programmes, while automatically targetting
the deprived, have also experienced difficulty in reaching the poorest ofthe poor.
Methods of selecting beneliciaries have so far been unable to overcome this
impediment. Moves byvarious programmes, such as the UNDp-sponsored CARERE,
to secure genuine village participation in this regard has not yet metwith success.

The fact that SIDA inserts most ofits support into programmes prepared and
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operatedby other agencies places special demands on the managementand ozrersight

o the pmgmmme. As this programme spans over a remarkably wide range, it is not

always easy to ensure that specific SIDA aid Objectives are observed. The Mission
noted in this connection that most of the reporting from implementing agencies
consists of output reports and does not permit detailed analysis of programme

impact and cost-effectiveness.

To try to correct this, SIDA should, as a provision of its funding agreements with

the agencies concerned, require that increased attention be given to the develop-

ment of internal monitoring systems and to impact and cost aspects of their

operations.
Taking into account that SIDA has only indirect links with the beneficiaries of

its aid, periodic independent assessments are essential for updating information on
the general situation and on the performance of the implementing agencies. Away

of gaining more in-depth knowledge of the Cambodian situation and increased
leverage with intermedia1y aid organizations, might be to establish more formal or
systematic cooperative arrangements with one or two other like-minded donors.

Although Cambodia has gone some way in stabilizing its economy, it still has to

deal with the basic problem ofan over-size civil service and military establishment.

The current inability of the government to meet essential expenditures for social
services and basic maintenance cannot be remedied without far-reaching admin-

istrative reform. In the meantime the donor community is taking responsibility for

virtually all local programme costs. In the view of the Mission, the present

widespread donor practice of paying sala1y supplements to government officials is

uncoordinated and unregulated, and hardly conducive to sound capacity-buil(l -

ing. lt is proposed that the system be reviewed within the framework of ICORC.
Political developments in the lastfive years, the presence of UNTAC, as well as

a depleted treasury, have produced a situation where the government cannot be

said to have even attempted to exercise any real coordination. A beginning towards
recapturing responsibilityfor coordination has been made with the creation of the

Council for Development of Cambodia. Neither centrally, nor at the provincial
level, has the government however been in a position to contribute meaningfully
to donor-funded activity, in terms of inputs, except with technical and managerial

personnel in those instances where salaries of key officials are paid by donors.
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NTRODUCT dN

Emergency or reconstruction? In a sense the suggested sub-title of this report
"Evaluation of Swedish Support to Emergency Aid to Cambodia" is somewhat off
the mark. Multilateral and bilateral assistance to (Iambodia since 1989 has,with the

exception of the repatriation of refugees from Thailand, primarily focussed on
néhaldlitatiun (md reconstrurtion,. This applies to support provided by multilateral
agencies and NGO'S in the final years ofthe Peoples Republic ofKampuchea, and
even more so following the Paris peace agreement and the subsequent general
elections.

Not that the lastfive years have not seen emmgmny action in response to disasters,
both natural and man-made. Localized tlooding and droughts are endemic in the
part ofthe monsoon belt in which most ofcambodia is situated, and severe tloods
struck large areas in 1991. In the domain of man-made disasters, the buried land
mines still threaten innocent civilians and the frequent dislocation of rural
populations as a result of armed conflict has persisted to the present day. The
survival needs of the victims ofcivil strife could not be ignored.

If the zigzagpath from emergency to development is described as a continuum,
there is accordingly constant movement forward and backwards along the line,
interrupted by stops and at times by hiatus. Experience tells us that this reality is

the general pattern in countries emerging from turmoil and civil war, and
Cambodia conforms to the rule.As far as Swedish assistance to programmes on the
continuum is concerncd, there is however no contradiction in terms or intent.
SIDA allocations are from funds labelled for "Emergency and reconstructjon" in
recognition of the basic need for flexibility.

In Cambodia the emphasis of multilateral agencies and several bilateraldonors

has been on rehabilitation and the restoration of services to populations that had
either been entirelydeprived of them for long periods or assisted poorly. The goal
has furthermore been to reach the most disadvantaged groups, irrespective of the
origin of their distress, and to assist vulnerable mml communities as a zuhole, rather
than distinctive groups.

This is relevant when evaluating how well the programmes have succeeded. In
many cases the needs of specitic categories such as returning refugees and people
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displaced within the country were singled out and highlighted at the time
programmes were planned and this served as a powerful rationale in the quest for
resources and donations. If the distinction between categories was held to be
secondary, the Mission has attempted to establish what the situation was on the
ground.

In dealing with the effects of the complex emergency" in Cambodia, and in
accenting rehabilitation and reconstruction, programmes have thus gone beyond
the mitigation of the disaster that enveloped the nation. This being the case, it 1s

reasonable to expect that special attention would be paid to future disaster

preparedness and to the development linkage. The Mission has therefore reviewed

this particular aspect of project activities.
When launching the appeal for resources to fund relief and reconstruction in

Cambodia, the Secretaty-General of the United Nations stressed that the economic
and technical support of the world community should act to cement the peace

through genuine reconciliation. It is accordingly pertinent to examine how this
principle worked out in practice.

In recentyears, the international communityhas been confronted with massive
flights of refugees seeking asylum in countries neighbouring their own. The
numbers ofdisplaced are of such magnitude that organized repatriation is put in
question as standard operating procedure, costs being increasingly seen as pro-

hibitive. The Mission has reviewed the history of the repatriation in (Zambodia, ill

part with a view to forming an opinion whether spontaneous repamation could or

should have been encouraged more actively.
Having no country representation, SIDA has made the deliberate policy choice

of working primarily through organizations of the United Nations system. An evalu-

ation ofthe Swedish contribution is therefore at the same time a pronouncement
on how these organizations have acquitted themselves ofthe task. The Mission has

looked into some of the implications of this policy and how it compares with the
more normal SIDA procedure of working predominantly through NGO'S in
providing disaster relief.

In mostinstances several donors subscribe to the same programme as SIDA, and

like SIDA at times earmark their support for discrete project elements. This begs
the question as to whether the particular programme segment for which funding
is provided would otherwise have suffered, been held in abeyance or received
funds from another source. In general the Mission has tried to look at this issue in
a pragmatic way, making a judgment as to the likelihood of altematiue unding
should other funds have been available, earmarking and even support ofan entire

programme appears questionable, as funds could have been applied differently or
devoted to other ends.

The issue as to what extent aid programmes foster gron/ing depmdmcies on the

part of the recipientis also ofconsiderable interest in Cambodia. Dependency and

capacity creation are often two sides of the same coin when programmes of
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national scope and impact are designed. X/vhere progmnlnles address ruml com -

munities and n.1l11e1'abl(é groups, the reversc side of the coin turns into :1questioh
offuture prepare(lnc= ss and abilitv to cope with the next emergency.





THE SETTING

ai Antecedents

The Khmer Rouge who took power in (Iambodia in 1975 and ruled for almost four

years stand out among revolutionary movements ofthe 20th century f or the sheer
ruthlessness with which they acted on the logic of their analysis of Cambodia's
fundamental problems. In their view poverty in Cambodia resultcd from the
exploitation ofthe peasantry bv the city people and the rural mercllant class. They
rejccted

Buddhism, the ancient Khmer monarchy and other paris of Carnbodian
culture as netarious and exploitative; they added a racial dimension to their
analysis, pointing out that the merchant class tended to be Vietnamese or Sino-

khmer, and thus fundamentally alien.
Their model was the Angkor War civilization, bascd on irrigation works in the

rice plains of northwestern (Iambodia. The base ofsociety was the pure Khmer
peasant, untainted by foreign intluenccs. Under the Khmer Rouge the peasant1y
would regain their proper place at. the heart of ( Zatnbodian power. which would
eventually reach the glory ofAngkorian times.

From these analytical premises, the entire structure of suffering which the
Khmer Rouge created has £1 certain logic. They abolishcd money and commerce.
They emptie(l the cities and forced their inhabitants to work slaves constructina
irrigation works and growing rice. The city people received limited rations and
thousands (lied from exhaustion and disease. Except for the Khmer Rouge elite,
schools and hospitals were eliminated. They tnobilized the peasants and armed
them with racial appeals lo Khmer strength and hatred for the Vietnamese.

Cross-border raids into Vietnam, and acute divisions within the Khmer Rouge,
led to the Vietnamese invasion in December 1978 and to their downlall. By early
1979 the Khmer Rouge were swept from Cambodia into Thai border areas. The
Vietnan1ese established the People's Republic of Kampuchea, which governed
Cambodia as the PRKand after 1989 as the State of Cambodia until the Paris peace
accords were signed two years later.

The Vietnamese attacked at the time ofthe 1978 main season rice harvest. The
timing of their attack, coupled with the weakness of a population debilitated by
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Khmer Rouge rule, led to the Cambodia famine. In September 1979 eyewitness

accounts of human suffering on an enormous scale triggered a massive public

response to NGO emergency appeals in Western countries.
The response of the UN system was at firstreluctant, as the new PRKgovernment

was initially only recognized by Soviet bloc countries. International agencies with
dear humanitarian mandates, i. e. UNICEF and the ICRC, however led the way in

taking up the relief effort, with NGOS playing a prominent role. For their part,
Vietnam and CMEA countries looked more to mid-term capacity-building, concen-

trating on political support, military assistance, commodity aid, training, and

infrastructure development.
In the chaos of 1979 and early 1980 there were massive population movements

across Cambodia as people looked for relatives and tried to locate emergency relief
and a safe haven. Hundreds of thousands of people fred the Vietnamese invasion
into Thailand. The majority consisted either of people who opted to return to
Cambodia after a brief period at the border or refugees who hoped to emigrate
permanently; the border population also included the base people of the Khmer

Rouge and other groups prepared to support resistance to the PRK.

By the end of 1981, after two successful rice harvests, the framework of the

political and humanitarian stalemate of the 1980's was in place. The PRK, sup-

ported by 180,000Vietnamese troops and the Sovjet bloc, but shunned by the rest
of the world, controlled 90 percent of the territory and population of Cambodia.
At the Thai border, displaced Cambodians, who numbered 375,000 by the middle
of decade, provided the support base for what in early 1982 became the Coalition

Government of Democratic Kampuchea, a forced partnership ofthe Khmer Rouge

and two non-communist resistance movements, the republicans (KPNLF) and the

royalists (FUNCINPEC). This coalition, though dominated by the Khmer Rouge,
enjoyed wide diplomatic recognition and represented (Iambodia in the United
Nations.

Entering the period under review for this evaluation, it would be difhcult to

imagine a less conducive context for implementing a reconstruction programme

in partnership with Cambodian people and institutions. While the basic humanitar-

ian situation had stabilized, and emergency conditions had not prevailed for some

time, the impact of the national and human trauma of the past was profound.

Beyond the obvious impactof the human and material destruction, three points
need to be emphasized:

' Even in the 1960's the Cambodian government was a weak institution.
Government officials lacked commitment to involve the poor in their own

development. Development was perceived as an act of royal beneficence.

0 Living with profound insecurity for so long, Cambodians have developed an

understandable propensity to think for the short term, an attitude that has

constricted the planning perspectives in the government service.
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' Community cohesion was severely damaged. Labour-sharing for rice produc-

lion tasks was traditional in Cambodian villages before the war. These villages
suffered tremendous stress: firstfrom the war, which drove manypeople into
Phnom Penh; then from the Khmer Rouge, who moved villages and de-

stroyed the temples as the centre of village life; finally from the forced
attempts by PRK cadre to form "Ösolidarity groups" and village cooperatives.

b) Political developmets I989- I994

The first signs that the cold-war induced stalemate in Cambodia might be broken
occurred in 1986 when the Soviet Union announced that it no longer was in the
position to provide unconditional support to states that had become dependenton
its aid. Vietnam began a process ofeconomic liberalization in 1986. In Cambodia,
the ruling party quietly reached out to Prince Sihanouk, who has remained the
symbol, of Cambodia's sovereignty and independence. A period of negotiation
began at the end of 1987 which ultimately led to the signing, in October 1991 in
Paris, of the Agreements on a Comprehensive Political Settlement of the Cambo-

dian Conflict.

Even before reaching tliatpoint, the PRK leadership had nourished hopes that
a solution lay in the formation of a government with the Sihanouk royalists. To
prepare for this solution, the PRK in 1989 made changes to improve its image with
the outside world, changing the country's name to the State of(zambodia (SOC),
promulgating a liberal foreign investmentlaw, and allowing private ownership of
property. In the same year the Vietnamese unilaterally withdrew their troops from
Cambodian soil.vvhile some countries (Sweden among them) responded to these
changes with increased assistance, the international community, led by the United
States and China, did not accept anything loss than an agreement which would
neutralize the SOC administration in favour of a fdur-party coalition government
of national reconciliation. The SOC however refused to countenance any power-

sharing with the Khmer Rouge. In 1990, finally, cracks began to appear in the
Western position as public doubts were expressed more vocally about the wisdom
ofpossibly reimposing Khmer Rouge rule on the Cambodian people.')

The fbrmula that ended the Cambodia stalemate was for the United Nations to
take over the administration of the country for a fifteen -month period prior to
national parliamentary elections. Cambodia's sovereignty would be embodied in
a Supreme National Council, chaired by Prince Sihanouk, and including repre-

sentatives ofthe four factions, but with equal balance between the SOC on the one

'
) lt is interesting in retrospect to speculate on what a more far-sighted diplomacy might have achieved at

that juncture. The net political result of the UN operation in Cambodia was the creation of a legitimate
and recognized government in Phnom Penh. The same outcome might well have been obtained by a US
rapprochement with the PRK government in I989-90, a policy option that, in the opinion of many. was
feasible at the time; this in turn would have obviated a costly peace-keeping operation, and considerably
reduced the costs of repatriation.
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hand and the coalition parties on the other. The SOC administration would
continue to manage the day-to-day affairs of the country and the resistance

movements would continue to govern their respective zones.
The United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) would

exercise control over the Cambodian parties, especially in the areas of foreign
affairs, communications, ilnance, interior, and defense. Upon the arrival of
UNTAC'S military arm, the parties would group their forces and disarm 70 percent
of them. This would create the peaceful environment necessary to return the

refugees from Thailand and to hold free and fair elections for the first time in
Cambodian history.

The peace accords allowed Prince Sihanouk to return t.o his native land for the

first time since 1978, the refugees to be repatriated, and free and fair elections to
be held in May 1993. Almost everything else in the accords, however, was under-

mined by the lack of commitment to reconciliation by the Cambodian parties to
the conflict, a jack ofcommitment matched at times by some members of the very
world community which had staked so much on the accords.

The fundamental breach of the agreement occurred injune 1992 when the

Khmer Rouge refused to meetthe firstdeadline for the initial cantonment of their
forces and to grant UNTAC troops open access to their zones of control. The
Khmer Rouge were refusing to disaml on the spurious grounds that there had still
been no independent verification of the Vietnamese troop withdrawal. Their
defiance of the Paris agreements created an atmosphere of instability around the

entire pre-election process. The Khmer Rouge declined to stand for election; in
the countryside, the SOC security apparatus intimidated and occasionally killed
opposition political leaders and their supporters.

Despite the odds, general elections took place on schedule in May 1993,

yielding a new political configuration, at least at the national level. FUNCINPEC
scored a plurality of the vote at 43 percent, the Cambodian People's Party (CPP)
tallied 38 percent, with only tinypercentages ofthe vote going to the otherparties.
After an abortive coup by elements within the CPP, Prince Sihanouk formed a

provisional government, which gave FUNClNPEC and CPP virtually equal power,

to manage the post-UNTAC transition.
The two-party coalition government which emerged after the promulgation of

the constitution in September 1993 varied little from the provisional government.
The portfolio of Prime Minister is shared, and there is an equal balance ofthe two

parties within the central departments of the national government. At the provin -

cial level, while the governors have been chosen based on provincial voting

patterns in elections, the CPP structure of the 1980's is still largely intactatdistrict
and commune levels.

Thus, even allowing for the possibility that party affiliation by now means less,

the CPP has been able to maintain significant executive power throughout the
count.ry. The CPP cadre is more experienced in governing than FUNCINPEC,
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which has far fewer people with acrual experience in government. or, for that
mat.ter, with recent experience in Cambodia. Military and security affairs are still
virtually controllecl by the CPP. However, the civil administration exercises little
sway over the military; there are serious problems ol' over-staffing and corruption
at the command level, and soldiers often engage in bandit1y against civilians.

The twin Prime Ministership appears to work, butministries are often (livided
within themselves with the most senior member ofeach party surrounding himself
with adherents who are reluctant to work and share information with the col-
Ieagucs of the rival party. For the same reason cooperation across ministries is
hesitant at best.

The continued threat of the Khmer Rouge is perhaps the greatest failure of the
peace proccss.The security situation in the front-line provinces ofBattambangand
Banteay Meanchey is now as poor as when UNTAC troops entered the country in
1992. The Khmer Rouge control little territory, though economically important,
and retains the capacity to harass and destabilize the daily life of civiliaus in the
northwestern and southwestern provinces.

One notable political benetit of the UNTAC intervention is the development
of civil society. Numerous local NGOS, self-help organizations, and professional
associations have established themselves in recent years. There is an active and
vibrant local press, which is now under threat from a government backlash. Two
outspokenjournalists have been murdered in 1994. There is also greater access to
independent foreign news outlets. There are a number of Cambodian human
rights organizations. These developments are welcome after decades ofsuppres-

sion of the right ofassembly and information.

c) Economic ad social developments
As already noted, 1989 was a landmark year for changes in (Jambodia's economy
as the SOC issued a new liberal foreign investment code and legalized private
property ownership. In the cities, the latter change meant a windfallfor otherwise
struggling civil servants who suddenly owned the housing that they had been
allocated during the 19803. In the countryside, the introduction of private land
tenure had the effect of putting even more power in the hands of village and
commune leaders. They could suddenly allocate land, not just user rights. in the
absence of any central capacity to conduct cadastral surveys and control abuses,
peasants were at the mercy of local leaders,who saw a good opportunity to increase
their own holdings. Uncertainty and disputes over land have been common, and
relatively few land titles have been issued.

The opening ofthe economy coincided with the end in 1990 ofsoviet assistance
to Cambodia. The latter. estimated at USD 120 million per year 2), had kept the

1) Ec0n0mist Intelligence Unit: Cambodia Country Profile, I993/94.
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Cambodian government and economy functioning in the 1980's, but was not

replaced by increases in outside aid from Western countriesfl) The Vietnamese
troop withdrawal forced the government to expand military spending even

further. Italready levied few taxes on the population, did not raise lax rates or add
new taxes for fear of undermining its already tenuous political position. The
extraordinary deficit spending was accordingly linanced by printing money.

Alreadyin 1989 the SOC budgetwas financed 30 percent from taxes, 40percent

from non-tax revenues (transfers from state industries andforeign assistance) , and

30 percent from the issue of currency. By 1992 the budget deficit had reached 51

percent of expenditure. After a decade of moderate inflation, the going inflation

rate reached about 200 percent annually, and the value of the Cambodian currency

plunged from Riel 178 to the US dollar in March 1989 to Riel 2,310 by the end of

1992.")

Economic liberalization, coupled with the massive UNTAC presence, pro-

duced unbalanced growth in the Cambodian economy. Outside investors and
Cambodians with access to assets or hard currency were well-positioned to take

advantage of the new boom. The Phnom Penh-based service economy flourished

as entrepreneurs and government officials invested in hotels, refurbished villas
and office blocks, and started restaurants and other services. UNTAC local

expenditures amounted to 10 percent of Cambodia's GDP, which expanded at an
annual rate ofabout 7 percentover the 1991-93 period,with industry and services

showinghandsome growth.Agriculture, however, the backbone ofthe Cambodian
economyand the employerof80 percentofcambodia'sworkforce,grew ata much
slower pace: only 1.9 percent in 1992 and an estimated 3.2 percent in 1998.

The World Bank accordingly cautions that it wouldbe a mistake to infer that the

stage has been set for strong economic growth in future. It draws attention to the
fact that growth is unbalanced and its overall impact shallow, its benefits being

unevenly spread throughout society and concentrated in Phnom Penh, which
represents only 15 percent of the population?)

The main challenge facing the new Royal Government is how to generate

internal revenue to lessen the dependence on foreign aid and increase social
expenditure. Its fiscal policies have been sound; inflation has slowed and the riel

has traded within a narrow range for more than one year. For 1993, however,

internal revenues still account for only 47 percent of budget expenditure, with

foreign flnancing accountingfor 82percentofthe deficit. Furthermore,the deficit
spending, far from being invested in key development sectors, is funding the

military, which accounts for 50 percent ofbudget outlays, and salaries for the civil

3) Total ODA from Western ccuntries and the multilateral agencies grew from USD 18.5 million in I988

to USD 4 1 .6 million in I990 and USD 90.9 million in I99 I . Compared to Sovietassistance, however. much

loss of this aid would have gone directly to the government. as dOnOrS mainly channelled their funds

through NGOS.

Öl Cambodia: From Rehabilitation to Reconstruction. World Bank (February I994).
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service.This leaves precious few resources for investment in social services. In 1993
total government spending in the health sector was USD 7 million, less than one
dollar per capita. Only four percent of the 1994 budget is devoted to education.

With scant resources at its command, the government is unlikely to impact on
current socio-economic indicators which appear to have changed little since the
late 1980's. One in five Cambodian children still dies before reaching the age of
five. Life expectancy is 50 years. Only 37 percent of the population has access to

clean water, and the percentage in rural areas is certainly even lower. Adult literacy
late is 38 percent, with a literacy rate for women of only 24 percent. The younger
generation is showinglittle sign of makingbetter progress than their parents. Only
15 percent ofcambodia's children complete primary schooland continue to lower
secondary level; 3.6 percent start upper secondary level and less than l percent are
enrolled at tertiary level. Yet even these students enter university so ill-prepared
that the entire lirstyear of education in tertiary institutions is devoted to remedial
1nstruct10n.

For those with resources, the end ofcambodia's isolation has however meant
a tremendous increase in social opportunities. Private educational institutions
abound. The quality of medical care available to those with means is better than at
any time since 1975. Contact with foreigners is unrestricted. Travel inside and
outside the country is easier. Cambodians who chose to stay in the country receive
visits and remittances from their relatives abroad. The benefits of these changes
tend to accrue to middle class city dwellers rather than to the peasant majority.

The macro-economic framework for 199 96 agrecd between the government
and the IMF/ World Bank calls for maintaining average real growth at 7-8 percent
per year; reducing the inflation rate to 5 percent; and cutting the external account
deficitto 9 percentof GDP by the end of the period. The private sector is counted
on to help stimulate this growth. To realize these Objectives, however, the govern-

menthas to simultaneously exercise tightfiscal controls while substantially increas-

ing capital investment and investment in basic social services.
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EXTERNAL A$$ STANCE PROV DED

To CAMBDD A
a) Assistance prior to I989

The chaotic conditions inside the country and the reluctance of the PRK govern-

ment to accept a prcscnce of foreign aid agencies delaved the international
response to the 1979 lamine until September. Then, after brielö assessment

missions by UNICEF, ICRC, and Oxfam, the PRK signed working agrcements with
these and other agencies for emergency programmes. At the same time a large-

scale reliefeflöort was set in motion to meet the needs ofthe hundreds of thousands
of (Iambodians who had Hed into Thailand.

This reliefwas highly politicized. Because only the Soviet bloc recognized the
PRK, Western donors tried to limit the emergency programme inside the country
to only the essential materials required to meet the food and medical needs of the
(Iambodian people. In practice itwas impossible to draw near distinctions between
emergency aid, which could be provided, and rehabilit.ation assistance, which was

frowned upon. Faced with the extcnt of the destruction, donors however grave

generously (luring this period to a broad range ofemergency programmes which
included essential rehabilitation compouents.The lCRC, UNICEF, WFP. FAO and
the major NGO consortia provided a wide range ofsupplies frombasic agricultural
inputs to tractors, spare parts for industry to transport equipment, basic medical
supplies to hospital equipment, pens and school notebooks to Khmer typewriters.

Rarely has the world community been called upon to support nationwide
rehabilitation on this scale in the name ofmeeting "emergency needs." From 1979
to 1981 official bilateral and multilateral emergency programmes provided USD
370 million in assistance to Cambodia. The Soviet Union alone provided another
USD 300 million.ö) NGO programmes contributed more than USD 100 million.

With the second post-famine rice harvestin 1981, the international community
declared the (Iambodia en1ergency over. From then on until 1989, aid policies
rellected the prevailing political stalematc. with the Soviet bloc providing substan-

tial reconstruction assistance. military aid, and concessional loans in budget
support to the PRK. This assistance ranged from the equivalentof' USD 85 million

5) Economist Intelligence unit: Cambodia Country Profile. I993/94.
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in 1983 to USD 120 million bv the end of the decade. The assistance from UN
agencies shrank dramatically, with programmes in the mid-1980's totalling about
USD 7 million. NGO'S were the principal vehicle for bilateral support from

Western countries in the reconstruction phase that was commencing. AUN report
estimates NGO expenditure by a dozen agencies at USD 2 million in 1984; while

probably on the low side, this estimate gives a sense ofthe hugo drop-offin support
after the emergencyperiod. By the end of the decade approximately25 NGOS were

programming about USD 15 million annually in Cambodia.")
Western donors,japan, China, and the ASEAN countries complemented their

policy of isolating Cambodia by offering to resettle Cambodian refugees in third
countries and, once resettlement was closed as an option, by meeting the basic
needs of 375,000 (Jambodians in camps along the Thai-cambodian border.

b) eeds assessment work I989-92

The prospect of the Cambodian factions reaching agreement to end their fighting
and the military withdrawal of Vietnam cleared the way for several countries and

international organizations to establish an official presence in Phnom Penh. Thus,
for instance, UNDP opened a liaison office in 1989, and bilateral agencies

progressively entered the scene with varying fbrms of representation falling short
of (liplomatic recognition.

As little detailed knowledge of prevailing conditions in the country existed
within mostof the agencies concerned, there was an immediate needfbr undertak-

ing a more systematic assessment of requirements. Over the next two years a

plethora of technical and programming missions visited Cambodia.
Bilateral missions were fielded by Australia,] apan, as well as by other countries,

including Sweden which commissioned a special base-line study of conditions in

the country. UNDP alone sent seven technical missions to (lambodia during this

period, three of which were devoted to the country's failinginfrastructure.The UN
agencies that had been designated to play a role in implementing the future peace
agreement, ledby the Ofhce of the Special Representative of the Secreta1y-General

for Cambodia, and other multilateral institutions wishing to get in on the act,

moved in with deliberate speed. The number of NGO'S seeking to establish

themselves kept swelling.
UNHCR focussed on preparations for receiving refugees from across the

border, UNDP on the state of the infrastructure and on how refhgeee reintegration
could be accelerated and linked to more lasting development concerns; VVFP

studied the predicamentof the internallydisplaced;and the ADB came in to laythe
groundwork fbi an emergency rehabilitation loan. The list ofmissions fielded by
various bodies reviewing Cambodia's needs from their own particular vantage
points is indeed extensive: about 50 programming missions, if individual consult-

Öl Grant Curtis: Cambodia: A Country Proflle, SIDA (August 1989).
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ant visits are included, flow in and out of Phnom Penn in the space of two years.
It was an intlux with which the de facto SOC government was hardly able to

cope, let alone advise on any regime of priorities for action. NGO'S staked out
positions in different parts of the country withoutmuch consideration beinggiven
to the need for ensuring that their presence in the rural areas was evenly spread.
With a government whose authority was on the wane, it was left to the United
Nations - after the peace agreement had been signed - to take on a coordinating
role within the UNTAC framework.

c) The U ited atios appeal ad IC0 3

In April 1992 the Secretary-General issued a consolidated appeal for funds to cover
Cambodia's immediate needs and national rehabilitation. It requested the inter
national community to provide resources to the rune of USD 595 million, through
bilateral or multilateral channels, fbi a coordinated set of measures clesigned to
strengthen the peace process and launch Cambodia on the path of economic
recovery.

In part the appeal was based on the findings of a UNDP mission in early 1992

which attempted to structure the full inventory ofneeds that had emerged in the
course of the earlier special missions and to draw together theirdiverse recommen -

dations. Asecond important inputwas the review being carried outby the so-called
UN Mission on Economics and Finance, on which the World Bank was strongly
represented, a participation that was financedby/siDA through a special allocation
to the Bank.

The Secretary-General's request included a provision of USD 116 million to
repatriate all refugees. Their resettlement and reintegration at home, together
with the requirements of internally displaced persons and demobilized soldiers,
was estimated to cost another USD 82.7 million. This, coupled with the need to
maintain and restore essential services in the rural areas, principally in the fields
ofhealth, education,water supply and agriculture, costed atUSD 1 19 million,were
over-arching requirements, amounting to 35 percent of stated needs. USD 150
million were devoted to major infrastructural works, and capacity building ab-

sorbed USD 14.5 million. A further USD 111.8 million was sought in commodity
aid and balance of payments support to avert a total breakdown of the civil service
and to put a break on run-away inflation.

To give political expression to the commitment of the international commu-

nity, a ministerial conference on rehabilitation and reconstruction of Cambodia
was convened in Tokyo in mid-1992 by the Government of japan, providing the
Occas10n to raise resources for the effort in Cambodia. In terms of ongoing
contributions and new pledges of support, the meeting tallied up resources
exceeding the stated needs by about USD 200 million, a most successful outcome.
Despite this, some items in the UN appeal were not adequately covered, while
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others were over-subscribed. For the two-year period 1992/ 93, pledges totalling
USD 880 million were announced.7)

As called for in the Peace accords, the Tokyo meeting also decided to establish

a more permanentcoordinating mechanism,named the International Committee
for the Reconstruction of Cambodia (ICORC), which was to provide continuity
beyond the end ofthe UNÖTAC mandate. lCORC has held two meetings, the first
in September 1993 in Paris,when furthercontributions were recorded raising total
pledges to the level OfUSD 1 billion. In March 1994 members of the aid consortium

met again to consider the National Programme to Rehabilitate and Develop

Cambodia presented by the new government, and a further amount of USD 780

million was pledged by the donor community. Given the nature of its current
functions, itis anticipated that lCORC will evolve into a regular Consultative Group
on Cambodia, similar to the others serviced by the World Bank.

Apart from serving as a forum for fund-raising and exchange of information,
ICORC has made little effort to coordinate programme content or donor policies.
IM regards implementation, disbursements lag as usual well behind commitments,

but overall the results are creditable. According to data assembled by UNDP, total
disbursements in 1992 amounted to USD 255 million for 1992 and reached USD

323 million in 1993, or 65 percent of the Tokyo pledges.") in terms of the use of
fnnds, it is interesting to note that the social sectors, including relief (food aid
alone represented over USD 63 million) and the restoration of services in rural
areas, absorbed about 57 percent of disbursements. This result is very consistent
with the Secretaiy-General's appeal which had sought 53 per cent of all funds for
the corresponding sectors two years earlier.

Analysing disbursements by type of support, it is worth noting that a full 20 per
cent of expenditures represent technical assistance, with 17 percent going into
investment prtjects. Programme aid and balance of payments support accounted
for 16 percent of disbursemems, including the settling of Cambodia's arrears to
the IMF, in which Sweden participated to the tune OfUSD 2 million.

While it is encouraging to see that the social sectors received favoured treat-

ment, the above figures also indicate that the first international assistance to
Cambodia, voluminous as it was, paid little attention to improving absorptive
capacity in key areas and to reinforcing the government's ability to manage the
process of administrative reform. The linkages between external aid and the

cardinal strategies outlined in current planning documents, such as the need to
create a basis for a buoyant market economy, without indulging in laissez-faire, to

7) In commitment terms, about I0 percent of the total pledge referred to time periods outside the 1992-

93 biennium.

Annual Development Cooperation Report, Cambodia I992/ I 993, UNDP (November I994). The flgures
for I993 are substantially larger than those given in the February I994 World Bank Report. which as far

as Sweden is concerned only provides the total of disbursements made in the I992/93 budget year. The
UNDP flgures are based on calender years.
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rationalize the public service and to enhance the productive potential of agricul-
ture, industry and tourism, are tenuous and tentative.

The reasons for this are obvious. Work to plan for sectoraldevelopmentover the
longer term was discouraged by UNTAC in favour of more immediate rehabilita-

tion action. Governmentdepartments were furthermore still in the hands of SOC.
Uncertain ofwhat government configuration would emerge from the elections,
donors were non-committal about the type of interventions they could support. As
this constraint is no longer present, multilateral donors, such as the World Bank,

ADB and UNDP are already moving strongly into the area of t1ying to build up
management capacity and begin the process of civil service reform, which have
been given high priority in the government's new plan.

d) lmpact of exteral aid o peace process

The signatories to the Paris agreement recognized the import.ance of external aid
to achieve peace and reconciliation. The Declaration on the Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction of Cambodia formed an integral part ol' the Agreements on a

(Jomprehensive Political Settlement of the Cambodian Contlict. It defined the

parameters and the principles for humanitarian action after the peace agreement,

and mandated the following key sectors for immediate attention: food security,
health, housing, training, education, the transport network,and the restoration of
basic infrastructure and public utilities.

As important are the principles which were to underlie the international effort
to rebuild (Jambodia:

' Sm/ereignty: the Declaration states explicitlv that the (Jambodian people and
the government formed after free and fair elections should be primarily
responsible for determining reconstruction needs.

* Ré€.sperl dr iom! €apurity: assistance to Cambodia should '"complement and
supplement local resources.

' Balrmce assistance to Cambodia should benefitall areas, "especially the more
disadvantaged."

The accords thus laid a sound foundation fhr emergency and rehabilitation
assistance to give impetus to the peace process. The actual implementation of the
aid effort contributed to this in a number ofways. First, the survival needs of the

returnees and internally displaced were met, primarily through the provision of
food rations by WFP and the Cambodian Red Cross. Second, some essential
infrastructure was restored, especially in areas expected to receive the majority of
the returning refugees,with the upgrading of secondary and tertiary roads, and the
construction ofvillage schools, clinics, and wells.The latterwere partiallyintended
to make local populations feelwelldisposed towards the returnees in offeringthem
homes, land,and other resources. Third, the large-scale international aidpresence
contributed to the sense, especiallyin the initialperiod, that a new era was dawning
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in Cambodia when it might be possible to collaborate in peace for the reconstruc-

tion of the country.
At the political level, however, the offer of oreign aid ultimately had little impaet

on the peace process. In order to secure the participation of the four Cambodian
factions in the aid process, UNTAC made special efforts to negotiate programmes
and programme delivery with the different factions. The Khmer Rouge consist-

ently obstiucted any attempt to focus meaningfully on the priority needs in

government-controlled areas; nor did it allow international agencies to work with

the populations in their own zones, thus blocking the people under their control
from needed assistance and outside contacts, which the Khmer Rouge perceived

as a threat to their control.
In general the four factions weighed outside assistance purely in terms ofhow

it might impinge on their electoral prospects. As the SOC administration still

exercised substantial control in rural areas, a dominant concern of local officials
was how the peace process would atfect their political power. Humanitarian
concerns were secondaty. They allocated resources to the returnees reluctantly
and tended to view them with suspicion. The allocation of400 days of free food to

the returnees, however necessary, promoted the view that the returnees were
pampered, and was to a degree non-conducive to reconciliation.

in one respect, reading members of the international community also failed to
abide by the spirit of the peace accords. They especially were not overly preoccu-

pied with the principle of balance, by excessively targetting assistance to the

wealthier western provinces to which the refugees planned to return. The more
disadvantaged areas ofcambodia, the eastern and central provinces, were largely
excluded from direct assistance during the pre-election period.

In the event, assistance was delivered in pattems already established, some of it

confined to areas controlled by a particular faction. The Khmer Rouge opposition

to budget support sen/ed to delay the implementation of such programmes. This
exacerbated tensions and also suggested that reading donors were consciously
weakening the position of the CPP in advance ofthe electoral campaign, impeding
reconciliation.

For many years emergency and rehabilitation assistance had been provided in
a highly polarized and political context. Undoubtedly, it was expecting too much

that external support provided during the formal peace process would decisively
contribute to undoing the consequences of 20 years ofwar.

A reasonable conclusion is that emergency aid is only able to make a positive

contribution if there is a genuine will within the recipient society to overcome past
divisions. At the time, and when pledging their support, donors had legitimate
grounds to believe that this was the case.

The UNTAC period ended however with the country still at war. As long as war

lasts, the complex emergmcy cannotbe declared at an end, nor can a decisive switch

be made from emergency to development aid. This aid should serve the purposes
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of political stability; economic growth with social justice are in the final analysis the
only solvents to existing tensions and the only means of attaining a modicum of
political harmony.

In terms of political stability, the (Iambodian government currently faces two

major threats, continued insurrection by the Khmer Rouge and publicly glaring
corruption. From the perspective of aid donors, the menace of prolonged revolt
can only be tackled through a genuine attempt at developing the rural areas, and
the menace ofcorruption through the systematic strengthening of civil society.

While acknowledging that these are complex processes, it is possible to identify
a number ofinterventions working in this direction. For rural development, these
would include programmes for small and medium scale irrigation, community
development, and the regulation of land ownership. For strengthening civil
society, measures deserving of support call for the respect for human rights,
educational improvement, the restoration of a credible legal system, and promot-

ing the creation of national NGO'S.
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S DA EMERGENCY A D

To CAMBDDIA 989 94-
The nature and composition of SIDA'S assistance to Cambodia during the past five
years were largely (letermined in the precedingdecade. As already noted, once the
Cambodian emergency in 1979-81 was over, virtually all international support was
directed to providing relief to the refugee settlement.s in Thailand. In contrast to
most other western (lonors, as it appears following a deliberatc decision, Sweden
elected to provide mos! 0 its assistzmm mit/lin Crmibodia.

Although the volume of this assistance was relatively modest, it was a policy line
that was consistently maintained in the ensuing years. Thus, between 1983 and
1988, SIDA allocated a total of SEK 102 million for its Cambodia operations. of
which only SEK l5 million was directed to the reliefwork in the relugee camps.

SIDA support inside Cambodia was channelled through those UN organiza-

tions that had established a presence there, and in particular UNICEF whose
programmes in the counttybenefitted to the extentofsEK 36 million over this six-

year period. Apart from VVFP, FAO and UNHCR, SIDA also routed its assistance
through two Swedish NGO'S, Diakonia and the Swedish Red Cross.

The UNICEF link sen/ed to give Swedish aid an early jbr -us on mnnstmrtiun, and

development, rather than on emergencyrelief, as UNICEF developed more compre-

hensive sector programmes in health, education and water supply. in line with its
operations world-wide. Assistance through FAO had the dual purpose of providing
budget support and of augmenting fam1 yields. Funds channelled through VVFP
were explicitly destined for food-for-work schemes to repair and maintain rural
infrastructure, at a time when free food dist1ibutions were still very frequent.

Thus the fbundations had already been laid when the entire "aid scenario" in

Cambodia changed in 1989.Aswedish delegation had visited the country in March
1988, and concluded that in general the SIDA assistance was well balanced. The
delegation found that UNlCEF in particular appeared to be carrying out a

successful programme despite the many administrative constraints it was facing,
and recommended increased support for UNI(JEF'S operations. It was somewhat
critical of FAO'S handling of fertilizer and other agricultural inputs channelle(l
through this organization?)

B. Ljunggren, SIDA memorandum, I988
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As a result of the mission, there was a shift in the pattern of allocation, with
further resources made available to UNlCEF. The intent was also expressed to

support measures designed to "'pave the wayfor considerable international aid, the
day this would be possible" '{') As a step in that direction SIDA commissionecl a

base-line report,") which has been an important background document for the

many assessment missions that have visited the country since then.
After the peace agreement in October 1991, Swedish assistance changed both

in mrzgnitude rmd mntmt. At the Tokvo pledging conference in june 1992, Sweden

announced a commitment of USD 38 million, or 4 percent of total pledges.

Essentially, the pledge consisted ofallocations made in fiscal 1991/92 and those

planned in fiscal l992/93,which together trebled the giants made in the previous
two-year period.

The level and direction ofSlDA allocations for emergency and reconstruction
in (Iambodia is given in the table below:

Allocation of Swedish Emergency Aid to Cambodia I989190-93194

(in SEK million)

AGENCY 89/90 90/9I 9I/92 92/93 93/94 TOTAL

UNICEF 13.0 20.0 zsio 2$.0 83.0

UNHCR 1.5 1.5 30.0 7.0 40.0

UNBRO I.5 I.5

WFP 4.0 5.0 5.0 I4.0

FAO 10.0 20.0 30.0

UNDP/OPS 30.0 30.0

UNDP/CARERE 20.0 20.0

UNDP/CMAC 20.0 20.0

ADB 43.0 43.0

World Bank I6.0 I6.0")

SRK") 2.3 5.2 I0.4 I7.9

Diakonia 7.9 7.9

Consulrant fund 5.0 5.0 10.0

TOTAL 26.2 35.7 85.4 101.0 85.0 333.3

I

(sourc€:slDA)

The repatriation of 362,000 refugees to Cambodia absorbed SEK 37 million, or

approximatelyélpercentof the UNHCRbudget for the operation, setat USD 116.3
million. Commitments were also made to initiate emergency rehabilitation of

'Ö) SIDA memorandum, I990.06.28

" ) Grant Curtis: Cambodia, A Country ProHle, SIDA (August 1989)

'}) In effecting the related disbursements, the contribution was subsequently adjusted to reach the amount
of USD I9.3 million.

") lncluding allocations to ICRC and IFRC. After flscal I992/93 SIDA grants to SRK and Diakonia are drawn

from a different budget. and not included in the table above. The support. however. continues.
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infrastructure through UNDP, to WFP for the FFW progra1nme and to FAO, for
more supplies offertilizer.

Allocations to finance technical assistance activities OfADB and the World Bank
were a novel feature. This was ostensibly for the purpose of setting the stage for
large scale Ilows ofconcessional credit to Cambodia, by ensuring that these flows
were underpinned byprior economic analysis, sectoral studies and detailed prtjt - ('1

plans.

With the substantiallyincreased level ofaid, Sweden has maintained its position
as one of Cambodia 3 main don.o*rs. ] apan is clearlythe largest donor (disbursements
in 1993 OfUSD 150 million), followed by the Tnited States (USD 90 million), EU
and France (each with disbursements in 1993 of USD 50 million). Sweden,

together with the Netherlands and Australia, form a third ranking donor group,
with disbursements in the order OfUSD 25-30 million per annum.")

Taking the aid portfolio as a whole, SIDA has been supporting a romplex set of
programrrms mainly devoted to national reconstruction. The composition of the
present programme however gives the impression of being "historical" and the
result of incremental decisions taken over an extended period. Whilst allocations
have been made following general emergency criteria, programmes having a

development content have increasingly been sought out, as a response to peace
initiatives and the perception that the situation was progressively being normal-

ized. Within this broaddefinition,itis however diflicult to find a cardinal principle
underlying programme choices. As a result the Mission has fallen back on using
additionality and effectiveness as criteria in considering whether the decision to
fond a given programme appears well-founded.

ectiueness. The impact and effectiveness of the various programmes sup-

ported by SIDA are reviewed in (Ihapter 7. By effectiveness is meant the degree to
which the programme has reachedits statedgoals or targetgroups, fulfilled criteria
of sustainability, cost/ benelit or capacity-building. In general these assessments

are qualitative in character, and as the discussion shows. information systems that
wouldpermitsubstantiating the impact ofthese programmes in quantitative terms
do not exist.

Because few baseline data have been assembled.and as the collection of current
statistical information is deficient, the overall impact of the aid programnle is

equally difhcult to measure in the aggregate. The Mission believes however that,
collectively, the programmes of the agencies concerned amount to a significant
contribution towards rebuilding the Cambodian nation.

An impact assessment of the particular interventions supported by Swedish

contributions is also rendered difiicult because of the disparate nature of these
interventions. As noted above, a compounding factor is that the record of SlDA'S
decisions does not make clear what zmerarching cmerion ol - criteriu dictated the

") UNDP: Annual Development Cooperation Report 1992/93 (November I994)
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programme choices made. Hence an essential yardstick for qualifying the SIDA
contribution is lacking.

Optimizing the use ol ]imds. In the 1980's, with few other donors on the scene,

SIDA could be assured that its funds were "additional".After the peace agreement
UNICEF, the principal channel for Swedish aid and the reading (western) aid

organization in Cambodia, saw its role change dramatically. In volume terms, its
contribution shrank to about 5 percent ofaid flows, and leadership in emergency
and reconstruction aid shifted to other actors.

Also, more resources seemed available than there was capacity to implement
and absorb projects. Hence, SIDA programme allocations risked being
substitutional", i.e. the bills would have been picked up by another donor, ifSlDA

decided not to make a grant.
To optimize the "value of the aid money", effective programmes for which no

other donors come forward would obviouslybe the best strutegjy. In this regard, SlDA'S
choice to finance World Bank studies as well as a series ofADB-sponsored technical
assistance projects is questionable, and its rationale ditficult to find. Its decisions to

repreatedly finance the FAO fertilizer programme (however laudable commodity
aid is in theory) are in the same categ01y, as discussed in Section 7 6) below.

On the other hand, SIDA support for VVFP'S Food for Work programme was

clearly a good strategic choice, as the funds served both to initiate a novel type of
intervention (additionality) and to support what has t.urned out to be an effective

aid programme.'ö) The same argument can be made for UNICEF, although its
programme is more diverse and less easy to define in terms of effectiveness. The

early and continued support for the CDRI also appears an appropriate choice for
long-term institution building. For its part, TNHCR undertook a successful,albeit

costly, repatriation operation, butitwas probably overfunded and the additionality
of SIDA funding minimal; CARERE, a rural development programme which has

clear potential for success has had difficulties in raising funds, and hence SIDA
support has good strategic value for the time being. A similar conclusion can be
reached as far as CMAC is concerned.

The issue o additionulity is not advanced as an argument against co-financing
per se. After all, a number of donors are routinely addressed in appeals for funds
by international organizations, and multiple donor funding is the expected
outcome. The fungible nature ofcontributions, whether earmarked or not, is the

accepted order.
Clearly also, as this evaluation purports to show, additionality has little bearing

on whether or not the assistance provided is effective. The impactand usefulness
of the World Bank reports in terms ofestablishing the macro-economic setting for
national reconstruction in Cambodia is for instance beyond question.

'S) The World Food Programme. initially somewhat reserved as regards the organization of relatively simple
FFW projects that are not underpinned with technical assistance. have now decided to augment the
scope of the Cambodia programme with funding from its general resources.
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Thus, additionality may not be at issue when a donor considers requests for
funding, nor would it necessarily be in the minds of those responsible fbi
coordinatingthe aid efforLwhether this be £1 central national agency or the lnited
Nations when cast in the role of emergency coordinator as in Cambodia.

At the same time, and given programme choices. the concept of additionality
permits a donor such as SIDA to pmmote les (mm xpetri zr pmgmwmze objeetiws by
weighing in at the crucial initial stage when financing tor the undertaking is

assembled. This is particularlyso when there are indications that other or adequate
resources are not readily forthcoming for tl1e activitv considered. An example of
this would be the UNDp-sponsored CARERE programme.

The successive giants made by SIDA to the Swedish Red Cross in favour of
mother and child health care in the province of Kompong Chhnang. and subse-

quently to the IFRC, illustrate the same consideration but at the tall end of a

programme. SIDA was very much identified with this activity throughout the
1980's; additionality and effectiveness were good. According t.o SIDA, support
continued when in 1993 giants were channelled through the IF RC, in support of
its general programme in Cambodia. This programme component is however

being phased out by IF RC; in reality, an earmarking of this kind makes little sense
as part of a multidonor effort.

Disaster mile. With the signature of the peace agreement, it was natural that
international assistance would be oriented towards rehabilitation, reconstruction
and recovery. In Section 8 a) below, the report discusses in more detail the way in
which this programme interrelates with the need to deal with the consequences of
a complex emergency and the speciiic elements that stake out the continuum
between emergency reliefand development.

While ideally emergency reliefoperations should accommodate a development
perspective and build in improved disaster prepareduess, the reverse also applies:
the reconstruction effort should incorporate elements ofprevention and prepar-
edness. All pxrjects may not live up to that ambition, but in a large number ofcases
they contain features designed to mitigate the damage from future disasters and
to generate 1"esources which can help people cope better.

The small irrigation project. in Kompong (lhhnang Province illustrates this well.
Rehabilitatedby the provincial departmentof hydrologv, with SiDAfnndingthrough
Diakonia, the hydraulic structure now provides a secure water supply to 110 ha of
paddy fields. Welds are estimated to have increased by 30-50 percent. Apart from
increasingproduction and income, this type ofsmall-scale irrigation projects has tbe
advantage of insuring villagers against drought and local harvest failure.

No national programme has been established in Cambodia for disastcr preven-

tion and mitigation. The FAO global early warning system does not operate in the
country due to the lack of reliable statistics on precipitation and cultivated area.
UNDP has recently organized courses in disaster management,") and ofiered the
government to operationalize the concept in Cambodia. An important aspect of
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disaster management is that emergencies are mostly local in nature and thus need
a lower level response than through a country-wide national programme. Taking
the Cambodia experience, the Mission holds that each project can, in a limited
fashion, contribute in this regard.

Regional imbalamres. The Mission wishes to make a general point in regard to the

impactof international politics on relief and reconstruction assistance to Cambo-

dia, which is also referred to in Chapter 4 and 5. In brief, major Western donors

imposed an embargo on assistance to the country from 1982 onwards, while

simultaneously underwriting a large-scale feeding programme for the refugees
across the border in Thailand.The 7-8 million Cambodians inside the country were

virtually cut off from official Western aid.
This imbalance in the dispensation of aid was supposed to end with the peace

accords in October 1991, but in fact continued, with most donors concentrating
their assistance on the western parts of Cambodia, and areas where most of the

refugees planned to resettle. As little aid as possible was channelled through the
State of Cambodia and to areas under its control.

Even after the signing of the peace accords,which calledfor balanced assistance

to those most in need throughout the country, these imbalances continue, carried
forward by their own momentum. They are less likely however to be driven by
politics; rather they are inherent in the provision of international development
assistance as a whole: favouring urban areas over rural, for example, or funding

tertiary educational institutions over primary schools.'7)
Compared to the major donors, SIDA Ts jmjbrmrmce on the question of balance is

c01nmendable. Although coverage has been uneven, largely as a result of the sparse

presence of NGO'S in the north and north-east, it has provided significant support
to programmes working either nationally or in central and eastern proxinces,

through UNICEF , WFP, UNDP. FAO, the Swedish Red Cross and Diakonia.

Redressing the balance, these organizations have been working in close coop-

eration with Cambodian institutions inside the country: provincial agriculture and
hydrology offices; the Secretariat for Women's Affairs; province and district level
health services; the Cambodian Red Cross. SIDA began providing this funding at

a time when very few donors were willing to work inside Cambodia, and has

maintained a reasonable balance in the allocation of its funds throughout the

period under review.

'Ö) A "Disaster Management Training Programme Country Workshop was held in july 1994. This is a

programme worked out by UNDP for global application. lt was attended by government officials,

international and local NGO'S. and representatives from the UN system.

") The World Bank notes, for example, that in I994. 43 per cent of donor assistance in the health sector was

to be spent in Phnom Penh. Per capita health spending in the capital is USD 36. compared to USD 5 in the

province surrounding Phnom Penh (Kandal) and the western provinces of Battambang and Banteay

Meanchey. In the rest cfthe countrydonor spendingin the health sector is less than USD 2 per capita. Twice

as much international assistance in the education sector is going to tertiary education compared to
allocations for primary education, with the secondary level virtually untouched. (World Bank, I994)
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ACH EVEMENTS

For the purpose of analysis, the Swedish aid to (Iambodia after I989 is divided in
the following three main categories, which to some extent overlap:

(i) restoration and developmentof basic services, food securityand infrastruc-

ture; in terms of (lisaster relief, interventions are directed to correct
fundamental eflbcts ofa complex emergency and to ensure better prepar-

edness.

SIDA contributions to UNlCEF programmes in education, health, water sup-

ply, family food production, and rural credit are the mainstay ofsuch assistance;

similarly the support of FAO'S fertilizer programme falls in this category, well as

aid through Diakonia (irrigation) and SRK (health). Community development
under the aegis of CARERE, village infrastructure work through VVFP's Food for
Work programmes are also part ofthis group ofactivities, as is road rehabilitation
through UNDP. In all, these prograrnmes absorb the lion's share of SIDA assist-

ance, or about SEK 185 million (55 percent) over the period 1989-94.

(ii) special efforts for the repatriation of the refugees, their reintegration in
(Iambodian society, and means to resolve problems crcated by the civil war.

The support of UNHCR and UNBRO are in this categ01y; also support to
(1ARERE for reintegration, and to CMAC, would fall in this group. About; SEK 100

million has been allocated to activities in this category, or 24 percent ol SIDA aid.
( iii ) caparity buildingin central governmentfor managing the national recoveiy.

Support to facilitate the work of the multilateral financial institutions in the
reconstruction process falls in this categoiy. SIDA'S consultancy fond (used to
support CDRI) is another example, as are the various technical assistance prQjects
of the World Bank and ADB. This type of assistance has absorbed about SEK 70
million, or 21 percent of SIDA giants.

The achievements, impact and issues for these categories of Swedish aid are
discussed helow.

a) Services focssing on basic social services

]ointly with Australia and the Netherlands, Sweden has been the main contributor
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to UNICEF'S operations in Cambodia since 1982}*) SIDA has provided general
programme support, without specitic earmarkings. The actual allocation of funds
towards specific programme items thus reflects UNICEF'S own budgetary deci-

sions, based on resources made available by other donors."') This review, there-

fore, looks at UNI(lEF'S entire programme in (lambodia, reflecting the fact that
SIDA has financed on the average 25 percent of the UNICEF budget.

Building on the experience over the pastdecade, UNICEF has gradually moved
towards a more development-oriented programme, in line with its global man-

date, distancing itself from relief and rehabilitation. Whereas it has l1elped in

assisting returnees and displaced people, through for instance a special essential
drog distribution programme, UNICEF has taken a nation-wide approach, at-

tempting to redress some of the imbalances resulting from the priority attention
given by donors to the returnees and the internally displaced.

UNlCEF'S assistance to Cambodia (as outlined in its master plan for 1992-95)

is divided in seven separate programmes, each with several sub-programmes, as

indicated in the table below.'")

Ongoing UNICEF programmes in Cambodia
MAIN PROGRAMME SUB-PROGRAMME

Health I. Extended programme of immunization
(USD 3.5 mn) 2. Mother and child health care

3. Essential drugs
3. Strengthen provincial health services
4. Health information

Education l. Capacity building in primary education
(USD 2.0 mn) 2. Teachers training

3. Textbook printing
4. Curriculum development

Water & Sanitation I. Rural water supply
(USD 2.6 mn) 2. Sanitation and environmental health

Family Food Security l. Family food production (households)
(USD 2.5 mn) 2. Family food production (schools)

Women in Development I. lncome generation (loan scheme)
(USD 1.0 mn) 2. Non-formal education

Children in Especially
Difficult Circumstances I. Protection of orphans and mine victims
(USD 0.4 mn) 2. Protection of street children and women

in difHcult circumstances
3. Advocacy of children's rights

Social Mobilization. and Advocacy l. Advocacy and social mobilization
(USD 0.2 mn) 2. Communication

") The account of SlDA'S cooperation with UNICEF in providing basic social services, summarizes a more
extensive review of UNICEF programmes in Annex E.

") The Swedish contributions for the period I989-93 of USD 13,2 million has been distributed by UNlCEF
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UNICEF has built up a solid reputation in Cambodia. The organization is

perceived to have good know-how and to run generally well conceived pro-

grammes. As an aid organization it enjoys an excellent working relationship with
the government, especially at the provincial and district level, involving a large
number of departments and officials.

UNICEF remains the reading aid agency in the health sector, in prima1y
education, for rural water supply, in rural small-scale credit; it is also a major actor
in rural development through its family food production programme (FFP).")
This role is reinforced by the fact that the Khmer Rouge period and the war of the
1970's has left a society where a quarter ofall households are headed by women.

Ill a highly dillicult political context where security problems have caused
frequent disruptions, TNICEF can point to an impressive record ofachievements
over the vears. For example:

' building some 8,000 rural wells, providing safe water to about 2 million
people, or 25 percent ofthe rural population;

0 distributing essential drogs to some 175 provincial and district hospitals and
1,000 commune inlirmaries on a regular basis;

0 securing a 50 percent immunization coverage through its EPI programme,
which has operated since the mid- 1980"s;

' producing some 2,5 million textbooksyearlyfor primaryschool children - the
only source available;

' upgradingthe teachers colleges,and constructingor rehabilitatinga number
of primary schools;

0 distributing 20.000 booklets for post-literacy training.
The above amounts to an (tmbilious old [I)r()g'r(mmie. To a large extent, pro-

grammes are implemented independently, oföten in different locations. Some of
the programmes focus on central institutions and capacity-building; others are
geographically widely dispersecl, far as possible striving for national coverage.
Counterpart agencies difier according to programme, and different counterpart
arrangements are often at hand. Several ofthe programmes run through the whole
gamut ofgovernment administration: central, provincial, district, as well as village
committees. To translate the programme into action, UNICEF cooperates with
over 50 NGOS.

It is a programme that an external evaluation over a period ofa fbw weeks can
only touch upon, giving only bare hints of what it has achieved, and what

as follows: health (USD 1.8 million); education (USD 3,8 million),water and sanitation (USD 2,3 million);
household food security and nutrition (USD 3.1 million); women in development (USD l,l million),and
general administrative support (USD l,l million)

10) Programme expenditures for I993 are given in brackets. excluding overheads and administrative costs.

") A lead role in rural development has been assumed by CARERE. see below Section 7.e).
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weaknesses it might have. Sub-programmes and interventions are so dispersed that

the programme as a whole is not only hard to evaluate, but also to manage

effectively. Moreover, UNlCEF is attempting EJ very difjimi! rask: addressing prob-

lems of the most vulnerable segments of a poor population, entrenched in an
intricate web of cultural, social and economic dependencies. The nature of
interventions is such that each requires considerable management effort, and
especially an effective information system to regularily assess results and effective-

ness. This, however, UNICEF lacks.
UNICEF has an elaborate system fbi planning and reporting, with three-year

master plans, annual plans ofoperation, progress reports, mid-term reviews, plans
of action, in addition to progress and final reporting to donors. What it jacks

however is an adequate internal system to monitor the imparrtand the effectiveness of
its programmes. Baselines are not established, and there is no systematic effort to

examine whether programmes in fact have the effects intended, even, for time-

honoured operations that have become routine in character. To some extentthis
may be explained by the fact that the Cambodia operations were in the past

emergency-related, but this is hardly the case anymore.

The lack of an operational system to assess impact and effectiveness must be
considered a critical weakness of UNlCEF'S operations: for its own management
purposes, for supporting donors, and not least for evaluations of UNI(IEF'S

effectiveness as a development agency.
Like other UN agencies, UNlCEF requires that peviodir mlaluations be under-

taken of its programmes. There is also an agreement between SIDA and UNICEF
in 1991 specifying that "UNICEF shall undertake an evaluation of the pr~ects

supported by Sweden up to 1990 ...Reports from such evaluations shall be pre-

sented to SIDA before the end of 1991." Such evaluations have only partially been
carried out, and none within the agreed time frame.2')

While such external evaluations are useful, they run the ever-present risk of
becoming overly accommodating - methodological problems for a thorough
assessment become overwhelming, and the jack of baseline data makes accurate

observations impossible. The task resembles that ofan auditor having to audit an

organization without accounting system.

Impart issues. The lack of an effective management information system leaves

the field open for many questions concerning impact, some based on impressions,
others on more substantiated exidence. Below are some examples, which are also
discussed in more detail in Annex E:

' While UNICEF has developed an efhcient system for printing and distribut-

") The mission was provided with three external evaluations:

- Family Food Production programme, (I992)

Extended Programme for lmmunization, (l992).

- Water and Sanitation. jointly with OXFAM, (ICR 1992).
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ing text.books for primaty schools, there are serious questions as to what
extent these books actuallv reach the school pupils. Books end up in the
Pllnom Penn markets, in closecl cup-boar(ls in headmasters oftices,in unused
libraries, etc. Field-visits and interviews indicate that textbooks in fact are
rarely used by the pupils.

' llvhile UNICEF has an extensive programme for the distribution ofessential
drugs, there is evidence that these drogs oföten do not reach the communal
health posts, but are divertecl en route and sold in the market or by
practitioners in an increasingly unregulated market for pharmaceuticals.

' While UNICEF has drilled wells for a quartet of the rural population to
reduce the high prevalence of water-borne diseases. intant mortality and
morbidity rates, there are questions to what extent these wells actually are
used for drinking water. Villagers tend to preier other sources of drinking
water for reasons of taste and cultural habit; deep wells are a last resort.
Health is rarely a consideration; hence, the main objective is defeated.

Building institutional capacity, in Ilze irm>r€'.xi u/'sunrlinubilitv, has been a maj01
objective fbi UNICEF, and an increasing share of the budget is spent on training.
Interesting methods of capacity building were obsewed by the Mission in the
education sector. Work to train teacl1ers and develop school curricula using local
resources in a process approach, with U NICEF Khmer-speaking consultants as

facilitators, are models of technical assistance worth emulating.
Assessmmt. The above review is probing in character, noting some weaknesses

in the UNICEF programme, as seen by the Mission. This should not obscure the
overall impression of TNICEF as a well-run organisation, engaged in an ambitious
developmentprogramme addressingprofound and essential needs ofthe country:
to re-establish the human resource base, so callously destroyed in the 1970's. For
the bulk of its programme UNICEF has adopted a true "'process orientation
designed to build local capacity and focus on the poor, however difficult it is to
reach the poorest in that group, as (liscussed in section 8 e).

In the education sector, the rehabilitation process that took place in the 1980's
led to the rapid creation of a cadre of teachers with low qualification; on-the-job
training and upgrading of skills are hence the focus of present development
efforts. The UNICEF programme provides a solid foundation for future develop-

ment, given that the advancementolöprimarv education is ofthe highest relevance
for Cambodia.

The Mission noted however the diverging views as to what approaches should
be adopted in this field. In the event SIDA would concentrate support on
education, itshould undertake a special sector review to improve its understanding
of the issues at hand. The ' DB education study described in Annex F provides an
excellent basis for such an exercise, as does the proposed TNICEF evaluation of
its education programme. This evaluation furthermore offers an opportunity for
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UNlCEF to overhaul its textbook publishing, and take action to correct deiicien-

cles.

In the area ofwater supply, a likely core activity also in the future, UNlCEF is in

a position to apply not only its extensive world-wide experience but also consider-

able local knowledge. The programme can no doubt be made more effective,

especially in its health aspects, through targetted health education, and stronger
community involvement is needed to address the potential negative effects ofthe

existing village power structure.

b) Improving food security

Cambodia's economy is based on agriculture, and rice is grown on over 90 percent

of the cropped area. Rice yields are low by south-east Asian standards, but compa-

rable to other areas countries with similar climatic and soil conditions. There are
several reasons for the low, and also unstable production: limited land under

irrigation (10-15 percent ofcropped land), low natural fertility ofthe soils, frequent
flooding and droughts, and little use fertilizer and high yielding varieties. In

addition, it is estimated that as much as 30 percent of land cultivated in the 1960's

is not in use today due to security problems and prevalence ofmines.
Cambodia, once an exporter of rice, has managecl to regain the level of

production which existed in 1970. A fast growing population, combined with man-

made or natural calamities, continue however to result in rice deficiencies, with

production on the average falling short ofconsumption by about 10 percent. The

outlook in this respect for 1994, with apparent crop lailures in many areas, is

particularly bad.
Support of agriculture and food selflsufllciency has been an important element

of SlDA'S assistance to Cambodia. About 20 percentof total allocations in 1989-94

has been devoted to increasingfood production. This assistance has been provided

in the following manner:
0 UNICEF'S household food security programme (FFP) centered on home-

stead gardens for vegetables and fruit trees, small livestock and fishponds,

using close to 25 percent of SIDA allocations to UNICEF, or about SEK 20

million.
* Rehabilitation of minor irrigation structures through Diakonia's cooperation

with AFSC. The level of support has been small in financial terms.

' FAO'S fertilizer programme, providing fertilizer and technical assistance to

expand fertilizer use. Sweden has financed some 10,000 tons of fertilizers as

commodity aid, with SEK 30 million in SIDA grants.

Housel1,old odd security. UNlCEF 's family food production programme (FFP) is

described in detail in Annex E. lt started in response to drought in 1986 and a

subsequentfood shortage, with the alm of improving health and nutrition among
children and mothers through the products of homestead gardening and animal
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husbandry. The programme basically consists of the free distribution of agricul-
tural inputs (tools, vegetable seeds and fruit tree seedlings. small livestock and
occasionally fish fry), and as the essential element the digging of a pond of
prescribed size tor irrigation purposes. The ponds, for single or more families, are
dog using family labour and financed under WFP'S food for work programme
which pays 500 kg of rice per family for each pond approved.

Households are mainly selected followingpoverty criteria, the indicators being
single-headed households, family size, land holding, and level of income. By the
end of 1994 some 80,000 poor rural households have been assisted under the FFP
programme; jointly with WFP about 18,000 ponds and 3,000 shallow wells have
been constructed, theoretically afiecting half a million inhabitants.

Over time the programme has shifted focus, becoming less supply-driven. and
is now increasingly seen as a rural development programme. It was evaluated by
UNlCEF in 1992, the main mdings being that the programnie has "been rather
successful in increasing access to food" through increased consumption and
availability ofcash, as a result ofnew income generating opportunities, especially
for families already selflsufficient or near selfisufficient in rice". In terms of poverty
alleviation, targetting on the poor was judged generally good, although 20-30

percent of potential beneficiaries "were too poor to participate". As regards
nutritional impact, the evaluation hold that this objective had been overstated and
that nutritional status was a more complex matter than a matter ofkeeping a home
garden.

In the view ofthe Mission, an internal monitoring system (base-line suiveys and
follow-up surveys on a sample basis) however needs to be developed in order to
form a reliable judgement as to the effectiveness of FFP. Without such a system,
little is known of the success ratio among the 80,000 supported households; of the
incremental production/income after a few years; the sun/ival rate ofchicken and
duck supplied; whether investments (including for pond excavation and institu-

tional overheads) make the programme economically viable; social impact within
the village and possible dependency effects.

It has been argued that FFl' is a way of rehabilitating the old culture of ponds
and home gardeningthatprevailed earlier butwas destroyedby the recentturmoil.
The programme would act to revive these vanished traditions, demonstratingtheir
value. Iris however unlikely that such a tradition would have been eradicated to the
extent that a change agentlike UNICEFwouldbe neededto "demonstrate" itanew.
The Mission in fact saw little demonstration effect from the programme. Rather
resource constraints (possibly combined with intuitive cost/benefit and risk
analysis by the households) seem to be the main reason why villagers do not,

undertake household gardening on a wider scale by themselves. Essentially,
therefore, F FP should be judged as a development programme.

Assessmem. While FFP is highly regarded as a rural development programme,
with an extensive reach, several important questions cannot readily be answered.
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There is little hard evidence of its ultimate impact. Although F FP has operated for
8 years, it is thus still an open question whether the incremental benefits, in terms
of increased production of vegetables, fruits,and small livestock, are such that they
justify a grant per household which exceeds its per capita annual income.

In disaster relief terms, FFP has been labour-intensive and consequently slow
in expansion, with limited short-term effects in terms ofenhancing food produc-

tion andgeneratingincomenhe programme is rather developmental in cllaracter,
and as such a potentially effective means of improving the situation among poor
rural households over the longer term. By the same token, better disaster

preparedness is created over time.
M a solidly established programme, FF P will need to systematically verify the

assumptions formingthe basis for its work. Organizationally, counterpart arrange-

ments should be streamlined placing programme responsibility in a single govern-

ment structure. At the beneficiary level, increased cost-sharing should be pro-

moted to reduce inequities and improve sustainabilitv. FFP can be made more
targetted towards households with the best opportunities to take advantage ofthe
programme, devising other lorms ofintervention in respectof the very poor, who
already have been sidelined as beneficiaries.

Small-state irrigution. As irrigation developments go, the project in the com-

mune of Role Bien is small stuff. It. consists ofan hydraulic structure, about lo m
wide, allowing yillagers to regulate the flow ofa water course and irrigate 110 ha

of paddy fields. It is part ofa system of eight river gates built duringKhmer Rouge

times, most of which are now in disuse, but which could theoretically irrigate by
gravity about 1,100 ha.

SIDA'S contribution to restoring the Role Bien scheme is commensurate with
the size of the project, a full USD 16,000 (excluding teclmical assistance), made
available through Diakonia/AFSC. According to the villagers, the project has

allowed them to save crops that were, at the time of the Mission's visit, threatened
by a dry spell and to be reasonably certain of a yield in the order of 1.5 tons of
paddy/ha, well above the national average.

There are, in the estimation of a study carried out under the auspices of the
Interim Mekong Committee, between 800 and 900 small-scale irrigation schemes

of this kind.") The study concludes that, were viable schemes to be rehabilitated,
they would increase national production of rice by ll percent., and accordingly
does not recommend systematic reconstruction in view of the major effort
involvecl. Instead, it singles out 9 schemes, which would justify the proposed
investments byvirtue of the acreage covered and the cost/ benefit to the national
economy.

Although a minor project, the Mission believes it has especial interest as it

2}) Irrigacion rehabilitation study in Cambodia. Final Report (Sirjohn Halcrow & Partners), lnterim Mekong
Committee (june I994)
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provides a vivid illustration ofa common approach in assessing project feasibility.
Feasibilityinvestigations most often take a comprehensive or large-scale view, using
the national benefit as their flame ofrelerence and unit ofcomparison. It is hardly
surprising that feasibility may then appear doubtful. At the same time it is obvious
that the true flame olöreference is not necessarily the national economy as a whole,
but the more limited economic perspective ofcommune and village populations.
National cost/ beneiit may thus spurn initiatives that over time will increase
national rice production and market supply by 10 percent, in tavour of other
solutions, and at the same time discard interventions that would insure harvests
against local drought and yield 50 percent crop increases tor the people of a

particular cornmune or village.
Feasibilitv investigations thus risk being trapped in constantly applying a

national perspective, instead of relating to the regional or local interest. The
Mission is aware of the fact that there are many other issues that need to be
explored in this connection, but holds that there is prima jrurie an inherent
distortion in ignoring the possible benefits that mightaccrue to the province, the
commune, or the village, as the case may be. lt is a line of inquiry that that the
Mission would hope can be pursued.

I*}€11ilizer distribution. As a legacy of the socialist era, fertilizer is distributed and
tnarketed through a state monopoly, COCMA (Compagnie (Ientrale des Materiels
Agricoles), a public company under the Ministry of Agriculture. COCMA today
sells the fertilizer (on credit) to provincial or district authorities for resale to
farmers or private retail outlets. Prices are set administratively by the government
and by and large rellect market prices. The distribution to provinces and districts
is based on a general allocation plan prepared by the government in the light of
their respective "needs".

Aprivate sector trade in fertilizers has emergedin recentyears, but this appears
small. There is, on the other hand, considerable unregistered cross-border trade
in fertilizers with Thailand and Vietnam.

With no revolving funds of its own, COCMA has fbi many years been almost
entirely dependent on commodity aid, running at a level of'30,000 - 35,000 tons in
recent years. The major providers are Japan, Germany, the Netherlands and
Sweden. The three latter donors use FAO as an inter1nediary, whilstjapan consigns
its fertilizer giants directly to COCMA. The ADB also included fertilizer imports
(18,000 tons) as a component of its first loan to Cambodia, using COCMA as the
distribution channel.

COCMA handles abouthalfofestimated fertilizer imports. The balance is from
official private trade and unofficial cross-border trade. For example, in 1993
Vietnam dumped large quantities of fertilizers in Cambodia.") An ineflicient

}")There is a dearth of reliable data. Figures are broad estimates provided by advisors working in the sector.
Notably. the major FAO sector review in I994 omitted anyquantiflcation of input supplies to the country.
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distribution system, as well as security considerations, make the supply, and hence

prices, fluctuate considerably from place to place.
SIDA commodity aid via FAO has had twin Objectives:
* In agriculture: a) to increase the supply of fertilizers in the country, b) to

improve distribution through technical assistance to COCMA, and c) to

expand the use of fertilizers atfarm level through field trials and demonstra-

t10n.

' Financial: to provide budget support. Fertilizers are sold to farmers at market
price and the revenues accrue to z1special government account, for use bythe

government as approvedbyFAo. Under the FAO programme (as well as ADB

scheme) the proceeds from fertilizer sales also cover COCMA overheads and

transportation costs, calculated at 16 percent of the CIF price.

The recozlery o proceeds from the sale of fertilizer under the FAO programme
works poorly. l/vhile FAO states that payment recovery was as high as 80 percentfor
fertilizers distributed in 1992, the recovery for more recent distributions are
dithcult to establish, because of the prevailing creditsystem. (The ADB projecthas

similar problems and recoveiy is still quite low - unofticially stated to be below 5

percent. at this stage).
According to advisers familiar with the issue, fertilizer distribution in (Iambodia

is riddled with corruption. Efforts to investigate the system have resulted in open

threats towards the investigators. FAO and Germany, Cambodia's largest supplier

at 24,000 tons offertilizers, have proposed to distribute the fertilizers through the
private sector, by auctioning off consignments at the port, an approach initially
supported by the Ministry of Finance. Opposition from within the government,
however, made one donor drop the proposal, at least for the coming year. It was

also reported that COCMA has been under investigation by the government, but

charges of misappropriating funds have been held in abeyance.
Increased use of fertilizers is held to be the most efHcient means ofincreasing

rice production in the short term, and farmers are said to be well aware of the

benefits of fertilizer application. Irregular demand, prices out of reach of poor
farmers, and the marketing of adulterated products, however, prevent more wide-

spread application. Latent demand is currently estimated to be in the order of
100,000 - 120,000 tons (i.e. twice the present level).

Fertilizer distribution through COCMA continues to be a questionable om 0

assistance, because ofthe inability to institute adequate controls. At the same time,

the private sector is prevented from playing a more active role, due to formal and

infbrmal constraints imposed by Government. Private traders wishing to enter the
fertilizer market are already beset with real problems: the security situation

(makinginvestments in distribution a high risk venture), the poor state of the road
network. lack of credit andbank offices in rural areas, all add to the difficultjes with

which the private sector has to contend.
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c) Food for Work

During the period under review, Sweden contributed SEK l7 million, the equiva-
rent of8,l75 tons of rice, to the World Food Programme in (lambodia. With the
exception of 1990, when 509 tons were used to provide food rations for 80 days to

50,900 internally displaced people in Battambang and Banteay Meanchey prov-
inces, the Swedish contributions were earmarked for Food for Work (FFW)
activities. WFP placed a, high primiey on dez:elr)j)ing *FWas its primary rehabilitation
progra1nme strategy for Cambodia, even though it had to devote most of its food

resources to providing emergency rations to displaced people and meeting the
food needs of the returning refngees.")

There was a distinct evolution ofWFP'S strategy and capacity to carry out FFW
activities dio-ing this period. Initiated in 1989, the FFW programme was intended
to move the organization beyond providing free food to vulnerable groups, which
had earlier been its prima1y strategy. For much of the period under review, lille
UNICEF family food production (FFP) programme was the primary recipient of
F FW resources, mainlv for digging the ponds which are at the heart of the FFP

methodology. International NGO'S also received FFW resources, mostly for rena-
bilitating dikes, canals, and irrigation structures in cooperation with national and

local government hydrology staff. WFI' staff readily admit that they were largely
reactive in designing this programme, making it known that food for work was

available and then reviewing and approving applications as they were submitted.
In the early 1990's the (lambodian Red ( lross (CRC) became WFP'S primary

local counterpart in implementing the emergency food programme for the
internally displaced and later for the returning refugees. WFI' invested significant
time and resources in training and building up the technical and managerial
capacity within the CRC to carry out this programme. CRC now maintains £1 fleet
of trucks seconded by VVFP and is primarily responsible, with WFI) oversight, for
maintaining food distributions throughout (Zambodia.

WFP is not limiting the (IRC to an emergency distribution role. CRC is now the
developer and counterpart agency for 65 percent OfVVFP'S FFW activities. Their
staff, who are present in 16 provinces, conduct on-going suweys on economic
conditions and food availability; with WFl' staff, identify a list ofpriority districts
and villages tor FFW programmes; and in cooperation with local village commit-

lees plan and implement FFW activities in the selected villages. (lRC has become,
in essence, the local operating arm ofWFPös FFW programme, allowing WFI' to
concentrate on planning and monitoring aspects ofits implementation.

The twin objectives of the FFW programme have been identitied by VW'7 as:

'5)The followingflgures help to put Foodforwork in perspective' In I992 93 FFwprogrammes represented
onlys percent ofwFpexpenditure in Cambodia, compared to sl percentfor repatriation and 22 percent
for lDP's. Sweden's contribution in I992 -93 accounted for only 2.6 percent of all rice donations, but
represented 43 percent of the FFW effort. Three other donors contributed to FFW in that period. but
Sweden was the only country to earmark its entire contribution to FFW.
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' to rehabilitate rural infrastructure and

* to alleviate rural poverty and improve household food security.

In the space of five years the FFwprogramme has made a substrmtial mntribution

to meeting the first objective. If one accepts the exact WFP earmarking ofswedish

assistance,sweden's support alone has contributed to digging almost 10,000 family

ponds, rehabilitating 140 kms of irrigation canals, and building 86 kms of rural

secondary and tertiary roads.An estimated 100,000 people have participatedin the

projects supported by Sweden's contribution.
Time did notpermit the Mission to assess the extent to which the rehabilitation

of rural infrastructure has lastingimpact. In the hydrology and road rehabilitation

components, for instance, this impact depends on the technical soundness of the
construction and the degree of community commitment to maintenance. The
Mission's experience raised doubts on both counts. A current project to repair a

dike, in Sdao in Battambang province, appeared to be receiving no technical
supportfrom the provincial hydrology office;soil compacting was rudimentary and

did not make proper use of the impermeable clay soils available on the work site.

Many of recently constructed secondary roads are already seriously rutted due to

use by heavy vehicles during the rainy season. but no community maintenance is

usually planned.
In the view of the Mission, the second Objective of the FFW programme - pozlmy

alleoiation - is not achieveable through FFW. Because wages are low and the work

temporary, FFW is in the nature of a stop-gap measure. Successful infrastructure

programmes may initiate village-level development, but can hardly be seen as a

developmentinterventions on their own. Long-term developmentwork has barely

begun in Cambodia, due to the civil war, lack of government resources, and the

tendency of donor agencies to focus on quick-impact infrastructure projects at the

expense of community development for which there are now new opportunities.
The FFW programme makes a serious attempt to reach the most vulnerable

members of the community. The argument is that FFW is in this sense self

targetting, as only the poorest members of a community would avail themselves of

the opportunity to work for food. As the capacity to organize FFW projects has

increased, WFP is making a renewed effort, through "poverty surveys" conducted

province by province, to target the programme not just to the poorest in a given

community, but to the poorest communities in Cambodia. A recentllvFp evalua
-

tion mission (1994) , however, raised doubts about the possibilitv of reaching the
most vulnerable members of the community. The mission found that community
members who lacked labour in their families, especially widows with small chil-

dren, were less likely to take advantage offood fbi work, and suggested that fresh

efforts were needed to ensure that FFW really is available to the most needy.

Assessmm!. Like other aid agencies, WFP faces a dilemma in its approach to

capacity-building. In CRC, it has built up a (éredible operutional mtitv, whose profes-
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sionalism and honesty are widelv acknowledged in the donor community. This was
achieved through management and technical assistance inputs by VVFP, but
essentially by paying salaty supplements to (ZRC officers engaged in FFW pro-

grammes. As noted in Section 8 d), however, the payment of sala1y supplements
and honoraria is a general issue, in the way it affects sustainability and creates
dependencies.

The WFP relali011,.slzip with the govermnmt is ambiguous. Initially, WFP made the
pragmatic choice of directing its F FW programme towards the family food produc-

tion programme, nominally implemented by the government, but in reality by
UN1CEF. Hydrology programmes were carried out by NGO'S. Aside from CRC, är

quasi-governmental agency, national institutions are notablv absent. As WFP has
never really had a counterpart agency, even at the provincial level, it, has had more
freedom ofaction than might be warranted in selecting priorityprogramme areas.

Asplanned, WFP should address this issue at an early stage, havingin view the newly
formed Ministry of Rural Development as a ready, princi pal government counter-

part. This could materially help in overcoming the jack of technical support for
infrastructure pnjects, which could be provided from the relevant technical
departments of the government, even at the cost of salary supplements.

Interestingoperational relationships have been developed with national NGO3.
The Mission believes that this approach can be intensified, with WFP expanding
the support for local NGO'S, while reducing and eventually eliminating the
fnnding of international NGO'S.

SIDA Ts earmmkingof its (rontribution to WF P for FFW programmes is judged by
the Mission to have been an effective strategy, providing enhanced opportunities
for monitoring, leverage and programme leadership. There can be little doubt
that in this case SIDA funding has been truly additional and was far more
meaningful to WFP than providing a small portion of its overall food aid pro-

gramme in Cambodia.

d) ehabilitation of infrastructure

There are lew countries in the world where the existing transport infrastructure,
ports, railways, roads and bridges, has reached the same state of general degrada-

tion as in Cambodia. The construction ofpresentport facilities and railway tracks,
as well as network oftrunk and secondaty roads, dates back to the 19603 and early
1970's. Efforts since then to keep up with normal maintenance 1"equirements have
invariably been one step behind and failed to stern what amounts to a seemingly
inexorable process of capital destruction.

As a result, the United Nations appeal made a special case for contributions to
rehabilitate the national transport infrastructure. Sweden responded byallocating
SEK 30 million to this end, by way ofan emergency allocation to UNDP, to be used
in the most; effective manne!' possible.
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Based on the preliminary inuentory of the most urgent needs for infrastructural

repair, UNDP decided in mid- 1992 to apply the Swedish grant to emergency
maintenance and rehabilitation work on Route No 5,which connects Phnom Penn

with Battambang, a 300 km central stretch of the trunk roadnetworkforming a vital

communications axis between the north-western region and the south of the

country. The rehabilitation was a joint donor effort, with contributions by the

Netherlands and the USA, and parallel financing from Australia. Sweden was the

principal contributor, providing over 50 per centofthe estimated funds required,
total resources available being in the order of USD 8 million.

As no detailed survey of the required road works hadbeen carried out, there was

neither the time nor the basis for tendering for contract work.instead itwas carried

out on force account by the then Department of Roads and Bridges. New and

reconditioned machinery, trucks and vehicles were purchased in the amount of
USD 1,140,000. The continuous repair programme on Route No came to an end

in the first quarter of 1994, some eighteen months after its inception, when the
allotted funds had largely been expended and proceeds ofthe ADB rehabilitation

loan became available.

On the aspllalt stretches, potholes were filled and shoulders trimmed over a

length of 193 kms; laterite surfaces were rebuilton 62 kms, six new bridges erected

with a total span of 334 meters, 37 wooden bridges repaired, and 270 (lrainage

culverts replaced. In addition, 69 kms of secondary earth roads linking up with

national route No 5 were restored fbi use.

The arhieuemmts mena tzuojold. In the firstplace the road was kept open to tratlic;

without the repair intervention,it is likelythat this vital communications axis would

have been cutfor extended periods, as had alreadyhappened in 1991.At the road's
best, travel time to Battambang cut by half, but the density of traffic (1,150

vehicles per day) and the passage of overloaded heavy (luty vehicles are such that

many stretches are again under severe stress.
Secondly, the work provided valuable experience in how to deal with the

problems of road deterioration in Cambodia, serving a practical starting point

for the elaboration of the repair, rehabilitation and reconstruction strategy

recommended in the master plan for the rehabilitation of the transport sector,

which has been financed by SIDA through the ADB. In terms of cost/ benefit, the

margins are very comfortable; the ADB study estimates the internal late of return
for this type ofintervention (costed at USD 30,000/km) to be 120 percent.

As is the case in most programmes in Cambodia, the involvement and coopera-

tion of the Public Works Departmentwere secured through the payment of salary

supplements to key officials. Thus, engineers attached to the department received
a monthlypay of USD 300for the duration of the project. Although the department
does not enjov a reputation for high standards of integrity, UNDP states that it was

able to retain control of financial transactions and all disbursement records held
in the UNDP office are said to be auditable.
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In this sense, a by-product of the pr~ect may be to have shown that it is possible
to provide direct support to a government department without letting financial
control slip out of the implementing agency's hands. The work performed has

certainly added to the organizational capacity of the department, in technical and
management terms, to handle projects on force account. Whether the systems of
accountability used in maintaining and rehabilitating National Route No 5 are

always replicable in other situations, is ofcourse loss certain.
Assesxmmt. The SIDA allocation for infrastructure was made without the benefit

of the detailed surveys and studies that normally accompany such investments.
While it is conceivable that the use of these fnnds could have been optimized
differently, this should be traded off against the inevitable (fast o time delays in
initiating the repair work. Providing the wherewithal for taking immediate action
to Ineet a recognized urgent need was, in the view of the Mission, appropriatc
under the circumstances.

Allocations for the improvement of mägor infrastructure, even in emergency
situations, are unusual fbi SIDA. The grant for this purpose in Cambodia appears
in retrospect to have been a one-shot effort and can hardly bc seen as part of a

structured rehabilitation programme. Rather, its value lies in the jlexibility and
impetus it provided at a crucial juncture, permitting an early start to the rehabilita-

tion programme. From this point of view, the contribution is judged to have had
a positive impact.

e) Repatriatio and reintegration of ref I goes

Three dimensions defined the repatriation operation, its logistics, the direct
assistance on arrival and help with reintegration. Each was planned and imple-

mented as separate process elements,but all were conditioned by the principle that
the repatriation should be voluntary, conducted in safety and dignity and to final
destinations of the refugees' own choice. The whole operation was budgeted at
USD 92.6 million, excluding the food assistance proyided in the first 400 days of
resettlement. The SIDA contribution was SEK 40 million, including 3 million for
the preparatory phase.

While the outcome of the operation was important for national political
reconciliation, and also in terms of UNH(IIR'S more general policy concerns,
consideration here will focus on the welfare of the refugees, the ultimate yardstick
by which the success ofany repatriation programme must be judged. The rask laid
down for INHCR in the Paris agreements, namely to ensure the "harrnonious
reintegration" of the refugees is also intimately linked with a UNDP programme
initiative, called CARERE (Cambodian Resettlement and Reintegration), which
was to integrate a development perspective in the reintegration work.

Preparations began already in 1989,with a sun/ey of the populations in the border
camps and an assessment of the absorptive capacity in Cambodia. Information
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campaigns were conducted in the camps conceming the situation in Cambodia; all
retumees were registered and their choice of destination recorded. Sun/eys were also
carried out to determine the number of "extremely vulnerable individuals" lEVI),
whose physical, mental or social condition required special support on arrival.

Re/Jatriation: The logistics of repatriation received the main emphasis, both in
terms of organisation and money spent. Services and facilities, exceptional for
UNHCR, were provided. It deployed large numbers of staff and relief items,

constructed six reception centres, did repair work on roads and railways, and
procured a fleet oftrucks to take the refugees from the reception centers to their
tinaldestinations. Using other UN agencies andNGO's as implementingpartners,
UNHCRcompleted the actual movement of 362,000 refugees byMay 1993,1n time
for them to participate in the elections.

As an organized movement of thousands of people, safbly and voluntarily,
within the set time frame, itwas a highly successful exercise in logistics, carried out
without major accidents or security incidents. The priority on logistics and tight
control of repatriation was largelydictated by the politicalprocess and dicouraged
the significant potential for spontaneous returns which existed at the time.

Dirent assishmce: Assistance to the returnees on arrival was als() more compre-

hensive than for similar operations elsewhere. UNHCR and VVFP were jointly
responsible for providing food rations at reception centres and fbi 400 days after

arrival at the point of destination. An effective distribution system ensured that

food reached the beneficiaries without major problems at the distribution points;
the operation benetitted from the experience of W'FP in assisting internally
displaced people, in a successful partnership with the €IRC. As a vital safety net
during the transition to self-suffiency, it might however have been delivered on a

sliding scale, over a longer period of time. As it turned out, when the 400 days of
rations ended, many had not begun farming, still waiting for land to be allocated,
or had outstayed their welcome with relatives. A significant number of returnees
was still qualified as "needy" or "'at risk".

Reintegmtion: Work to reintegrate the refugees in their home communities
focussed on quick impact prtjects (QIPS), many of them carried out in coopera-

tion with a number of NC-O'S and the CARERE programme of TNDP. QIPS, 80 in
all at a total cost of USD 9.5 million, were aimed at increasing the capacity of
receiving communities to accommodate returnees and to create an amicable
climate for their reception, including readiness to make land available.

QIPS were designed to produce rapid, visible and hopefully sustainable results.
As a result they focussed on restoring infrastructure and services within the

community, such as the building or repair of roads, schools, and health centres.
A smaller part (about USD 1.2 million) was allocated to land clearing and

agricultural inputs.2") QIPS also assisted some 10,000 vulnerable families, and

Is) A UNDP mission in March I992 formulating a much more comprehensive QIP package as part of a rurai
development strategy. recognized the importance of land for reintegration.
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overall mustbe seen as a highlyrelevant response to the needfor early reintegration
assistance, in particularin remote locations where detailedproject preparation was

not feasible. As sustainable interventions aiming at development, they however
suffered from the limited capacity of Cambodian institutions to maintain them
(e.g. schools must also have teachers and materials) and were not always fbllowed
up by more long-term development effbrts on the part of other agencies such as

CARERE.

The issue o land. The ability of refugees to resettle and become self-sufficient
cannot be reviewed without reference to the land issue. UNHCR promises to the
camp populations to provide 2 ha of land to each family was based on flawed

assumptions about the availability of land for cultivation, drawn from aerial
suwevs.

When repatriation had started and it became obvious that safe and available
land was scarce, UNHCR rapidly changed course and introduced a range ofother
options, of which the cash grantoption was eventually chosen by 87 percent of the

returnees. The revised strategy gave priority to those returning to their native
villages, except to areas declared out ofbounds due to security risks, considerably
restricting the unqualiHed freedom ofchoice offinal destination.

Land fbi cultivation has become the most critical issue for a large proportion
of rural returnees and is as yet largely unresolved. This is particularly true for the
Battambang province, which received the largest number ofreturnees. With the
advent ofprivate land tenure, land allocation to returnees has been a slow process;
a valuable commodity, not willingly given out, land is often in the control of local
authorities. Most promisedlandis still confined to unsafe or remote areas. UNHCR
has had to rely on the willingness of provincial and communal authorities to make
land available.") However, the case may also be made that, by notpressing the land
issue, UNHCR mayhave avoided creating a large number ofsettlementsites, which
have continued to experience difficulty in becoming an organic part of rural
society.

The new emphasis on refugees returning to their native villages, as a way of
resolvingthe land scarcity issue, however did notconstitute a long-term reintegration
solution. The Mission's field visits indicate that whilst relatives provide an impor-

tantsafety net in a transition period after arrival, they cannot compensate for the
lack of other livelihood solutions in the long-term.

CARERE: The CARERE programme was instituted by UNDP on the model of
similar undertakings in Central America for t.he purpose of giving a development
dimension to the reintegration ofnot only refugees returning from Thailand but
also of the large numbers ofdisplaced persons within the country. An amount of
SEK 20 million has been allocated by SIDA for (IARERE in fiscal 1993/94.

Its main function was to provide an organizational framework fbi a decentral-

17) in an open letter to the refugee camps in january 1992, the then Deputy Governor of Battambang, Tes
Heanh. made dear that there was little surplus land in the Province for distribution.
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ized area deuelopment programme. Because of resource constraints, it was first
established only in the three provinces of Battambang, Banteay Meanchay and
Pursat, and somewhat later in Siem Reap (July, 1994), the four provinces to which
the vast majority of refugees had opted to return.

Within each province, the programme is organized along geographically
defined areas called target zones. The criteria for choosing target zones are rural
poverty, social and economic potential, possibility for government cooperation,
and relative absence of other aid pr~ects."") The target zone approach is not the
exclusive rule; some activities are of province-wide concern and operate from the
provincial centre.

With work divided along sectoral lines, the programme seeks to secure commu-

nity participatirm as a basis for sustainability and long-term development. Gender-

sensitivityis a stated priority. An underlying assumption is that reintegration is best

served by targetting the whole community, as opposed to just the returnees and
other displaced people.

As of 1994, the bulk of available funds has been allocated to infrastructural
projects, such as rural roads (23 percent) and schools (21 percent), and agricul-

tural activities, which have been angled towards land clearing, planting, provision
of improved seeds, and assisting returnees with land tenure arrangements (24

percent). Only a minor part of its funds has been geared to what are intrinsic
aspects of the CARERE programme; income generation (5 percent) and commu-

nity development (5 percent).
Project expenditures over the same period amount to USD 9.1 million, with

over half of disbursements going to the province of Banteay Meanchey and 25

percent to Battambang. The number of indirectbeneficiaries is crudely estimated
at almost two million, taking into account the high proportion of infrastructural
projects; direct beneficiaries are of course considerably lower in number.

These were to include the zlulnerable segmmts of the population as well as

returnees. A common criticism of CARERE is that it reaches neither. It is true that
the poorest are often missed out; creditschemes and income generating activities
both require a degree of competence, and as remarked by some village chiefs and
group leaders, the poor people who are included in the programmes are those that
most often fail.

As noted above, arable land is crucial to achieving a permanent reintegration
of the refugees. Little land is available in safe areas, but in the north-western

provinces generally (although less so in Battambang province) it is a matter of
clearing new land or activating fallow land, and of titling this land. CARERE has

'B) There are six criteria stated for denning the target zones. They are: a) economically and socially
disadvantaged persons, ID) presence of a minimal long term resource base, c) possible partnership with
the reform plan of the Royal Government, d) minimal potential for success, e) relative absence of
international aid projects. andf) sufflcient infrastructure already in place (UNDP: CMB/92/006 Cambodia
Reintegration and Resettlement Programme - CARERE)
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assisted in clearing close to 18,000 ha alfecting some 70,000 people. The pro-

gramme focus on infrastructure is partly explained by the need to create access to

water, roads and markets for the newly cleared agricultural areas.

l/vhat CARERE is asked to perform is operationally diflicult: to move from
emergency assistance to development aid, targetting the community as a whole.
Returnees will have different needs depending on where in the process of
reintegration they are placed. Working at both en(ls of the emergency/develop-

ment continuum is also likely to reduce operational elhciency, as there are

"invisible" prerequisites such as confidence-building and awareness which first
have to be achieved. CARERE has to be simultaneously goal-oriented (when

dealingwith relief) and process-oriented (when engagedin developmentchange).
The possibility that the community development approach would create

fTiction with established provincial authorities - by intruding on the hierarchical
chain - does not seem to have materialized. On the contra1y, relations with
authorities appeared uniformly good and contacts frequent. In villages and
prQjects visited by the Mission there was no evidence suggesting otherwise.

Assréssmmt. The repatriation movement has been referred to by UNHCR as one
of its '"largest and most complex operations ever undertaken"', and its q]érliuenrss

has been widely recognized. ltwas highly successful in moving 362,000 refugees on
schedule and without major incident, and has been hailed as a model ofits kind.

As a highlyorganized operation,with unusually generous support from donors,
both costs and quality standards were high. However, costs were unevenly distrib-

uted over the different phases of the operation, a disproportionate amount being
allocated to the actual movement of the refhgees. Their protection was obviously
a major (toncern of UNHCR, but considering the strong TN presence in the
country and the relativcly short clistances involved, a fully organized movement
may be seen as over-protective and not particularly cost-effective. Moreover, the
tightly controlled operation proxided little room for the priorities ofthe returnees
themselves as well as their competence in organizing their movement and devising
their own livelihood strategies.

The studies of the j)0.sl-repaniation problems the refugees are facing point to the
critical importance ofthe land issue and the value ofsupport systems that kinship
provides in the first resettlementphase. ln promising land to the returnees and by
not pressing them, in the name of unrestricted freedom of choice, to return to
their places oforigin and as far as possible to locate relatives, UNHCR contributed
to altering the premises tor the subsequent reintegration.

While the actual movement of the refugees was managed successfully, other
facets of the repatriation point to the difficulties in designing and planning the
return of refugees in general. Safety principles and detailed advance plans are
important, but do not always fil comfortably with a reality where the necessaty
information maynot be available and absolute security cannotbe guaranteed. The
vast numbers of refugees seeking asylum in the world and the enormous costs
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involvedin arrangingfor organized repatriation call for a new approach in dealing
with a problem of increasing urgency. Most voluntary repatriation occurs under
conditions of conflict, without assistance and without light protection guaran-

tees.2") and millions who have done so have managed to resettle att home.

Hundreds of thousands of displaced Cambodians moved across the borders with
Thailand and Vietnam and repatriated spontaneously in the period 1979-84, and

there was signiticant potential tor spontaneous return prior to the 1992 opera-

tionf"') in particular, only short distances were involved and there was a relatively

large UN presence in the country at the time of repatriation. Creating incmtit/es [or

spontameous repatriatiorz, rather than vigourously resisting it, and reinforcing sup-

port measures on arrival in Cambodia, should have been given serious considera-

tion, in the interest of the beneticiaries.

Comparatively loss altenlion (md msourtres were devoted to the reintegration
etfort. The planning of QlPs, as a joint venture with UNDP, was launched only a

few months before the start-up of the repatriation operation, and implementation
was correspondingly delayed by the usual organizational and administrative time
lags.3').

Reintegration work was hence nor zuell svnchronized with the repatriation effort
as a whole. Reintegration being the more complex facet ofthe operation, itis clear
that planning should start well in advance of the actual movement of the refugees
so that the agencies involved are organizationally present and able to commence
work when the refugees arrive.

The above suggests that a strucluml im/Jedimml is present in terms of the

availability offunding. Both UNHCR and UNDP raise the funds for an operation
of this kind through extra-budgetary contributions. Without funds, plans will
remain on paper. It would be unusual for donors however to commitfunds well in
advance of a repatriation exercise that is moreover susceptible of hitting political
snags or running into delays. UNHCR and UNDP, planning and acting in tandem,
would need to persuade donors of the necessity to remove this resource constraint.

The difhculty hitherto experienced by UNHCR and UNDP in working out a

rational division ojlabourin respect of reintegration is z1 long standing one. In part
this is due to their different vantage points. In the view OfUNHCR, it is the task of
CARERE to continue the reintegration work that UNHCR has started; the needs

2') As Stein and Cuny point out: "the fact that large numbers of refugees choose to return without
international 'protection' tells us something about the efflcacy of the repatriation process and the fact
that many are willing to forego assistance, indicates how aid is regarded at this point in a refugee's exile.

Repatriation in a civil war/conflict situation. Paper presented at Round Table Consultation at UNHCR,
Geneva, june 1993. (Barry N. Stein and Fred C. Cuny.)

'Q) C. Robinson: Something Like Home Again. The Repatriation ofcambodian Refugees. US Committee for
Refugees, I994

") Large and administratively simple QlPs proiects were for instance more easily approved. UNDP had field
presence only six months after repatriation had started; HCR lacked Hold officers with exclusive

responsibility for reintegration work, and were too busy receiving returnees.
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of the returnees have been somewhat marginalized in the CARERE programme,
the argument goes, whereas UNDP believes ('IARERE should east its nets wider.

As for CARERE, its im pactis limited having only started during the second half
of 1992; in addition pledgedfunds have not been received in a timely fashion.Yet,
the large number of schools and many kilometers of village roads. built with
community labour, are an impressive sight. While possiblylacking sustainability in
many cases, theyhave strongvisibilityand no doubt provide impetus and incentives
to the communities to make a collective effort.

The dermtmlization attempted by CARERE is commendable, as is the involve-

ment of Cambodian staff. Vvhile genuine village participation has not vet been
achieved, the fact that. most project staffare Cambodian nationals, including stall'
in senior positions, may be one of its major results to date. They work in close
cooperation with village counterparts, trained and paid by (IARERE, village chiefs
and development committees. Iris planned to go further: from 1995 onwards staff
working as a community developer will be required to actually live in the village.

For reasons already mentioned, it is diflicult to make a dxjiniliue asxessmmt of
CARERE. It has been criticized because of high overhead costs, and its starting
stretch has admittedly been long. There would not appear to exist however any
structural reason whyimplementation would notbe successful. Provided adequate
funding is on hand,there is little doubt that CARERE-tyPe interventions constitute
an appropriatc aid approach in Cambodia.

f) Demiing operations
There is prol)ably no more long-lasting consequence of human conflict than the
misery, maiming and death caused by the placementoflandmines. Paradoxically,
ofall man-made disasters, the laying ofmines is also the most deliberate ofactions
and its effects ought therefore to be avoidable. It is a scourge created wilfully and
carelessly, and in disregard of the fact that its victims are rarely the intended foes,
but innocent civilians in peaceful pursuit of their livelihood long after hostilities
have ended.

The painstaking work involved in removing mines is not always well underst00d.
Blueprints for rehabilitation usually confine themselves to bland statements
regarding the need to clear minefields as ifremoval is something readily achievable
in the near term. The plans for the repatriation of refugees from Thailand is a case
in point. Their return was made conditional on the clearing ofmines from routes
alongwhicl1 they would travel, and the promises ofplots ofland on their arrival for
cultivation were predicated on the removal of mines from large acreages. In the
event, little could be accomplished.

Glib optimism is often added to by private companies eager to cash in on a new
industry seen as offering easy profits, and blanclishing mechanical and miracle
technologies that on closer scrutiny have severe limitations in their application. At
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the end of the day, no new technique has emerged that can replace the carefl1l

manual prodding of soil, square metro by square metre. And to certify as cleared

an area suspected of being mined, although there were no mines, is as time-

consuming as when 100 mines are found.
Mine-clearingpersonnel have to be trained,supervisors gain experience on the

job, management procedures instituted and financing secured. This takes time

and it has taken the best part 0 tzuo years for Cambodia and the international

community, initially mobilizedbyuNTAc, to establish a credible organization, the
Cambodian Mine Action Centre (CMAC), to begin mine clearance in earnest.

Yet it is only a start. In the past year, 600 hectares have been cleared of about

25,000 anti-personnel mines and 200 anti-tank mines, a minute fraction ofwhat

reportedly remains hidden in the ground. To guage the enormitv of the future
task: the CMAC data base has records of 1,900 marked and unmarked mine fields,

containing an estimated 8-10 million mines underground. Mine clearance is likely

to go on for decades.

CMAC inspires con zdemein its organization and operations. It now has in action

41deminingplatoons of30 men each currentlydeployedin five provinces, 16 mine

field marking teams, 10 explosive ordnance disposal crews, central and regional

headquarters establishments in three locations with about 100 staff, including

mine awareness personnel and instructor staff for the CMAC training centre
outside Phnom Penh. Cambodian staff areassisted by a team of 42 expatriate

advisers, providing technical and management support under a UNDp-sponsored

trust fund and under non-reimbursable loan arrangements with seven countries.

The programme of clearance, marking, awareness and training has been

budgeted at over USD 50 million over the next five years, and approximately 13.9
million have been secured for the first two years' operations; this figure includes

the pledged Swedish contribution of SEK 20 million, but excludes the costs of the

36-man strong technical advisory team, which is slated to be phased out after two

years.

Translated into unit costs, expenditures over the past year amount to about
USD 10,000 per hectare of cleared ground. Taking by analogy acceptable invest-

ment parameters for, say, irrigation development of agricultural land, such costs

appear almostprohibitive. However, mine clearance is not just a matter of putting

agricultural land under cultivation, although settlement sites for internally dis-

placed persons and land with agricultural potential have been given priority in

CMAC s programme.
The gravity of the humanitaria -n problem may be measured by the fact that 150

mine accidents are reported every month, to which number an equal toll of

unreportedinjuries anddeaths is estimated to have occurred. Cambodia is reputed

to have the highest proportion of amputees in the world, at present estimated to
number some 36,000, or one amputee for every 244 inhabitants.

The stark fact remains that about 3,500 mines are "cleared" through accidents
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annually, with the rural poor, and the children among them, being particularly
exposed. The Mission was vividly reminded of this in the province of Battambang.
A50 metre wide mine belt that once hadformed a circular defensive perimeter was

being cleared and was yielding an abundant crop ofmines, 600 in the space often
days; at the partcular location visitecl, the mined area was immediately adjacent to
two homesteads, where children were playing, separating the houses from the rice
fields. To till the fields, passage had to be negotiated daily.

Mine clearance in Cambodia was specificallv mandated in the Paris peace
agreements. UNTAC was assigned the task of making the necessary arrangements
for training Cambodian mine -clearing personnel and establishing an appropriate
organization for a long-term demining operation. From its inception (lemining
was seen as a (Iambodirm msj)onsildility, and any mine clearance by militarypersonnel
sent to Cambodia by countries contributing ro the UNTAC elfort was resisted. A
primary goal was accordingly to create a national capacity to confront an awsome
long-range problem.

The work currently performed bv (IMAC is convincing evidence that this
capacity is well under way ofbeing achieved. Additional capacity is being created
by five non-governmental groups, that between them have mobilized some 500
more deminers, under financing from different sources. There is close pro-

gramme coordination on the part of the NG()'S with (IMAC, which maintains the
central data base covering the whole country. (IMAC has also made provision to
contractout their services at. cost to entities engaged in development or investment
projects and wishing to clear a particular area, by reserving 1 -2 platoons for such
purposes.

There is atpresenttherefore good grounds to believe that the operation can be
made sustainable, with the obvious caveat that its financing cannot be borne by the
Cambodian government alone. For the foreseeable future, the international
community will need to ensure that the programme is endowed with adequate
resources.

Regrettably, on the negative side, the laying ol land mines has nor cmsed in areas

ofintermittent conflict and military stand-off. Strategic Oljectives also dictate that
certain perimeters cannot yet be cleared. (Iircumspection will need to be exercised
in the proximity of the frontlines of conflict and where there is a risk that cleared
ground might be mined anew. For obvious reasons, the conditions under which
CMAC is operating will change over time and the priorities set for mine clearance
will need to be adjusted in the light of developments.

Assessment. Given the substantial cest of clearing land for potential cultivatjon,
some ofwhich may in any event be marginal and of difficult access, the Mission
believes that clearance for humanitarian purposes, i.e. the reduction ofcasualties,
should take precedence over anyother Objective.while recognizingthat Objectives
overlap in most situations, humanitarian considerations should certainly override
any need for expanding arable land.
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The mine clearance initiated in Cambodia is the im purpose ol attempt by the

international community to come to grips with the aftermath ofmilitary tactics that
can at best be described as expedientbut cruel. A phenomenon ofour times, it has

been favoured and practiced increasingly. There is presently no other rational
approach to a solution of the problem butfor the international community to work
towards adopting a convention regulating this type ofwarfare.

Eminently, it is a case of disaster prevention being better than the cure. What
is more, the route to prevention is staked out and action clearlyfeasible. To say this

is not to underestimate the obstacles that lie in the path ofconvention-making, but
rather to highlight the fact that, in the context of demining, prevention cannot be
narrowly interpreted as meaning merely marking the borders of mined areas and

making rural communities aware of the existence of a deadly hazard. As for the
past, the Mission sees little alternative butfor mine-producing countries.especially
those reaping benefits from the export of mines, to assume part of the financial
obligation for removing them.

g) Preparing for rehabilitation ad recostruction
With the launching of the peace process, SIDA began to fond activities aimed at
strengthening the government s capacity to reconstruct the (Iambodian nation.

The following inputs were provided during the period 1989-94:
0 Support ofcambodia Development Research Institute (CDRI), an NGO set

up to assist the Government in economic and social analysis, research as well
as training in language and computer skills, through a "Consultancy fond";

' Under the CDRI umbrella, provision of a long-term adviser to the National

Bank of Cambodia (NBC), including a training programme for bank staff;
0 Financing of a World Bank country report;
0 Financing of a technical assistance component as part of the World Bank's

Emergency Rehabilitation Loan, its first credit to Carnbodia;
0 Gran t contribution OfSEK43 million to ADB for technical assistance projects

linked to its lending.

The assistance labelled "preparingfor reconstruction " in this report accounted
for altogether SEK 70 million in 1989-94, or about 21 percent of total Swedish aid

in that period.
/lc/iiezlemmts. SIDA has been the main contributor to CDRI since its inception

1990. Aid has been given in the form of a general budget support. An external
evaluation of its operations was undertaken in 1994. The evaluators were highly
complimentary, pointing out that CDRl has achieved "both an impeccable repu-

tation fbrprovidingquality services and access to and recognition from the highest
level of the Cambodian government. CDRI has set the standards for institutional
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development. in Cambodia £*2) The Mission has no reason to question the evalua-

tors' judgement.

The advisory services to the NBC are administered by CDRI, and constitutes, in
the view of the Mission, a valuable contribution at a time when (Jambodia is

undergoing £1 difficult transition in the area ofeconomic management.
SIDA contributed to the the lirstofthe World Bank's two country reports, which

appeared in 1992 and 1994. These excellent. reports are used as major relerence
documents by most missions and donors active in Cambodia. The question
however arises to what extent SIDA funds were instrumental in the first report
actually being produced. It was prepared at the behest ofthe United Nations, and
the World Bank would no (loubt in any event have undertaken £1 fresh country
assessment as a basis for resuming its activities in (Iambodia.

Similar considerations apply to the SIDA technical assistance grant for the
implementation of the World Banks USD 63 million Emergency Rehabilitation
(Iredit, approved in late 1993. While it is too earlv to assess the project, the credit!

has reportedly run into various problems. Rather than provide emergencv pro-

curement for selected inputs in sectors such as agriculture and education, the
credit appears to have functioned as general budget and balance of payments
support, thus indirectly tinancing for example the government's over-sized mili-
tary apparatus. This said, the Mission has no reason to believe that the Technical
Assistance Unitior Procurement linanced by the SIDA grantis not doingqualified
work.

SlDA'S support t.o ADB has been for a series of technical assistance projects:
' three implementation units for ADB'S first loan to Cambodia, the USD 67 7

million Special Rehabilitation Assistance Loan. The SlDAgrant of LSD 3,2 million
has been used for the power sector (]apanese consultants);education (Australian/
British consultants),and a central implementation unit in the Minist1yofplanning
(Finnish/Burmese consultants).

0 an education sector review costing USD 1,3 million (Australian/ British
consultants);

* a transport sector study, costing USD 0,7 million (Swedish consultants);
0 an energy supply study (not yet awarded)
The Mission has no basis for questioning the qualitv ofthe consultants in any

ofthe technical assistance prtject components. The education sector review, for
example. is considered to be a high quality study among education professionals
working in Cambodia. Both this review and the Transport Sector Study will serve
as useful planuing tools in the coming years and in relation to future donor
support.

Questions rather arise as to the choice OfADB as a channel for a substantial
share ofthe Swedish aid to Cambodia. Most of the funds were used for supporting

12) The Cambodia Development Resources Institute, an Evaluation, j. Charny and P. Ronnås (April I994)
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the implementation of ADB'S first credit to Cambodia, a four-sector loan in power,

agriculture, transportation and education. The technical assistance elements are

to a large extent designed to ensure that the pr~ect adheres to ADB'S require-

ments. It may be argued that the sectors selected were not well attuned to SIDA
broad development Objectives or target groups (urban power supply, higher
education), and that SlDA'S intervention was hardly decisive for ADB in making
the loan. Furthermore, the application offunds in the education componenttook

quite a different direction from that recommendedin ADB'S own sector study, also

financed by SIDA, reading to some awkward conflicting priorities (see further
Annex F).

Assessment. SIDA look commendable early initiatives to strengthen the Cambo-

dian government's capacity in critical areas, such as central banking. and to

promote the development of an institution as a training ground for central

government staff and eventually as a research resource. These efforts appear in

general to have been effective.
SIDA has also allocated considerable funds in support of the World Bank and

ADB. in retrospect it is difHcult to see that SlDA'S support has made a difference

as to whether or not these activities were carried out. While economic analysis and

sectorwork were necessary for the donor community to enter Cambodia on a large

scale, the question must be raised whether allocation of SIDA funds for this

purpose was the best possible use of money. In the area of project design and

implementation, doubts can moreover be advanced concerning ADB'S and the
World Bank's first credits to Cambodia. Although it is not the mandate of Mission

to assess these credits. SIDA giants fbi technical assistance should be seen in that

perspective. During the first years of operation, SIDA was ADB'S largest grant
financier for technical assistance, raising the issue ofthe protile ofthe Swedish aid.
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GENERAL SSUES

a) Coping with complex emergency
The nature of the (Iambodian 'Öcomplex emergency" has been described in
(Ihapter 4. In terms ofdisaster categories it decidedly belongs to the group oflong
term man-made disastcrs having their origin in civil strife and international war,
causing extended disruptions in every sphere ofnational life and massive disloca-

lions of populations outside and inside the country's borders.
Cambodia now faces the aftermath of the social and economic upheaval that

followed, but itwould not be true to say that the genesis ofthe complex emergency
is a matter Ofhist01y. The country now has an internationally recognized govern-

ment and the isolation in which it found itself throughout the 19803 has been
broken. Cambodia has thus been able to pursue the process ofeconomic stabilization
and begin to tunction in a context ofnormalized relations with its neighbours and
with donors of development assistance. At the same time, it remains beset by tl1e
same armed conflict that was at the root of the emergency, and widespread
insecurity continues to hampe!' the reconstruction effort.

In responding to Cainbodia's predicament, manydonor agencies have accord-

ingly sensed thatno lasting remedv can ignore attempting to come to grips with the
povertyin the rural areas, which was the breedingground tor the civilconflict. This
is the implicit, if often unstated, rationale of prograrnmes that started already in
the 1980's, once the 1979-81 emergency pl1ase was over, and have since been
expanded as additional resources became available. This applies to the UNICEF
programmes, for instance, and the various activities undertaken by NGO'S. It also

helps to explain the concern underlying the aim of making the reintegration of
refugees and IDP'S as smooth as possible under the circumstances.

Indeed, the National Programme to Rehabilitate and Develop Cambodia,
which was prepared and presented to donors in 1994, makes rural developmenta
corner-stone of its Objective to establish "a basis tor sustainable and equitable
growth fbi sectors with high development potential"; the linkage between efforts
in this area and social peace is recognized in numerous ofhcial statements.

There is no dearth of reasons why the Royal Government places this emphasis
in its planning documents on developing the country's rural areas: the need to
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reduce the disparities in income and employment opportunities between urban
and rural areas, to boost agricultural production, to enhance household food
security and expand domestic markets and exports, to ensure environmental

regeneration, and to strengthen national reconciliation and improve national

security.'")
The official emphasis on a rural development strategy, and donor interest in

supporting rural and community-based projects, are perhaps the only expressions

of the existence of a direct relationship between the complex emergency and

present disaster relief assistance, focussing as it does on rehabilitation and recon-

struct10n.
Mulli-purpose disa.stKr relie . Although the civil war has simmered on, no nation-

wide calamity has struck since 1979. More limited, sudden natural disasters

however occur frequently in different parts of the country, mostly in the form of
localized flooding and drought. Emergency relief provided in the last five years,

principally by VVFP, has thus mainly been confined to addressing the immediate

survival needs of people displaced by the intermittent fighting, or wllose harvests
have been destroyed or severely reduced.

Whatever the cause of the emergency, disaster relief normally (listinguishes

between the categories of l) emergency relief, 2) disaster prevention, 3) disaster

preparedness, and 4) rehabilitation/ reconstruction. In reality, and as the follow-

ing discussion will show, few interventions fall into any single category.
Even where emergency relief is concerned, perhaps the most easily defined

category, difficulties arise. In its analysis of 1992-93 aid disbursements, UNDP

concludes that more than 30 percent of expenditures were for "Humanitarian /
Relief Activities". These disbursements however not only include assistance to

internally displaced and flood/drought victims, but also the costs to UNHCR for

the repatriation and reintegration of the refugees. While certainly "humanitarian"
in character, UNHCR'S disbursements were for avariety ofpurposes, and included

rehabilitation (QlP's) and disaster prevention (food rations for 400 days). The

repatriation ofrefugees was furthermore part of the process of political stabilization
and would thus contribute to long-term recovery.

The latter example provides a good illustration of how the objectives of the

various aspects of disaster reliefinterrelate. IfWFP'S food rations were designed to

provide for the refugees until they could harvest their own crops (disaster

prevention), a major but not expressly intended result of this operation was to

transform the Cambodian Red Cross into a reasonably effective organization for

the delivery of relief (disaster preparedness).

33) Even allowing for customary political rhetoric, this strategy permeates such documents as the Socio-

economic Rehabilitation Plan I994- 1995, adopted by the National Assembly at its 2nd Meeting, which

allocates 26 percent of public investment to agriculture and rural development. In the words of the

Minister of Planning. the "Royal Government will spare no effort in order to get our poorest people out

of poverty".
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As the bulk of the Cambodian aid programmet supported by SIDA falls in the
reconstruction category, many instances can be offered in support ofthe fact that
these programmes simultaneously address the goals of the other disaster relief
categories. One or two such examples will suffice.

* Depending on the context, Food for Work programmes serve primarily the
purpose of meeting immediate emergency needs, providing tempor; >uy
employment and income (in the form of food); the justiflcation of the
particular village improvement project is usuallv of seconda1y importance.
However, to the extent that such projects have a more lasting impact, they
have "rehabilitation" value and can possibly lead to development change.
They also serve a wider purpose when organizedfor the benefitofsettlements
ofinternally displaced; rather than 11 passive reception of free food rations,
a quantum ofwork is being demanded, so as to prevent attitudes ofdepend-

ency from taking root, an important facet of disaster preparedness.
* By marking minefields and creating mine awareness, the demining pro-

gramme works towards disaster prevention; second, it serves the purposes of
disaster preparedness by creating a national capacity for clearing mines, and
third, itmeets the needs of reconstruction by making more land available for
cultivation.

The main point of interest is that while programmes dealing with the sequels
of the complex emergency in Cambodia have tended t.o fall within the rehabilita-

tion/ reconstruction category, they simultaneously address the Objectives ofimme-

diate relief, prevention or preparedness, and that they are mutually reinforcing.
The Hmtinuum - both zmyä. To saythis is perhaps no more than highlighting once

more the nature of the continuum from emergency relief to development, which
has frequentlybeen held up as offering opportunities for incorporating a medium
or long term perspective into disaster relief " ) Aid agencies providing emergency
relief, should not lose sight ofrehabilitation needs and aim at long-term develop-

ment.
lt is however not only a case of looking forward from the perspective of

emergency relief. Programmes also have to cover the contin gency ofrelapses. The
ability to move to and fro along the continuum is in practice often ensured, even
if fortuitously. In April 1994, for instance, a sudden influx of displaced people in
the Province of Battambang gathered at a site without access to water. CARERE
happened to be best equipped to truck water and took on this task. While outside
its mandated business, CARERE had to respond to the sudden emergency.

The UNICEF family food production programme also slretr/Lex in both di -reetions

of the relief/ development continuum. Itwas designed in response to an expected
food crisis and aims at increasing food security and the nutritional status among

3*) Katastrofbistånd för Utveckling, S. Linnér. I986 and Katastrofbiståndsutredningen: Fallstudie Etiopien, A
Wilkens. 1986.
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women and children. Iris also meant to work as a development catalyst. While one

may question the economic viability of the programme, family ponds and home
gardens are not onlyproductive in economic terms, but provide a safety net during

dry spells. The programme constitutes a good example ofthe trade-offthat may be

present between cost-effective production and disaster preparedness.

Conjlicting Objectiws. The observation that programrnes operationally tend to
overlap, combining emergency and development, is frequently obscured by the

fact that the desired goals, impact and other leatures are seen or expressed in

conflicting terms.
CARERE, working at both ends of the continuum, provides an example. Having

engaged in quick impact infrastructural assistance at the village level - to promote

the reintegration of refugees - it next launched a package oflong term initiatives

devoted to income generation, community development and credit schemes for
self-employment, aiming at better preparedness, sustainabilitv and local participa-

tron.
Thus, in a village outside Battambang, a functioning rice bank was established,

in theory relieving the village of the yearly, and normal, rice dehcit in October/
November and securing seeds for the next harvest. In late 1994, however, as it
became obvious that the coming harvest would fail, the rice bank was quickly

depleted ofits resetves. The rice bank's activitv may now be disrupted for a long

time, while having provided a welcome, if inadequate, reliefat a time ofacute food

shortage.
Another instance,at the micro-level:under the WlDprogramme,awoman head

of household obtained a loan to start a vending activity. This was however cut short

by a family emergency, necessitating the prolonged hospitalization of a daughter,

which consumed the entire proceeds of the loan.
Like the proverbial circle, the continuum can therelbre also become "vicious".

Demining operations provide a striking example. At the same time as ground is

cleared ofmines, there is evidence that new mines are laid as defensive perimeters

in front- line, insecure zones.

In many cases, goal formulation is thus conflicting; an emergencv intervention

maybe justifiedpurelyby the intent of savinglives, and considerations of sustainability

or cost-effectiveness do not apply. As the UNICEF example illustrates, there may
however be trade-offs in the manner the Objectives ofemergency and development
interventions are reconciled. On the one hand, emergency relief can easily create

dependency rather than a basis for economic and social change, and development
oriented activities are often terminallydisrupted when new emergencies occur. On
the other, as noted above, a particular intervention can simultaneously serve the

dual Objective ofsafeguarding a communityfrom future adversity and of paving the

way for development change.
Assessmmt. The interaction between relief and development is important to

understanding ongoing aid interventions in Cambodia. A donor wishing to make
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a contribution cannotbe dogmatic in interpreting the disaster categories involved.
Flexibilitv in making decisions on emergency allocations is essential, which is
recognized by SIDA in naming the relevant budget heading "Emergency and
reconstruction'

Despite this, the labellingofdiflerentemergency intewentions is the customary
approach. as it has implications for what can be (lemanded or expected by donors
from implementing agencies, in terms ofgoals and achievements. (Zategorization
is

an understandable attempt to structure and rationalize an often bewildering mix
ofsituations. Although it serves as a general framework and tool for analysis, such
categories mav not fullv capture the complexity ofreality they are meant to reflect;
they are therefore not always helpfill in predicting the Outc01nesfl")

Short-term relief operations however ciearlv tliffer Ironi more long-term
development interventions in terms ofwhat they require, when assessing needs
and appraising programme options, as well as in makingimplementation arrange-

ments jeg. central control versus local participation). in reporting and impact
monitoring jeg. sustainahilil:v, cost-eflectiveness, etc.)

This raises the question as to when a (lonor should call off emergency/
reconstruct10n operations in favour of more long-term development undertak-

ings, as aid would be better served by more thorough preparation by donors and
programme intermediaries. There is prohably no single answer to this issue,
each complex etnergency is one ofa kind, and various donors will adopt dillöerent
approaches depending on the Objectives of their aid. In the case of (Iambodia,
some ofSlDA's cooperatin gpartners have already 1nOvEd in this direction ( UNICEF
UNDP), and others are in the process of (loing so (VI/'FP).

b) lmplementation channels and mechanisms
After 1989 SIDA faced a new set ofoptions in providing assistance to Cambodia.
During the 19803 the option ofestablishing a bilateral presence in Cambodia did
notreally cxist. Fewaid agencies were present in the country; among them UNlCEF
was a natural first choice as a vehicle for Swedish aid.

In contrast to many other countries where SiDAprovi(les emergency assistance

there were no Swedish NGU'S alreadypresent at the time ofthe 1979 ernerge1lcy."")
Given the circumstances of the 1980's, the strategy for implementing aid was
clearly a matter ofcourse, once the policy had been adopted to provide support
inside (Janlbodia rather than tio the refugee population at I.he border.

The scenario changed radically when Camhodia embarked on the peace

'{')While there exists
an abundant literature on the methodology for evaluatingdevelopment assistance and

methods of assessing emergency reliefare being elaborated (e.g. Rising from the Ashes, Mary Andersen/
Peter Woodrow. UNESCO,

1989), standard reference works on complex emergencies are lacking.
'Ö) Perhaps to strike more ofa balance. an arrangement emerged with Diakonia as the intermediary between

SIDA and an American NGO that was early on the scene. AFSC; in addition SIDA funded the Swedish
Red Cross which took up work in the emergency I979.
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process. The number of potential implementation chmmels grew significantly within

a year or two. Cambodia, something of a pariah to Western donors in the 1980%,

suddenly became their favourite. The UN family of agencies and multilateral

financial institutions rapidly established themselves, and international NGO'S

mushroomed to reach about 150 in number.

The donor community effectively took possession of the stage. lmplementing

agencies, which in the past had been strictly controlled by the PRK government,
were to all intents andpurposes free to take up projects of their choice in just about

anypart ofthe country. An abundant "aid market" emerged, fuelled vvith aid flows

in the order of USD 200 million per annum, as compared to the petty USD 10-15

million available in the mid- l980's.

A country-wide network system Dj sub-contmctingbetween major aid agencies and

the NGO'S developed. Aidbecame "competitive" as new donors andimplementing

agencies entered the scene, carving out their particular niche, at a time when

Government counterpart organizations were extremely short ofskilled personnel,
and absorptive capacity at an ebb.

The strategic choice for SIDA in the new scenario was more diflicult: whether

to establish a bilateral presence, to participate in the aid rush, to support which
sectors, and through which implementing agencies. Sweden elected not to be

present, in the physical sense of establishing an office, but to maintain a high

profile by increasing its aid and by distributingfunds over a wide range of activities

and implementing organizations, with the "old" cooperating partners as a core.

Over the period under review, SIDA has maintained or entered into new

cooperating agreenlents with ten programming agencies, that in turn use mw

hundrml NGO3 to implement their projects. SIDA support is for a wide spectrum of

sectors such as primary, secondary, and tertiary education (UNl(IEF, ADB),

primary and secondary health (U NlCEF , SRK), rehabilitation of handicapped

(Diakonia), water and sanitation (UNICEF, VVFP), power (ADB), roads (UNDP,

ADB,WFP), area-based development (UNDP/ (1ARERE, UNICEF ) , rural banking

(UNICEF, UNDP/ CARERE), irrigation (DlAKONlA, VVFP), animal llusbandry

(DIAKONIA, UNICEF) , fertilizer distribution (FAO), demining (UNDP/CMAC),

children's welfare, human rights (UNlCEF), public administration (CDRLADB,
WB), central banking (CDRl), rural infrastructure (UNDP/CARERE, VVFP),

culture (UNESCO), as well as refugee operations through UNHCR and UNBRO.
The Mission does not underestimate the effort inherent in managing such a

complex enterprise or in keeping continuously informed on its etfectiveness and
impact. Merelyto remain assured that the assistance provided is always in line with

broad SIDA Objectives, is an invidious task. It is hardly surprising that, unintention-

ally, SIDA in one instance tinds itself feeding a process of conflicting approaches

by different agencies, in relation to primary education through UNlCEF andADB,
as described in Annex F, pp 5-6.

The general perjormanre of the various organizations which SIDA has used to
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channel its assistance is described in (Ihapter 7. As one might expect, the picture
is mixed,whether looked atby agency or project. On the whole their performance
is however judged satisfactory.

A reservation should be expressed as regards their reporting. This tends to be

abundant and output oriented, butdoes not provide information that is necessary
for measuringimpact. Issues and problems are rarely discussed, even if well-known
to the agencies, and internal evaluation reports are at times not distributed.
Ipbeat progress and completion reports are instead geared to attract further

funding, and hence of limited value for management decisions by clonors.
Nmrty jmrmt or so of moneys granted to Cambodia in the past five years has

been channelled through UN organizations. In this. the ratio of allocations
between UN agencies and NG()'S does not conform to the overall pattern ofthe
distribution ofswedish disaster relief funds, where the use of the NGO channel is

predominant.
Whether the strong tilt towards UN agencies over NGO'S was in the best

interests ofswedish aid is ofcourse a hypothetical issue. In the view of the Mission,
the anomaly is not necessarily signiflcant. As mentioned earlier, international
organizations using SIDAfunds are associated with a hostof NGO'S performing as
sul)-contractors or implementing agents. If the peculiar quality ofcloseness to the
community that NGO'S can provide is what is being sought, the current arrange-

ment should, at least in theory, amply satisfy SlDA'S requirement.
l/vhen arriving on the scene, IN agencies were aware that they would need to

draw on the experience accunlulated by the NGO'S over the preceding decade.
UNDP for instance prepared a special report on the role played by the NGO
community in the country and organized a jointworkshop with NGO representa-

lives in October 1989. UNTAC, tor its part, made a point of bringing the NGO
coordinatingbody ((Z( IC) into the ambit ofthe formar coordinating arrangements
that it instituted, when creating technical sub-committees of donors and imple-

menting agencies to facilitate policy discussion and the continuous exchange of
information.

These (oordmatinn rnmngmzemshave continued on an iniormal basis; in particu-

lar they seem to have been eflective in outposts, such as Battambang. UN agencies,
NGO'S and (Iambodian provincial authorities all appeared satisfied with the
present coordination efforts OfUNDP/ CARERE,which has been able to motivate

provincial government. departments, and to develop partner relationships with
other organizations so as to reap mutual benefit from each others' projects. This
informal lead role is a necessary but time-consuming task for which credit is not
always properly attributed. Nation-wide, the picture is very much similar to that
prevailing in other countries, where UNDP is entrusted with the coordination of
UN operational activities, and where the representatives ofmember countries of
(toordinating committees like ICORC meet on an ad hoc basis to exchange
information on current activities and plans.
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A qualification may be in order regarding the NGO role. Although NGO'S in
effect have carried out much of the UN agency programme (including SIDA"S),
this - in and of itself - is not an assurance of quality implementation. In Cambodia,
the difhculty is precisely that the range of NGO action has been constrained, in part

by Cambodian government policies, in part by the donors and UN agencies that
supported their work, and in part by the deliberate choices of the NGO'S

themselves. They have tended to function more as contract agents for large!'
funders than as independent actors supporting community development and
institution-building activities at the local level.

Thus, while NGO'S were involved in SIDA"S Cambodia programme almost by

accident, they were constrained by their technical, project in1plement.ation role.
Assuming that NCO strmgths lie elsezulzere - in community organization, training,
local level capacitybuilding - then the SIDA funding through the UN agencies did
not reinibrce the traditional strengths of the NGO'S. The deliberate funding of
NGO work through Diakonia was a relatively marginal component of the SIDA
programme.

From 1992 onwards it was possible to begin support for Cambodian NGO'S.
WFP has been the one channel for SIDA giants which has actively sought

partnershipswith local organizations. From SIDA'S perspective this was however an

unplanned, inadvertent outcome of its support for food for work. In retrospect,
SIDA could have moved sooner to direct funding to the fledgling national NGO
community, either through Diakonia or other agencies in close touch with the
local NGO sector.

Assessmmt. In order to overcome the internal monitoring and management
difliculty, which derives from the fact that SIDA enacts its assistance through third
parties, SIDA would need to put more emphasis on the quality ojöthe 'reportingfrom

the agencies supported, UN agencies and NGO'S alike.
Sweden makes large voluntary contributions to the regular activities of the UN

agencies operatingin Cambodia. It therefore has an additional interest in forming

a view on how cure resources are deployed and managed in their country

programmes. By bringing its bilateral aid under the ambit of the same organiza-

tions, SIDA is entitled to insist on improved internal monitoring systems for the

analysis of impact and cost-effectiveness. Only in that way can SIDA gain better

insight into the operations ofthese agencies, intluence programme decisions and
reinforce the scope and effectiveness of their work.

For reasons explained in the next section, the involvement of government
agencies and officials in the implementation ofprojects and programmes has been

remarkably weak. International agencies and NGO'S are so dominant that efforts

towards local empowerment and capacity-building are either lost or negated.

Opportunities to work with national NGO'S, as attempted by WFP, therefore

deserve to be carefully nurtured, even at the cost of inefficiencies and failures that
will inevitably be part of the picture.
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c) Role of Cambodian goverment agencies

Several obsewers of the Cambodian scene have remarked on the seeming passivity
of national oflicials, and willingness to code to outsiders aspects of programme
management and administration that customarily fall on the shoulders ofnational
authorities. It was of course not always so, and such attitudes seem to be of' ål

relativelv recent date.
While emergencv activities carried out by UNICEF, VVFl' and £1 number ol'

NGO'S in the early I980's were welcomed by the PRK government, these organi -
zations operated in a controlled environment. The government was watchful ofö

their work, regulating movement and contacts, and the presence ofadvisors and
monitors from western organizations was (liscouraged.

With the help ol" the Sovjet bloc countries, the PRK government succeeded ill
rebuilding an entire administration virtuallv from scratcl1. In the space ofa decade,
the eclucational systern, with a salaried corps ol'tea(;hers, if inadequately trained,
was progressivelv restored.as was the health (leliverv system in its essential features.
Absorptive capacity was on the mend.

As the assistance from the CMEA countries dried up at, the end oiöthe 1980"s,
the government began to confront unmanageablc budget delicits and inflation.
Vital social services came linder increasing strain, and ju many cases crumbled
altogetlier. Civil sewants, including teachers and llealtl"1 workers, received their
pav only after long delays and sometimes not at all. Absenteeism was the order of
the day alfecting adversely many of the externally funded programmes.

The UNTA( I irzlerniéyrzmrz. UNT AC was unahle to arrest this process of deteriora-

tion. Although the Paris agreements stipulatcd that existing administrative struc-

tures would bc kept in place, the S()(Z was reduced from the status of de facto

government to that ofa political party.
As far as coordination ofexternal assistance was concerned, this was deemed to

be €1 function ofthe Supreme National Council (SNC) assisted by INTAG. In the
early stages, an attempt was made to securc coordination of the surging aid
programrnes by setting up a mechanism for consultation with the four (lambodian
factions on all new programmes and projects. ATe(- hnical (Iommittee on Rehabili -

tation was established, reporting to the SNC, which gave final approval to aid
schemes and programming initiatives subnlitted by (lonor agencies.

In the main, programme proposals had been prepared in consultation with the
technical ministries of the SOC. which continued to function. In terms ofsuh-

stance, and in the absence olöspecilic policy guidance from the SNC. programme
coordination was based on the United Nations consolidated appeal; valid tor the
duration of INTAG. the appeal gainecl wide acceptance and served as a useful
guide for donor programming.

The murhinmy or mnsulmlion with the political factions however did not prove
viable. The Khmer Rouge, or the Party ofDemocratic ,Kampuchea (PDK) , as itwas
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d) Depedency creation and capacity-building

Various forms of dependency become inevitable in a situation where a country

covers almost half ofits budget expenditures from external financing. In the case

of Cambodia,foreign aid represented all of thegovernmenFs capital expenditures
in 1993. As mentioned above, such a state of affairs will obviously interfere in

important ways with the simultaneous goa] of donor agencies to involve as far as

possible the Cambodians themselves in the planning and implementation of the
reconstruction programme.

In addition to budget support and generous local cost financing, there is £1

concealed form ofbudget subsidy pervading practically all aid progratnmes. This
is the widespread practice of paying salaiy supplements, honoraria, training

allowances and per (liems to officials engaged in programmes supported by z1

particular donor, to ensure that its programmes and projects are given aclequate
attention bv the sponsoring ministry or department.

For such is the meagre remuneration civil servants receive that theyhave to seek
outside employment and other sources of incomes in order to provide for their
families. Moo'nlightin.gi.s Dn a grand scala lndeed,with the average salary level at USD

20 per month, well below subsistence requirements, it is difficult to iinagine a

different result. Teachers, doctors, nurses and other social service personnel have

little choice but to take on jobs in the private sector, while nominally maintaining

their place in the civil service and lifting their token monthly emoluments.
It also leads to mrmptiw praetimsand to officials chargingfor seniccs that should

be provided free of charge. Government doctors becorne private practicioners
within state hospitals, selling (lrugs from the hospital pharmacies. Teachers

become private tutors raising fees from students in public schools. Itis easy to see

in this process a de facto privatization of social services which will tend to leave out

the poor who are most in need of these services.
The Mission heard manyinstances in evidence ofthe fact that corruption is life

in Cambodian officialdom. One such instance may serve by way of example. A

senior official in one Ministry, earning a monthly salary OfUSD 25 equivalent, at

the same time acts as the appointed agent of a foreign trading company, dealing

with heavy equipment and doing business with the Ministry, inter alia submitting
bids on contracts financed againstADB loans and adjudicated by the Ministry. The

same ofhcial is also the designated liaison officer of the Ministry for part of the
World Bank credit used to import equipment. Conflicts of interest of this kind
probably defy any form of control.

In institutions, scattered throughout the country, where UN agencies and

NGO'S provide a steady flow of materials, management oversightas well as sala1y

stipends, civil sen/ants are able to perform their professional duties. But this

coverage is partial and leaves countless hospitals, clinics and schools non-func-

tional for lack of support.
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There is therefore a basic inequityin the way the system operates, both generally
and within departments, as all employees in a given ministry are not in a position
to benetit from such arrangements. Not only are the basic pay scales demotivating
staff, but jealousies will necessarily also have a demoralizing effect.

The compensation given varies among different agencies, and there may even
be competition among them for the services of particular oflicials. The (Ioopera-

tion Committee for (Zambodia (CCC), an association of NGO'S, has made a first
attempt to issue recommendations on the subject of per diems for oflicials of the
Department ofi3ducation, but this only touches the tip of the iceberg.

Another type of (lependency may be expected among the groups targetted by
the special supportprovicled to returning refugees, internallydisplaced persons or
other vulnerable communities. Here the picture is rather mixed. According to
some persons interviewed, the rural poor continue to demonstrate considerable

resilience and resourcefulness in coping with hardship conditions. Many of the
refugee returnees who had little or no land to provicle for their sustenance, saw

themselves take up other occupations. such as cutting fuel wood, petty vending or
taking jobs on construction sites.

The Mission however also heard evidence of mntmuirzg depmdmry among
refugees and displaced people that had been accommodatedin special seltlements
and had notpermanently reintegrated in village scttings. The continued presence
ofaid workers moreover stimulate attitudes of expectation that foreign agencies
will still be there, if people again face shortages with which they are unable to cope.

Assessmmt. While very conscious of the negative effects of topping up salaries,
donors appear unable to devise a strategy to deal with them. In the words of one
obse1ver, it is perhaps "the most vexing issue" conlronting the donor community.
Although they see the system as being in nobo(ly's interest over the long haul,
whether on the part of donor or recipient., donor agencies and NGO'S have not
even attempted to assess the scale of such practices and what they represent in
dollar terms relative to the pay bill for senior civil servants.

Most agencies believe that, unless salaries are topped up, often by two-digit.
multiples of the official work compensation, programmes risk coming to a dead
halt. Where an agency, such as the multilateral financial institutions, requires that
actions and decisions are taken in the name ofthe government, a common device
is to create adhoc project implementation units, or Piu,staffed up with expatriate
technical or managementexperts and valyingnumbers ofnational officials chosen
from among the ministry's personnel.

In the eyes of most donors, it is an ill that can only be rured ouer the long larm, as

part of the reform ofpublic administration and the reduction of the civil service
and the military establishment. In the meantime, international organizations and
NGO'S will have to live with an unsatisfactory situation,where there is little genuine
participation by the government in the delivery of aid, except on the part of
officials beholden to the munificence of the aid agencies.
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e) Targetting rral poverty
Swedish assistance to (Iambodia reflects a concern with the conditions ofpervasive

rural poverty and attempts to target the rural population through programmes in
agriculture, health and education. How these programmes select their benefici-

aries and actually meetthe needs of vulnerable groups is then of particular interest.

A major constraint, for the selection oftarget groups and impact assessment, is

lack of reliable demographic and social statistics, and of baseline data. Methodo-

logical problems are compounded by the absence of effective internal impact
monitoring systems among the agencies concerned, in particular TNlCEF , reflect-

ing the emergency approach of past operations, stop-gap rehabilitation pro-

grammes (VVFP) and the relatively new presence of long-term development

programmes such as (1ARERE. Moreover, insufficient in-depth knowledge of
socio-economic and cultural realities at community and household levels jeg.
formar and informal systems of authority, control and distribution of resources),
including local perceptions of poverty and its remeclies, hamper the understand-

ing ofvulnerabilities and coping strategies and the extent to which programmes
are relevant and effective from the point of view of the beneficiaries.

Poverty is the principal musa o Uulnerability among the rural population in
Cambodia, with the large majority of households suffering at least seasonal food
shortages. An ILO estimate cites a food deficitof four months peryear or more for

all families farming non-irrigated land. VVFP, targetting the poorest communities,

identity as food deficit areas those with an average family rice deficit of six months

or more.There are thus degrees of vulnerability, between and within communities.

Kev factors for household subsistence cultivation are access to fertile land, water

and labour, but informal networks of assistance, often kinship-based, are also vital,

especially in critjcal periods. Land scarcity is an acute problem in some areas

affecting many households, as a result of war, unclear land tenure and general

population pressure on already unproductive land. Equipment and other input.
costs must now be paidibr, costs havingincreased with privatization. Disruption of
networks and households due to war and displacement has further reduced the

availability of labour.
The social turmoil of the past has also affected adverselv community cohesion

and village support systems, which are unlikely to be restored as a result of the

increasing commercialization ofland and labour.
A large majority o peasantx can thus be qualitied as poor suffering basic food

insecurity; they have few margins and are exposed to sudden disasters such as

flooding, accidents or illness. In the poorest households, typically lacking the

essentials for subsistence, physical and material vulnerabilities are exacerbated by
social dimensions such as large families, lack of male labour power and/ or support

networks. Having no access to land and kinship networks is a particular problem for

many retumees and IDPS. Some of these are young families with many children, or
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households headed by women, but have few skills in ag1iculture. In lacking male
labour, ruumm-hmrled /musehol(1.s often tall into the most vulnerable categon'; with

small children and without support networks they do not have time to participate in
day labour or other income-generating actixities. They make up over 20 percent of
the rural population, with large local variations. Amputees or aged without relatives
to support them also fall into the category of most w1lnerable households").

It is legitimate to ask to what extent programrnes focussing on rural poverty in
lact address these realities and to what elfect.

In Cambodia, perhaps more so than elsewhere, poverty is also ;1 gender issue. In
general gender-sensitive approaches to development attempt to integrate women
into the mainstream ofeconomic life and public affairs, eschewing special income-

Eenerat1ng activities at the margins, which tend to sideline women. On the other
hand, it is necessarv to take into account the realities of the complex emergency
which has altered the normal ratio between men and women, substantially
augmenting the economic role and responsibilities ofwomen as a result of the
large numbers ofwomen-headed households.

Thus,women make up tlle greater part ofthe agricultural workforce today (60-

65 percenl)". Widowed or abandoned women also tend to have fewer relatives to
count on, as they often lose the support of the husband's relatives as well. The
instability of households, with women abandoned by men, may in itself be an

expression ofpoverty and reflectattempts on the part ofmen to cope,with negative
effects on women. In households with drinking or abusive husbands, said by one
project staff to be increasing problem, women in reality however suffer more
insecurity both in terms offood and physical safety. l/vhereas the solidarity group
production system (krom samaki) in the 1980's eased the unequal distribution of
male labour among households, the traditional labour exchange has now reap-

peared. Half 21 day's hire oflabour and equipment to plough is repaid by two-three
days of transplanting or harvesting work by women.

Through poverty sun/eys in 16 provinces, WÖFP is making a serious attempt to
reach the most vulnerable communities, and through food tor work to reach the
poorestwithin those communities. The activities are said to be selfltargettingin the
sense that only the poor, in need ofrice, will have an interest in participating. Fodd
for Work projects include a high proportion of women. However, as pointed out
in a WFP evaluation in 1994-

, projects do tend to exclude households lackinglabour
or time to participate, such as elderly or widows with small children. Thus, if work
is located far from the village and the children are not old enough to help out,
women are not as likely to participate. The evaluation also points out that while
women and men receive the same remuneration, women may risk discriminarion

37) Age-disaggregated analysis is not feasible due to jack of data. Indications from field visits were however

that the aged are cared for within existing households or informal welfare systems within the community.

'B) It is estimated to be higher in some areas. see Sonnois: Women in Cambodia. Consultant report. Redd
Barna, I990
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when piece rates are applied, that efforts should be made to ensure higher
participation by women-headed households and that women are consulted in the
choice of project activities. However in terms of improving the capacities of the
targetted population towards self-sustaining food security, the Mission's overall
assessment is that FFW is a stop-gap measure (and vital as such), but that itcannot
be said to alleviate rural poverty.

Of special interest are UNICEF'S community-based programmes involving
family food production (FFP) and other income generating activities of poor
rural households (Women in Development, WID). The particular concern of
UNlCEF is with improving the conditions ofwomen and children. FFP purports
to target the "most disadvantaged families, many headed bywomen". In practice,
however, the programme tends to exclude the most uulnerable households without
the necessary resources to benefit - FFP requires that participants have land and
labour to dig the family pond - in favour ofthose that have some basic potential
of success. lndeed, about. 25 percent of the benetlciaries are not selected on
poverty criteria at all, but to act as model FFP households"' to obtain a demon-

stration effect.
In general, beneficiaries in the target group are selected in consultation with

provincial officials who suwey communities with the support of project staff.

Although attempts are made to increase community participation in selecting
households, by consulting with village leadership and forming village develop-

ment committees, local involvement is still weak; initiatives, priorities and deci-

sions still largely retlect those of the organisation and autllorities.
The joan schemes and income-generating activities of I/VID or ( IARERE reflect a

concern with the situation of women, aiming to support and reinforce the
traditional economic roles of women. In Cambodia, women are integral actors of

the rural economy, in agriculture and other income-generating activities.They are
also small-scale traders and run other micro-enterprises, reflectingtheircustoma1y
role as keepers ofthe familyfinance, makingdecisions on expenditures,borrowing
and loan scllernes."')

UNICEF has provided small credit to an impressive number of loan-takers,

responding to a significant need for rural credit. Indebtedness and exhorbitant
interest rates by private lenders is a major problem for many households. While
repayment records are excellent, the extent to which loans accomplish their
purpose ofenhancingwomen's incomes has yet to be systematically assessed. Field

interviews give the impression that loans are often used to meet survival needs in
an insecure rnral environment (illness, attacks, tlooding, etc), disqualifying or
making loan-takers reluctant to participate in another loan cycle. Constraints of
the rural economy also puts in question the sustainability and potential growth of
many small rural businesses; they should increasingly be linked to technical and

")j. Ledgerwood: Analysis of the Situation of Women in Cambodia. Consultant report. UNICEF. I992.
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entrepreneurial training. Better knowledge is also required of the complex factors
afiecting rural household economy and village structure, including the informal
interdependencies of patron-client relations.

Again, fieldvisits indicate that the creditschemes of UNICEF and(" ,ARERE tend
to favour l10useholds with existing basic resources to benefit, such as male labour
or those alreadyinvolved in some small-scale business, some of which require male
skills, (such as climbing sugar palm-trees). The markering of products is also
limited by the fact that women's activities are traditionally village-based (it is also
unsafe to travel long distances) and the link to more distant markets will ir1 general
require a middleman.

Although the case can be made that improved household economy will
strengthen household stability and thus women's security, the most vulnerable
women, with small children and without adult males in the houshold or kin
network, are often missed out by these scl1emes.

The WID programme, designed t.o empower women, includes a literacy pro-

gramme for women in 120 villages, to be expanded in 1995. It is a small but
important step in reducing the gender gap in literacy and addressing women's
disadvantage. Intem/iews revealed a strong interest in the programme, but it so far
lacks systematic follow-up to maintain the reading skills of participants. More
attention must also be paid to the education ofgirls, who tend to drop out more
than boys at levels above primary school, especiallyin rural areas. Aid focussing on
higher education may inadvertently reinforce this gender inequality. CARERE'S
rural vocational trainingprogrammes, flmctional literacy and technical training is
still on a small scale, but the majority of participants are women.

Support fbi the remtqqrution ojretumees has been channelled mainly through
UNHCR and CARERE. In the repatriation programme UNHCR identified ex-

tremely vulnerable individuals (EVI'S) among returnees; as a result of their
physical, mental or social condition about 6,500 individuals qualified for special
support during repatriation and continued social services on arrival.The principle
governing CARERE interventions is not to distinguish between residents and
returnees in target zones, which are selected on the basis of socio-economic
disadvantage, the presence of returnees, but also in the lightof the potential for
success in terms of the existing resource base. Target communities are often
identified with the help of NGO'S working in the area.

The vulnerability of returnees is often assumed to be transit01y and the
relevance ofdistinguishing between returnees and local residents over time was a
point of much debate between the organizations concerned. Successful
reintegration is loosely defined as a returnee becoming economically on par with
locals, but the end point of the process or the level ofacceptable poverty are not
made clear. Whether special attention to returnees is warranted or not, CARERE'S
selcction ofhouseholds for participation in communitydevelopmentalso seems to
miss out the most vulnerable. These include specifically women -headed house-
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holds but also returnees who remain withhout. land and have run out of food
rations as well as the support of relatives.

With respect to the intemullv displaced, VVFP policy holds that assistance is only

justilied to the extent that itwould not exceed food and other resources available
to the resident population. While not speciHcally targetting lDP's as part of their

regular programmes, other agencies have responded on an ad hoc basis to the

needs of lDPs in the provision of non-food support. UNHCR'S continued involve-

ment is the result of the fact that a number of returnees (estimated at more than

25 percent of lDP's) are still displaced.
Assessmmt. In general, programmes targetting the most disadvantaged catego-

ries, in particular women-headed households, do not seem to reach them to an

appreciable extent. Another particularly vulnerable category, returnees who lack
land and relatives' support, are often considered "unstable" by local residents and
also tend to be excludedfrom programme participation. N either category are seen
to have the necessary potential for success on a sustainable basis.

The involvement of villagers and local government counterparts in selecting
beneficiaries are important, but criteria still need to be clearly defined and the
etlects monitored. To be effective, these should take into account villagers' own

assessments of poverty and household condition, including the most effective

methods of assisting the poorest households. Consulting women in selecting

project activities and household participants, and ensuring their presence in

village development committees is particularly important.
To be effective, local participation and community development presupposes

more knowledge oflocal coping strategies, in particular the context offormal and
informal decision-making processes and other structures that atfect the distribu-

tion of resources between households. Here, CARERE'S community development

approach and plans to increase presence and involvement at the village level are
commendable. Community development activities such as pig or cow banks, rice

banks, village credit schemes, with literacy, technical and other related training,
are vital notonlyfor increasing the local resource base; they also have the potential

to reinforce social integration and to promote more cooperative efforts, inclucling

existing but weak internal support systems in favour of the most vulnerable

categories. This applies equally to loan schemes, if more tirmly anchored as an

independent village affair.
In the selection ofparticipants. development-oriented activities (as opposed to

time-limited relief operations) face the well-known dilemma of priorities, the

choice between the most vnlnerable and needy households or those with larger

potential to become self-sufficient on a sustainable basis. In practice, actual

selections seem to favour the latter, reflecting a ""trickle clown" approach. The

unintended effects may be that social differentiation in the community is in-

creased; an effect exacerbated by a possible increase in the concentration ofland

and other production resources in the future.
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C0NCLUS 0N$

AND RECDMMENDAT 0N$
Addressing the complex emergency

Sweden's assistance to Cambodia over the past liftecn years to help its people cope
with the consequences of a complex emergency has grown over the years into a

multi -faceted effort, embracing a wide range of sectors, programmes and sub-

programmes. From having been concerned exclusivcly with emergcncy relief in
the immediate aftermath of the demise of the Khmer Rouge, it has become
incrcasingly concerned with reconstruction and development, with the ambition
to reach vulncrable groups in societv and to impact on socio-economic change.

The shift in SIDA'S response to (Zambodia's needs began during the decade of
the co1mtry's political ostracism. Rather than focus on the needs ofthe Cambodian
refugees in Thailand, Sweden broke ranks with mostolrher western donors to fllnd,
on a modestscale, activities carried out by TN agencies and NGO'S. Polilically, this
assistance was important it was perceived as window to the West" and helped
the organizations involved gain a thorough knowledge ofthe local situation, from
which the subsequent "aid explosion" has been able to beneHt.

Swedish assistance was reinforced and expanded as the peace process got under
way,addressingstructural causes.As argued in (Ihapterb a),much ofthis assistance
is aimed at the rural areas and the social sectors, in an attempt to luxrkle u mot must'

of the complex emergency, seen lo have had its main-spring in rural poverty and
despair. In terms of disaster relief, such assistance has in general served composite
goals, attempting to meet simultaneously the contingencies of people struck by

local floods or drougllt, disaster prevention and preparedness, as well rehabili-
tation and reconstruction.

Thus, with Cambodia launched on the path of normalization. aid activities
occupy diverse segments along the continuum between emergency and develop-

ment. Many emergency interventions incorporate rehabilitation or development
elements, and development projects include leatures relating to disaster prepar-

edness and prevention.
Combining emergency and development intcrventions is often diflicull, as

goals and other elements can often be expressed in contradict01y terms. There is

a trade-offbetween the fulfillment Ofobjectives of emergency aid and development
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work. The Mission found that most organizations have tried to resolve the issue in

a pragmatic way. Programmes usually contain a variety of elements designed both
to provide succour in times of shortage and set up a springboard for development
change.

In practice, eu) intérmentions fall in any single disaster relief category. What is

more, reconstruction work overlaps with activities designed purely for develop-

ment. Confusion is natural, since development. should by definition reduce

people's vulnerabilities, both as potential victims of natural disasters as of eco-

nomic distress, a central goal ofdisaster relief.
In brief, the work is unfinished and the complex emergencyfar from defeated.

A final judgementas to whatextent the various intewentions have been productive
can therefore not be rendered at this time. This raises the issue ()fu1/zrtlzera lima [imf!

should be set for emergency and rehabilitation operations, as reconstruction,

recovery and development rnerge almost imperceptibly and work can be pro-

longed indetinitely. Because the budgetaxy heading is labelled '"Emergency and
reconstruction", there is an in-built temptation when making allocations to pro-

longthe use of this facilityfor as long as possible,bearingin mind that loss rigourous

requirements apply in terms of project preparation and appraisal, including
report1ng.

The history of Swedish emergency aid to Cambodia, which has lasted for over
l5 years, bears out this risk. Many ofthe programmes now supported by SIDA from

emergency funds, such as community development by (IARERE or rural credit by

TNICEF, are complex undertakingswhich have a strong developmentcontentand
should accordingly require more stringent appraisal.

The cut-off point for emergency and reconstruction assistance is not only z1

technical matter as to where a specific intervention is situated on the relief to

development continuum. På the Cambodia exa1nple shows, it is also a function of
the political context. The allocation of development aid is difhcult when the

established authorities in the recipient country lack recognized legitimacy and
there is little certainty of what government configuration will emerge following a

peace-process. Emergency aid on the other hand lends itself to by-pass operations
which can afford to pay less heed to the views and priorities of the existing
administration.

No clear rule can be laid down for every complex emergency, and any decision
of this kind will be contingent on the objectives a donor has for its assistance. In
the case OfSIDA, however, where much ofits aid to Cambodia is directed to the
social sectors, at the community level, it would seem that switching to develop-

ment criteria when allocating aid could have been done much earlier, in step for
instance with the "development graduation" of UNlCEF'S emergency interven-

tions. The Mission learnt that initiatives in this regard were only taken by SIDA
once the UN operation had been launched in 1992, and that it has taken the best

part of three years to arrive at a decision to maintain Swedish assistance to
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Cambodia. In its opinion, the switch from emergency relief to development aid
has accordingly been undulv delayed by overall government policy with respect
to Cambodia.

Recommendation.- Itfollows from the discussion of the disaster relief programmes
supported by SIDA that flexibility eminently desirable. The Mission accordingly
reaffirms the importance of including rehabilitation and reconstruction in the
allocation for' emergency aid, as is the case at present.

At the same time the Mission believes thatsubsequentundertakings ofa marked
development. character need more rigourous methods ofappraisal. Funding from
the allocation for "Emergency and reconstruction" should not be Ei matter of
convenience, and follow an established time-frame. Earlv reviews of the situation
in the recipient country should enable SIDA to reach a decision as t.o whether it is

appropriate to transfer support to another category of aid.

Progmmme selection

The interrelationship between reliefand development described in Chapter 8 a)
reflects the dynamics of a complex reality. It is with this reality that disaster relief
programmes attempt to deal. Programme selection therefore needs to be founded
on an intimate knowledge of the local environment and on local conditions. The
Mission is aware that the necessary tools have not been (leveloped for a structured
response to complex emergencies. A tentative criterion however suggests itselfas
a result ofthe Mission's observations, i.e. that the more complex the emergency,
the more basic the iutewention should be. This may appear paradoxical and
perhaps simplistic, but should be interpreted as striving to direct. aid as far as

possible to meeting the basic needs of those exposed. In Cambodia, this means in
particular all practical and feasible measures to improve food security.

Looking at the aid portfolio as a whole, SIDA has been financing a complex
series of programmes devoted to national reconstruction, in cooperation with
eight multilateral agencies and five NGO'S. Within the framework ofsupporting
initiatives responding to the general perception that the situation was progres-

sivelybeing normalized, with greater accent on development needs, manyfunding
decisions appear to be made without an overarching rationale and tend to extend
ongoing cooperative arrangements.This being the case the Mission has fallen back
on using additionality and effectiveness as yardsticks in considering whether the
decision to support a given programme appears well-founded.

Whereas effectiveness is largely a matter of an organization or programme
reaching its stated goals or target groups, additionality touchcs on the question
whether SIDA financing was in fact a determinant in undertaking a particular
activity. In other words, absent a SIDA allocation, would another donor or the
government automatically have come in SIDA'S place.

Remmmmdation: A comprehensive analysis is needed, focussing on the devel-
opment of a clear strategy to guide SIDA'S management in making programme
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decisions, and on the capacities of the various agencies present in the country to
deliver results in accordance with that strategy.

Despite the scaling up of SIDA assistance to Cambodia, its funding is likely to

be increasingly peripheral in the context of aid flows in the order of USD 250

million per year, dominated by the World Bank and ADB. Iris therefore a case of
determining, through an ongoing analysis, where and how contributions by

Sweden have a comparative advantage and make a difference. In sectoral terms, it

would furthermore be desirable to give this assistance a clearer focus.

In the following, some of the current programmes supported by SIDA are

briefly reviewed and corresponding recommendations made.
Repatriation (md reimegration: in terms of additionality the repatriation opera-

tion is given a low rating; this is without prejudice to SlDA'S declared policy of
supporting entire programmes, rather than selecting only the attractive compo-

nents of a progratnme for funding.
While recognizing that UNHCR policy is outside SlDA'S immediate purview,

the Mission recommends that careful consideration be given to the way in which

costs are allocated between repatriation operations and the subsequent

reintegration of refugees in their home community.
This is not a new issue fbi UNHCR, which has for long wrestled with the

difficulties inherentin reintegrationjudging from the Cambodian experience, a

better balance should be struck, with greater effort and expenditure devoted to

planning and organizing the reinsertion phase. Given the potential /brspo -maneous

mtum at the time and the short distances involved, greater reliance could have
been placed on refugees making their own decisions an(l organizing their own
return, while reinforcing measures to support them on arrival.

The Mission believes that the above qualifications need to be made in assessing

the effectiveness ofan operation,which after all succeededin repatriating 362,000
refugees on schedule and without major incident, and which has been hailed as a

model ofits kind.
The record also indicates that zz stmctuml problem exists in achieving successful

reintegration. Although UNHCR and UNDP had entered into an agreement, well
in advance, specifyingthe respective roles ofeach agencyin relation to reintegration

work, they were unable to launch operations in a timely manner, i.e. by the time

the repatriation operation was scheduled to begin.
The reintegration of refugees being recognized as complicated, it needs as

much or even more preparation than the actual repatriation. Since both agencies
rely on voluntary contributions for this purpose, they face the difficulty of not
having at their disposal the resources required when these are needed. For their
part, donors are unlikely to make contributions for an operation of this kind well
ahead ofits commencement.

At the same time as UNDI' and UNHCR should be encouraged to continue

joint planning and implementation of reintegration work, donors must realize
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that the agencies concerned can hardly be expected to synchronize such work with
the movement of the refugees unless rcsources are provided beforehand.

Rum! deuelopmmt: With respect to CARERE, it has yet to put in practice its

formula for active community participation. The Mission wishes however to make
the point that, as a novel and possibly ground-breaking attempt to come to grips
with deep-seated development issues at the community level, and currently
experiencing funding problems, SIDA support of CARERE'S operations would
have considerable additionality.

While riot yet having proved itself, ("IARERE is thus in the view of the Mission
deserving of continued support. The same applies to UNICEF 's household food
securityprogramme.The Mission furtherfinds merit in initiatives devoted to small-

scale irrigation development, which tends to be diminished by the emphasis given
in feasibility reports to the national, rather than the local, perspective.

Despite official statements of intent to favour rural areas, economic develop-

ment tends to be centered around the urban areas. Asicle from its economic

importance, rural development ofthe type supported has an obvious political role
to play in addressing the needs of the poorer strata of society, in linking remote
areas to the (ilambodian mainstream and in serving the dual purposcs of disaster
preparedness and social well-being.

Social secret pmgmmmes' The UNlCEF programmes in education, health and
water supply score well on both counts of effectiveness and additionality. The
record of achievement, particularly in quantitative terms, is impressive.

There is nevertheless a down-side to several sub-programmes such as the

distribution ofschool textbooks, essential drogs and to the installation of wells for
drinking water. The Mission took note of the fact that in many cases textbooks are
not available in the class-rooms, that drogs are diverted to the market, and that the
preventive health Objective of providing safe drinking water is often defeated by
cultural habit. UNlCEF reporting procedure is not geared to bringing such

problems into the open, or to fbllowing up the programmes ithas undertaken with
a searching analysis of cost-eflectiveness and qualitative impact.

Notwithstanding the above, and given SIDA'S interest in the social sectors, the
Mission endorses the choice of UNlCEF as its principal cooperating partner.
UNICEF has a distinct focus on target groups of interest to SIDA; its approach to
development emphasizes processes as distinct from specific end results, particu-

larry in the sphere ofeducation,a sector ofgreatrelevance in Cambodia, and which
SIDA reportedly intends to single out tor special attention.

Pradurfion, employment (md income genemtion.' These programmes carried out by
FAO, WFP, UNICEF, INDP/ CARERE andDiakonia/AFSC have good additionality;
as far as results and impact are concerned, the picture is mixed.

Two aspects of VVFP'S Food for Work programmes stand out; first, the fact that
they substitute income from employment, even if only temporarily, for free food
distribution, and second, that they are able to target a wide segment ofthe poor in
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a community. The programme has also created a capacity within the CRC to run
a major programme with a satisfactorydegree ofaccountability and oversight, and
initiated cooperation with local NGO's.There is doubthowever that in general the
community infrastructure work performed is of sumcient quality to meet
sustainability criteria.

Commodity aid involving fertilizer has the twin Objectives of generating budget
revenue, as well as augmenting rice production. It can plausibly be assumed that
most of this fertilizer ultimatelyfinds its wayinto the Helds, as farmers are well aware
of its benefits, and therefore meets the second Objective. As for producing
counterpart funds, the record is poor; FAO and others are looking to privatizing
this activity, and vested interests within the government should not be allowed to
preserve the status quo. Current arrangements have in fact been counterproduc-

tive for the transition to a market system.

The Mission believes that this form of grantassistance should be predicated on
the ability of the agencies involved, national or international, to ensure that sale

proceeds are properly credited to the state treasury. It accordingly endorses SIDA'S
intentjon to withdraw from the FAo-sponsored fertilizer programme, at least until
such a time as responsibilityfor the distribution and sale of fertilizer has effectively
been passed on to the private sector.

The production of improved seed by farmers contracted for this purpose by
CARERE is an interesting initiative, which however has yet to prove itself as an

embryonic seed industry. This and the project-sp0ns0red rice banks have potential
in expanding the use of improved seed, a vital development requirement for
Cambodia. The restoration of small-scale irrigation schemes undertaken byAFSC

is also a good example of what can be accomplished at little cost.
The UNlCEF family food production programme, designed to improve house-

hold food security, has had an extensive outreach; reputed to be effective, few hard

data however exist to demonstrate beyond doubt its development impact. Similar
considerations apply to the UN IcEF-sponsored rural credit scheme for women. The
basic economic assumptions on which these activities are based need to be verified.

In mstmctureanddeminin.g.'Tl1e emergencyinlrastructure intervention financed
bySIDA ranks high on the additionality scale, as a stop-gap measure in anticipation
ofADB funding. Its principal effectiveness lies in the likelihood that a trunk road,
ofgreat economic importance to Cambodia, would have been cut for long periods
if maintenance work had not been assured.

In Cambodia, the international community has launched what amounts to its
first systematic effort to free a count1yfrom anti-personnel mines, said to number
about 10 percent of all such devices laid in war zones across the globe. The mine
clearance operations of CMAC are increasingly effective but necessarily slow. SIDA
funding has good additionality, as CMAC has experienced funding problems and
as there is a natural tendency for donor interest in this grievous problem to flag
with the passage of time.
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In the context ofmine clearance, preparedness and prevention are not only a

matter ofmarking existing mine fields and creating awareness of the dangers they

pose. Prevention must be viewed in the wider perspective of the need to work

unremittingly towards an international convention, banning or regulating the

manufacture and use of a type of weaponry that exacts its principal toll among
civilians unconcerned with the original conflict, long after it has ended.

Murrnerono -rniz: plamting (md rapa(ity-b'uildi ng: About 25 percent of SIDA alloca-

tions during the 1989-94 period has been devoted to preparing Cambodian

institutions for national reconstruction. and economic recovety. While the World

Bank and the ADB, as channels for this assistance, have implemente(l the projects
in their traditional manner, the Mission has reached the conclusion that there is

little additionality achieved by SIDA funding.
A reservation is also pertinentwith respect to one of the ADB technical studies

financed from the Swedish grant; its recommendations are at variance with the

very Objectives of the education component of the ADB credit.

The capacity-building and trainingprogrammes of(iDRl,finally, arejudged to

be excellent, both in terms of effectiveness and additionality.

Pmgrumme management

As with programme selection, profound knowledge of prevailing conditions and
of the different agencies operating in the country is required for a donor to

manage its support effectively. SIDA has tinanced a series of key strategic studies

on economic rehabilitation and development, and the SIDA staff concerned are

well acquainted with the current aid scenario. The Mission is of the view that this

might not be suflicient if SIDA wishes to be assured of "good value" for its aid

money. Programming missions and periodic visits to Catnbodia by SIDA staff

hardly overcome the sense of remoteness and distance between donor and the

ultimate benehciaries. It is noteworthythat no SiDA-sponsored evaluation ofits aid

to Cambodia has been carried out until SEK 500 million have been allocated, 15

years after assistance began.
The problem is compounded by the fact thatslDAinterventions are carried out

by proxy, bv a number of multilateral organizations an(l N(}O'S, over whose

operations SIDA cannot exercise direct influence. Mostly, it is a "'take itor leave it

situation where agencies competingfor funds do their best to make a case for their

respective programmes. Once funding is secured, they provi(le the necessary

formal reporting on their progrannnes, but show less concern with assessing cost-

effectiveness and impact. This characteristic is common to virtually all agencies

working in (lambodia.
Without reviewing the arguments for and against the delegation of its emer-

gency or reconstruction aid, it is generally agreed that SIDA has an overriding

responsibilitv of ensuring that Swedish aid money is used as effectively as possible.

To do so SIDA needs to be actively involved in the assessment and supervision
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phases of programme activities; by helpingdevelop the capacities ofagencies used
as intermediaries, it can furthermore optimize the use ofpresent aid channels.

The Mission believes that the reporting deticiencies obsewed can be remedied

orimproved upon. Funding agreements are the appropriate place tor stipulatingthe
type of operational analysis and impact reports that SIDA requires to ensure that
interventions are in line with its development Objectives. This reporting should
include internal evaluation reports that the various agencies prepare from time to
time. Unless this is done, SIDA will not have the required in-depth knowledge of
conditions in the country and scant assurance that its aid is used effectivelv.

Recommen(latiem:siDA is well positioned to use its influence with agencies actin g
as its intermediaries to demand a more useful reporting. Implementing agencies
should be encouraged to set up internal monitoring systems to assess impact and
cost-effectiveness, going beyond the current output reporting.

This should be made a condition in funding agreements and periodically
followed up, as should be the obligation of implementing agencies to make
available any internal or external evaluation reports they may prepare.

Taking into account that Sweden has only indirect links with the beneficiaries
of its aid, independent assessments by the donor are essential to update informa-

tion, with respect to the general situation, the capacity and performance of
implementing agencies. As now recognized by SIDA, emergencv reliefoperations
cannot be exempt from independent assessments and evaluation.

To gain more in-depth knowledge of the (Iambodian aid scenario would not
necessarily require the establishmentofa bilateral presence or aid administration.
As a first step, SIDA could take a cue from AIDAB (Australia) , which has placed key
advisers in the departments that are of interest in furthering its programme
agenda. Another device might be to establish more formal cooperative arrange-

ments with one or two other like-minded donors so as to achieve greater leverage
with intermediary aid organizations.

Cross-sectoml ismes

Tawgetting the poor: The organizations receiving SIDA support have by and large
followed the general prescription that aid should not address specific categories
ofthe village population,but the community as a whole and within the community
the most vulnerable groups, the only exception being AFS(J'S orthopedic centres
and projects in favour ofamputees and people injured by land mines.

As regards the reintegration of refugees, effectiveness in reaching target
groups, returnees and internally displaced among them, is relatively modest. The
quick impact programmes launched by UNHCR and pursued by CARERE have
significantlyimproved village infrastructure,but as lär as can bejudged this has not

to an appreciable extentimpacted on the special situation of refugees and IDP'S.
Also, development projects have a tendency to by-pass returnee families, as

established residents are better placed, in terms of access to land and other
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resources, to take advantage ofsuch prtjects. In particular, returnees and lDP's
established in so-called resettlement sites, have little potential to become func-

tional social communities on a sustainable basis.

With women assuming a vital economic role in (Iambodia, most organizations
end up facing difficult choices in dealing with poverty aspects, the most common
being that. the poorest of the poor are not in a position to take advantage of the
opportunities on offer. This is particularlv the case with the large number of
women-headed households. Food fbi Work programmes and the Family Food
Production scheme find that members of the community having some skill and
resources at their disposal become the real beneficiaries.

Again, the issue is structural in nature and few organizations are in a position
to provide an effective remedy, except attempt to gain as intimate knowledge as

possible of the village situation and to place decision-making squarely within the
communities themselves, if possible outside the existing power structure.

Funding o Iom! costs: At present, there is little alternative for donors but to

assume responsibility for local costs. Whether this should extend to the payment
of salary supplements is in the view of the Mission a more serious issue. The wide-

spread practice of paying salary supplements is not conducive to sound capacity-

building, and also fosters relationships between donor and recipient analogous to
those that prevailed in colonial times.

The Mission recognizes that. salary supplements and honoraria constitutes an
intractable problem, given the scant resources at the government's command. A
concerted effort should however be made bv the donor community not only to
establish the scale and impact of this practice but also to devisejoint remedial
action, pcrhaps within the framework of lCORC. lmaginative solutious to a basic

dilemma are called for; the setting up of a special fund, for instance, from which
payments can be made centrally to selected civil servants according to pre-set

criteria, as supplementaty remuneration over a transitional period, could well be

tried out in Cambodia.
Buildingmztizmul ca.l1urrity.'The observations made above have a clear implication

in terms ofbuilding national capacity. The onset ofthe peace process and rapidly
rising aid levels placed additional stress on an administration already weakened by

the peace agreement itself. Large numbers ofoutside organizations flocked into
the country in a very short space of time, when counterpart organizations were
short of skilled personnel and absorptive capacity at an all-time low.

With ample resources at their disposal, aid agencies have played a dominant
role on the national economic and social scene. Of necessity, therefore, by

integrating its support with that of other organizations, SIDA indirectly contri
uted to relegating the governmentto a position where itcould only fail to exercise
its coordinating responsibility; departments have often lost their sense of project
ownership and take an interest in pr~ect implementation only to the extent that
officials are accornmodated on the aid agency/'s payroll.
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There have been no obvious alternatives, given the circumstances and the state
of depletion of the government's resources. The Mission has noted however that
in general, during the period under reviw, capacity-building efforts have been

tentative, and remarkably few attempts have been made to build up private sector
institutions, such as the national NGO'S. In retrospect, more could have been done
in this area.

lt is a position of "institutional retreat" from which the government is only now
making a start on the long road back to independent decision-making. To reach
this goal, civil administration will need to be reformed, the military establishment
pruned, the economy generate its own resources and savings, social development
take a sustained course, a host ofcapacity-building and training programmes be

brought to fruition, and greater confidence be placed in local institutions, public
and private.

For Cambodia, the journey from the complex emergency will be long and
arduous.

SIDA';' jitture coojrerution in Cambodia

Vvhile outside the Mission's terms ofreference, some limited recommendations as

to future SIDA support in Cambodia are given below.
The recommendations are based on the assumption that SIDA plans longer

term cooperation in Cambodia, an assumption that may well merit fnrthe1
examination. There is a "crowding" effect towards certain countries, in particular
countries with a controversial past, which is not necessarily in the best interest of
these countries, nor of the application of aid in itself.

Ouensupply 0 unds?cambodia is attracting considerable regional interest due
to its location, its history, and its geopolitical importance, placed as it is between
two regional powers - Vietnam and Thailand - as well as within a region of rapid
economic growth. Hence, once set on a course allowing economic and social
development, (Jambodia is likely to attract ample resources, on commercial terms,
concessional credits from the international banks, as well as grants. Bilaterally,
]apan has shown particular interest in (lambodia, seeing it as part of its regional
sphere of influence. Accordingly, there is no strong argument for Swedish aid in
terms of "financial gaps". Rather the opposite seems to be the case: money is

chasing worthwhile projects and programmes. In designing future operations it is

important not to widen the gap between absorption capacity and supply. This
would, in principle, argue for stronger focus on labour intensive programmes, as

well as assistance geared towards capacitybuilding, institutional development, and
human resource concerns.

Human resource development. Cambodia is in dire need to upgrade its human
capital. One of the most convincing programmes the Mission saw in the field was

the work carried out by UNICEF in education, which is based on true capacity
building and process orientation, empowering local people. SIDA, with its institu-
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tional competence, should focus on strengthening this sector in Cambodia. It is an

area where massive inputs are needed,where the "process type" ofapproach SIDA

uses is especially useful, and which is less susceptible to "rent seeking" and other
distortions.

A high-risk em/ironment. Cambodia will most likely continue to be a high risk
environment for the foreseeable future. The CARERE progrannne has had to be

suspended for longperiods in some areas due to insecurity. This might have serious

consequences for aid projects with high visibility, large investments, etc. Compa-

nies being held to ransom for fear of disruptions or sabotage, the abduction of
project personnel, or worse, remain real possibilities. They have already affected
USAID-tinanced highway constructions. Some NGO'S have adyised by their home
governments to move out of insecure areas. ] apan has opted to reduce risks by
locating project staffonly in safe areas near Phnom Penn. The proposed Swedish

hydropower project could be a visible target for such actions; the "cost" in image
for aid, if an accident were to happen, is generally quite high.

Comlptiow. The environment of rampant corruption and rent seeking in

Cambodia is not only an impediment to effectiveness. but might also have serious
political consequences. Even organisations working with labour intensive pro-

grammes, and with elaborate control systems established over time, calculate with
"losses" ofi)0 -30 percent. The ratio in more rapidly implemented capital intensive
programmes is unknown. The Swedish supported FAO fertilizer programme

appears Ihr instance to be the victim of massive "leakage." SIDA should carefully
avoid fuelling such rent-seeking, i.e. by selecting programmes where careful

mechanisms for control and audit can be instituted.
Need forroncentmtion. SIDA'S present programme in Cambodia - the product of

a long historical process - has become unwieldy and barely impossible to supervise
in any meaningful way. SIDA should choose to focus its inputs more, reduce

cooperative arrangements, and establish a higher profile in the few areas SIDA

elects to pursue, both in terms of visibility and in providing competence. Priority
candidates would be UNICEF and UNDP/ CARERE.
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0 counterpartfunds,
0 corruption.

Methodology
The work will be based on information from: i) documentation from SIDAhead quarters,
from Swedish NGO'S available in Sweden and in Cambodia and from UN representation
offices in Cambodia and elsewhere, ii) interviews with representatives of SIDA and other
donors, implementing agencies and NGO'S, the Royal Cambodian Government and other
appropriate institutions iii) participatory research among the recipients (target group), iv)
other fact-flnding as the evaluators find necessary and appropriate.

Afield visit to Cambodia is required. The team will be expected to carry out visits to the

project areas provided the security situation allows.
The team will comprise persons displaying a satisfactory competence in the fields of i)

emergency assistance management, planning, implementation and follow
-up especially in

the field ofUN operations, ii) regional and specitically Cambodia situation and history, iii)
institution and capacitybuilding, iv) conflict and emergency analysis,

v) impact assessment

including socio-cultural and gender aspects. The team will comprise 3-4 international

consultants and national staff/ consultants.

Time schedule (md reporting
The evaluation reportwill be written in English, and should not exceed 50 pages, excluding

annexes.
The evaluation will take place during the month of November,

1994. The Hnal report

will be submitted in 10 copies not later than three
weeks after the reception of SIDA'S

comments to the draft.
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Annex C:

REPATH AT dN AND RE NTEGRAT DN

N CAMBDDA
Ra/iezu ofa ]Eeld Uisit to Battambemgpr01Jince

I. Introduction
Battambang is the province in North-wesl.c- rn (lamb0('li;1 that has receivcd lhe largest
number of returnees following the repalriation operation from Thailå1nd in 1992-93. The
one-week field visit of the Mission was an attempt to oblain a more in -(leptll view of the
prevailing conditions and the various aspects of [hE reintegration process than the view
from Phnom Penn could provide. The questions askcd were how the returnees have fared
and what factors have promoted or constrained their rcintegr;ltion, primarilv from the
perspective of the beneficiaries. Based on intewiews with returnees as well as lou1ls in
villages and settlement siles, the review also (lraws on interviews with the UN organization
staff in the province as well as international and local N(}()s with long experience of the
area. Some survevs and preliminarv research finclings made available to the tezun liavc also
provided an impoi-tant input. To contextualise the field study an overview ol' the situation
in the North -west with respect to repatriation and in particular the problem of land
allocation is given below.

cz. Return (md Settlement

It has been reported from the tamps that Battambang with its fertile soil was i(lcalizc(l bv
many refugees as "the land ofmilk and honev" and many' opted to go there when the first
survev ofthe camp population was made prior to repatriation. In addition, many refugees
had previous ronnections to the province. Evei1tually. Batta1nbang received 32 p(*r(*cnt
(117 000) of the returnees and Banteav Meanchex' 26 percent (93.001)). Bameav Mca1lcl1ey
was the province closest to most of the calnps and the province from where most !*el'iig<r('s
are said to have fred. Contact with this proxince was uphcld by the ret11gees through
occassional cross border visits to friends and lamilies. It is probablv sale to ä1ssume that
Banteav Meanchey and Batlambang were popular choices also because thev are close to
Thailand,should things go wrong again. The percentages that wont lo other provinces was
Slem Reap 9 percenl, Pursat 7 percent, Takeo 4 percent and Kanrlal (Pln10m Pcnh) 8
percenl, together lotalling 86 percenl of the returnee population.

The expected drift into urban areas once rice -rations ende- d, initiallv 21 conccrn ol'
UNHCR, does not seem Lo have orcurred. Mostsecondary migration is intra-provincial and
between urban areas. A survev over the squatter settlements in Phnom Penn indicates that
only 6.6 percent are returnees (Urban Sector Group. 1994),most ofwhich have been living
in Phnom Penn for more than a year. Nevertheless, returnees are more mobile than other
groups and mostly prompted bv ;1 search for land. to boy or rent. or other income
opportunities. Many who have been staving with relatives on arrival are late:' forced to move
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on if they cannot find some independent source of income. Others are moving simply to
find relatives they have not seen for a long time. Very little is known of these secondary or

tertiary movements to date. In view of the resources and attention paid to the returning
Cambodian refugees by UNHCR, there is a surprising dearth of systematic data and

analysis.

b. The Land Question
Land is one of the key resources for reintegration into the rural economy and £1 mzrjority

of the refugees in the border camps had indicated in an early UNHCR survey that they
wanted land, in particular in Battambang. The assumptions on land availability in the

North-west made from a Ilawed aereal survey in 1989 fornled the basis for promising 2 ha

ofland to all families wishing to farm. UNHCR relied heavily on the local authorities when
promisingland to the returnees. Recommendationswere also sent from the Prime Minister
Hon Sen in 1992, asking the local authorities to comply. There were, however, never any
bindingpromises for land, and the vice governor of Battambang in a letter to the camps in

]anuary 1992 made clear that they were not able to supply the land needed (in Robinson,
1994a). As the actual land situation became dear to UNHCR, when repatriation had

already begun, a range of alternative options were offered. The cash option was chosen by

87 percent ofallreturnees. The earlier assumption made by UNHCR as a result ofa limited

population survey in the camps that most returnees had lost their close lies to family in
Cambodia was also revised, and the cash option also encouraged returning to nat1ve

villages.
In the other provinces ofthe North-west the land scarcity has not been quitc as acute

as in Battambang. In Banteay Meanchey most returnees wanting rice land have reportedly
been given access to some kind ofland, even if not necessarily very good or near to their
village. The reasons are, that large paris of Banteay Meanchev was controlled by the

different factions in the resistance coalition (especially FUNClNPEC and KPNLF) so the

returnees often had some kind of access to land even before being officially repatriated.
Furthermore, the area was 'Öabandonded" by its former masters and thus the administrative
control was low. Also, the land in Banteay Meanchey is notve1y fertile and there is no strong

population pressure. In Siem Reap, about 85 percent of the returnees have received titled
land according to UNHCR. In Pursat the situation seems to be basically satisfactory as well.

as a result ofless pressure on land, loss returnees. and an unusually successful cooperation
between UNHCR/CARERE staffand provincial authorities.

Only 3 percent ofall returnees chose the land option. It entailed waiting in the camps
until land had been identified and many feared they would be the last to leave and end up
vvith no land at all. After repatriation, UNHCR has been assisting returnees in obtaining
land titles, totalling an estimated 9,500 titles in 1993 and 10,000 in 1994, not limited to the
land optin returnees only. in addition, CARERE and a number of NGOS have been

providing assistance in land titling. Some returnees, this study found, have obviously

managed to obtain land without any external assistance. for instance by buying. rent1ng or
using the land of relatives.

Most importantly, the repatriation operation coincided with the process ofprivatization
ofland and land titling. As a result there was and is an ongoing "scramble for land" in an

environment that lacks proper legal infrastructure and a clear collective consensus on who

has the right to what land. For the returnees this means that they are asking for an

increasingly valuable and limited good and the way ofaquiring it - and ofholding on to it
- is to a large extent a bargaining process. in this process the returnees often appear to be
at a disadvantage, unless they have intluential relatives in the village.
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2. The attamba g Experience
Battambang is historically the grain basket of (Jambodia. Willi its fertile soils and its
proximity to the Tonle Sap Lake it has high agriculture and tishing potential. Rice
cultivation is by far the most i1llportant. occupation. Even so, Battambang seems to be the
province where a relative large number ofreturnees (perhaps 25-30,000) has neither land
nor any other available livelihood today. A briefbackground to the acute land problem in
Battambang is given below.

The province has been severely hitby the civil war The western part is controlled by the
Khmer Rouge. and the area around Pailin is their loremost stronghold. Only £1 rim ofsome
30 kilometers along the Thai border is today controlled bv the Khmer Rouge. A far greater
area (including any area far from major roads or the rail road) is however subject to Khmer
Rouge destabilization activities and beyond governmentcontrol. The threatis particularly
acute in the dry season. from December to May. and imply severe (lisruptions in agricullure
and other activities. Tlle threat ofviolence and displacement of the rural population is
turninginto aweapon in the continuingwar is evidenced bv recurring peaks oflnternally
Displaced People (IDPS), reacl1ing 40,000 in April 1994. These are lollowed by calmer
periods when many IDPS can return to their village- s. Some, however. lind on return that
their village has been destroyed. Others cannol return as security remains poor and a

smaller number end up on settlementsites or in villages. Presumably, many do not register
as IDPS but find a tempora1y refuge with relatives in a nearbv village.

Another major impact of the war has been the mining of the land bv all partics to the
conflict. The access to fertile rice land in Battanlbang is sharplv curtailed by the presence
ofmines, especially in certain areas close to the Tonle Sap Lake an(l towards Pailin and the
border with Thailand. The internally displaced and those who live close to the front lines
are in constant danger from mines when cultivating or fbraging, the poorcst taking the
greatest risks.

The strong Battambang involvement in the war throughout the l98us had been the
cause of the large refugee movement across the Thai border. As mcntioned, the majority
or the returnees had returned there by the end ofthe repatriation operation in May 1993
and now constitute 19 percent ofthe presentpopulation in Battambang (23 percentofthe
pre-return population) . Many areas in the Battambang province were labelled No-Go-Areas
by UNHCR due to the prevailing insecurity. However. some ofthese are the native area for
many returnees, and have fertile land and rich forest. As a result. retumees ventured to
these areas, contrarv to lNHCR'S recommendations. A case in point here is the Ratanak
Mondul district in the south-western part of Battambang province which almost 27,000
returnees had as their first choice. Although many eventuallv decided not to go, a large
number did, consideringthe risks im'olved.the district beingone ofthe most heavily mined
areas in the world (Robinson. 1994a). The Banan an(l Bovel districts are other areas. under
pressure from recurring warfare or mine problems, where many returnees have settled.
Vvhile demining work is ongoing, it is both time-c0nsuining and (ostly, approx. USD li
sq.mtr. Thus, the area being cleared is small in relation to the needs.

The flow of resources to assist in rehabilitation and reintegration into the province
reflected the large number of returnees. To prepare communities for a large influx of
returnees. a large number ofQuick Impact Projects (QIPS) were implementing. focussing
mainlyon strengtheninginfrastructure and services. These projects typically comprised the
construction or repair ofroads, schools or clinics but also the clearing and preparation of
land. As such, they were also aimed to be an incentive for communities to allocate land lo
the newcomers; however, with limited success, the acquisition of land by retumces
continues to be slow.

Prelimina1y suwey data give a rather gloomy picture of the accessibilitv ofrice land fbx
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returnees in Battambang, although with greatgeographical variations in the province. The
ligure from sampled villages range from 15 percentin one survey (Robinson, 19946), to 43

percent in other areas (Sam Oeurn, pers. comm.).
Land scarcity is also a problem for locals: Land was distributed by the new government

in 1979 on the basis of number of children per family. With a growing population, new
households receive increasingly small plots. Even given Battambangs fertile soil, it is

estimated that the average land holding is hardly enough for a family of five or six. Those
who have no land or other sources of income usually forage or scavenge for daily food.
Robinson's survey of four districts in Battambang (19946) shows as many 80-35 percent

returnees living from hand to mouth, whereas the figure for locals was 17 percent.

Many of the returnees had been afraid of political harassment on return. butapart from
some minor incidents their fears were notborne out. The more serious disadvantage seems
to be in the combination ofland scarcity, general lawlessness (bandit1y) and the underdog

position" ofmany returnees. The district, commune and/or village chiefs are kev persons
in this process. They control what is labelled as state property. The privatization oflancl has

made it a valuable commodity and it is not likely to be very willingly given away. Further-

more,land that is allocated to returnees has reportedly been taken back the nextyear, with
the argument that the land wasjust temporarily given away. Another outcome is that an

original owner" shows up and simply sells the land to a third person. Day labor is attractivc

for people not having enough land. The distribution is sometimes controlled by the village

chief and, again, returnees are reported to be discriminated against when receiving work
less frequently than locals.

3. The Field Stdy
Metlzodology

Twelve villages in 3 districts and settlementareas were visited during one week. five of them

for closer study. This included semi-structured interviews with village leaclership, village
development committees, monks, returnees and locals, individually or in groups, as well as

with relevant counterparts and agency staff. With its very limited scope, the study makes no
claims to be representative, but aims rather to capture the range of different rural
settlement contexts into which returnees are supposed to integrate, includingthe (liflerent
perceptions ofthe social actors involved. lt is thus a qualitative approach to understanding
the variety of factors that promote or constrain that process, and an illustration of the
complexity of reintegration as a multi -dimensional process. The three most common

situations are reported below including a number of intewiews in summa1y.

4. Three Settlement Contexts

£1. Chrouy/lmpil} Village= Retumees without Relatizles

ChrouyAmpilis a smallvillage in the SangKe Districtjust east ofBattambang. It is inhabited

by 146 families of which 21 are returnee families. The village lives essentiallv from rice

growing, gardening and minor live stocks. Most peasants in the village have loss than 2 ha

of land, a few have larger fields. A substantial part is "'state property"; £1 dubi01xs categoiy

due to liberalization and privatization policies in the last 5 years. The village has an active
war and a chief monk that has been present in the village for 5 years.

This village has received a number of returnees who do not have any previous

connection to the village. The UNHCR has targeted this village with a package ofbenelits
in order to facilitate reintegration.Financed by the UNHCR, (LÅXREREbuilta school (which

' All names of villages and persons are flctitious
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still lacks employed teacllers), (ZARERE + DCC built 8,2 kilometers of road, serving the
wllole comrnune, UNICEF dog l7 wells and in the adjacentvillage (JARERE builta clinic.
Great efforts wont into discussing with authorities and village monks before agreementwas
reached to select this village for rcsettlen1ent.

The returnees in this village cllose the land option when repatriated. The UNHCR has

actively promoted the land preparation in the village. 28 ha ofland was prepared for the
returnees and 40-50 ha tor landless locals. The U NHCR si gned a contract with the village
chiefs and approximately USD 65 was spentper hectar for preparingland. Preparing meant
clearing from any forest. ploughing and supplying fertilizer and rice seeds. The land was

taken out of what was designated state property by tlle commune villages chiefs or from
unused land. The returnees were given a choice whether they wanted 1 ha close by or 2 ha
three to four kilometers away. Mostof them chose the former. as they feared they would not
be able to exercise control over their land and because of tlle security risk of the Khmer
Rouge presence. Another conlmon problem for the returnees is the lack of draught
animals. The do not have any hy themselves, and it is bv no nleans selfevidentthat they can
rent them or even loss likely, borrow them from other villagers.

The early sprin g of 1994 was the first rice hawest the returnees could get, butforvarious
reusons, from bad weather to jack of time for preparation, the first crop was generally
meager. Predictions for the next one, early spring 1995, are even worse, since the flooding
damaged the first. seeds planted, and those plantecl later were affected by the drought.

On the surface everything seems rather peaceful. Villagers. locals and returnees are
seen chatting friendly with each other. However. the returnees have commonly been
puslled away from the good land originallv allocated to them and tnostly even titled. and
given" bad land in exchange. Sitnilarly. in some cases. their land close to the village has

been shifted more or less forcibly to distant fields. The returnees have cllosen not to
complain too bitterlv, but on the whole accepted the situation. There is resentment hy the
locals because the returnee land has been titled more quickly than their own.Tlleyfeel this
is unjust.

Generally, returnees seem to be llired loss often than locals for day- labor, often
controlled by the village chief. In this village, returnees said they were never hired except
for a widow with a child, wllom the villagers took pity on. There are also cases where the
returnee land simply has been "sold" by locals that claim that thev are the original owners.
Again, returnees have not made too much ofa noise on those occasions.

The UNHCR is frustrated by the recent development. Extraordinarilv much money has

been invested in this village in an effort to create an atmosphere that would prevent illis
situation. They also feel restrictcd from activelv changing the situation, althougll they are
well aware of the development. The UNHCR feel that the village has broken the contract
they signed. Since law enforcement is weakly developed in Canlbodia it is difhcult for lille
returnees to reclaim their land back.

There are, however, also signs of slowly inlproving relations between locals and
returnees. 111 a neighboring village, locals and returnees are working together as teachers
and there are cases Ofvoluntaly sharingofdraughtanimals. So tar these seem to be isolated
cases. The chief1nonk in the village clairns that an overall deficiency ofrice is a more serious
a problem than the rift between locals and returnees.

Slam Chrmna ( retumee )
Slam Channa is 43 vears old. She lives with her husband and six children in (lhrouy Anlpil
village outside Battambang. Before she lled to Thailand, she used to be a rice farmer. and
she used to live ill Battambangprovince some 10 kilometers away from the village which she
is living in now. She left for the camps in 1979. The family returned in@] ulv 1992. Chosing
option A, they reeeived l ha ofland justa lew hundred meters outside ollthe village and they
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are now farming that land. They could have chosen more land further awayfrom the village,
butshe was afraid thatthe Khmer Rouge would prevent her from using thatland. Later they
discovered that the land was bad land because it is so high that the water runs offbefore the
rice is r1pe.

Since they arrived in the midst ofthe planting season.the harvest in December/] anuary
was not a very good one. They were allowed to join a relative in her native village when he
was han/esting. This way they raised ten bags (10xl00kg) of rice for the family. They have
managed to survive this far, but rightnow itis difficultfor the family. Furthermore, this year
will be a very badyear. lt has not been raining enough and her high land suffers even more
from lack ofwater. An observation of the field also shows that it has not been properly
cleared from weeds.

On a directquestion on why she thinks the land will vield little this year, her first answer
is that "You [ UNHCR ] did not give us any lertilizer this year". Later she modities this and
blames the drought. The rice field will only give 2-3 bags of rice so the family has to rely
basically on what the garden plot can produce, the family pig which they can sellfor 150 000
Riel in a few months, and day labor earning some 2 000 Riel a day. Many are pinning their
hopes on day labor, but this season manypeople will do the same and day labor will be har(l
to find. The familyhave dog a pondfor themselves as a "Food -for-work" projec t. Theyhoped
to receive 500 kg of rice from WFP. The VVFP had objections and claimed that the pund did
not fulllll the required measurements. Probably the rain has flushed earth into the pund
and reduced its depth.

Theyknow the village chiefand do notthink he is bad, buthe is not particularly helpful
either. For exampl€, he has not helped other retumees in trouble, she says. Her returnee
neighbor has been forced to shift land with a local; the neighbor ended up with land far
away from the village. Channa does not have that problem because her land is not very
attractive. She suspects that the aggressive villagers and the village chiefare collaborating
somehow. A recurring theme in her story is that returnees and locals are viewed differently
and she thinks that the returnees are the underdogs. "We have to prove ourselves all the
time". On the direct question on what they can do to prove tllemselves, she answers "we have
to work hard and I hope that in the long run they will see that we are good as them". She
is convinced that locals have a better and easier life. However. all children 0fsch00l -age are
attending school. The fee is 2 000 Riel per child per year and this seems to be the normal
fee.The children lookedhealthy and had reasonablygood clothes. The house was relatively
well kept and the garden was intensively cultivated.

Chang Wammra ( tomt resident)
Chengis a teacher of35,with a wife and two small children. He works haltlday atthe school
ofa nearby village for a salaty ofusD20/month. The rest of the time he spends cultivating
his 2.5 ha of riceland, tending vegetables and fruit trees. Normallv, although not this
harvest, this household is more than selflsulhcient in food. The family is concernecl about
the low yield this year, and his concem may affbct his attitude towards the returnees. He.
and other locals, he says, are resentfl1l because the land given to returnees has already been
titled, whereas the locals are still waitingfor their titles. While he is grateful for tlle road and
the schoolbuiltbycARERE, there are now more immediate needs, such as the rice shortage
that will affect the whole village. Nevertheless, he feels that relations between locals and
returnees are improving. They are happy that one ofthe young returnees is teaching on a
voluntaty basis in the village school. He himselfhas two oxen which he claims to lend out
to returnees on demand.

Chie Monk o
t

the Uillage
Commenting on the relations between locals and returnees, the monk makes clear that the
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problems for the returnees is that they do not have sufficient rice land, draught animals 01

other equipment, whereas locals usually have.Also locals often have better quality rice field
than the returnees. Some returnees don't know how to farm, they lack experience after
years in the camps. What is needed is for the organizations to help returnees and the monk
asks us to pass on his request for rice to the returnees. For all, there is the problem of water,
either too much or too little rain and a low rice yield this year. This is the problem for village
solidarity: When all lack rice, this creates disunity. Religion is important because it
promotes good actions between people. But the village also needs help from international
organizations, so that they can build solidarity.Again the needfor assistance is stressed. The
village is building a large ceremonial house with a kitchen for community ceremonies and
gatherings, in the centre next to the pagoda. An N GO (Partage) has also promised to build
a monk school but he does not know when.

b. Prek Prasap Village= Retumees zuith Relutizles
This village is some 35 kilometers southeast of the town of Battambang. On a visit to the
district chief, he said that the districtand CARERE had a good working relationship. The
village chief later repeated that the Prek Prasap village and CARERE had been workin ghard
together.

The village has 260 families; 16 of those are returnees, most of whom have relatives in
the village. Land is in inadequate supply in this village, primarily because of Khmer Rouge
security threat some 3km awayfrom the village. Few people dare to go to the forest to collect
wood, bamboo etc. One girl from the village is missing and is believed to have been taken
hostage.

The richestvillagers have 1.5 ha of land, while some families are trying to survive on as
little as 0.2 ha, most have about 1 hectar. Fortunately the land is fertile and mightyield up
to 2.5 tonnes per hectar. For locals, the land is properly titled. Almost all locals in the village
grow vegetables on their house plot, and the river floating along the village is a good source
of fish. Returnees, however, have been given landbythe Village Chief, but it is not titled and
it is remote (2 km) and returnees are afraid to cultivate it because of the security hazards.

Vvhile most of the locals own their houseplot, the returnees do not, renting from
neighbours or using relatives' land. The Village Chief commented on returnees as

temporary", because relatives and the village do not have sufficient lant to provide.
This village has been selected for a CARERE CD-project. CARERE has four different

projects in the village: 1) Afertilizer bank which started in 1992, butwas shifted into a rice
bank in 1993. 2) A seedbankforjutejute used to service the localjute factory. This factory
has by now run into financial problems and is at a standstill. 3) A rice bank. This is the best
functioning of the different projects - CARERE staffandvillagers agree. 4) A pund digging
project in collaboration with VVFP. This will be followed up by a study trip to another village
in order to learn how to breedfishin ponds. Now, "everybodygrows fish accoording to their
own head. Nobody knows how to do it" as the village chief expressed it.

The Village Development Committee (VDC) consisting of five members was elected at
a village meetingwith reportedly at least a hundredvillagers present - half of them women.
The village chief is undisputably a member of the committee. The Head and Secretaty of
the VDC are women. CARERE has a counterpart in the village. He teaches the villagers on
improving cultivation techniques, how to articulate their development needs through the
VDC and the concept of development. He claims that the village chief has been very
supportive, but that it is sometimes difficult because the counterpart has not enough
training himself, the villagers are sometimes absent from "class" and because they do not
always do as he says. Overall he thinks, however, that its works well.
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Y oung retumee family
Sam Ol and Tun Njep is a young couple, with two small children. They share a household
with the husband's motherandyounger brother, also returnees,andlive in a small thatched
house at the edge of the river. This is the young wife's native village.

The couple met and married in Nong Chan border camp, where they had lived since
1979,while his mother andbrother hadbeen in Site B camp.whereas the mother had gone
to her native village in Pursat, where she stayed with relatives, the couple waited to make a

decision about final destination until they arrived in Cambodia in April l993,when the wife
found she had relatives in this village.

Repatriation itself, as well as food assistance for 400 days, had been very satisfactory and
clearly sufflcient to live on. Buttheynow find that making a livingin Cambodia is extremely
difficult and that life was better in the camp, where they were supported by UNBRO and
received all theyneeded. In the camp the husbandworked as a taxibike driver makingabout
USD 5/ day. Italso made itpossible for him to go outside of the camp and have contactwith
the local population (presumably also a source ofextra money) . Here,he complains, he has

no land he can cultivate, no oxen, and Ends it difficult to support his family.
The couple chose the cash option (which gave them USDl50), and put some money

into building the house and some small livestock. Money was also spent on having to bring
his mother and brother to stay with them. The had preferred the land optjon but then
wouldhave had no money to build a house, and wouldhave had to wait un til last in the camp
before land was identified. Option B, a house, would have given them no land and no
money. So C was the best among available alternatives and it was their own decision. But
it was made on the assumption that land would somehow be available, through connection
to relatives in the village. His mother had chosen a house,which she builton relatives' land
in Pursat, but when relations to them grew tense as her food rations ran out, she sold the
house and decided to leave. As the eldest son, Sam Ol felt obliged to ask them tojoin him.
He was given 0.5 ha by the village chief (untitled) in April this year, but since it is remote
(2 km away), the security problems are severe, and he has not been able to plant rice this
year. Before he came, he claims, he had not thought much about security as a problem.
They heard that it was time to leave the camps and they were pleased to go, although they
had no clear idea of what their situation would be like in Cambodia.

They rent a house plot from a neighbour but the location is bad, on an eroding river
bank, anddepend on the good will of the Village Chief to provide them with another house
plot; this is difficult, as there is little safe land and other villagers take priority. Perhaps, he
says, if they manage to earn some money they can boy a house plot in the village. They plan
to remain, for the time being, for lack of a better alternative, but are concerned about
livelihood. They earn a little by doing occasional harvestwork at 2,500 R/day, but there will
not be as much rice harvest work available this season. His wife was cutting jute at a very low
wage in the wet season, but due to the flooding, she could only do it for ten days and work
was too strenuous for her.

Theydo not grow any vegetables or fruit trees, as there is only a meter or two around the
house. They hope their livestock raising will be productive but it is yet on a very small scale.
Their preference would be to work with rice cultivation; although the husband says that
remembers how to farm, from his years as a young boy during the Pol Pot regime, his wife is

too young and "does not know anything about farming". And theyhave no oxen (neither do
all locals) and have little to offer in exchange for borrowing one or renting the equipment
needed, which he says is expensive (about 90,000 Rfor the whole period needed). He is sorry
he could not have invested his money on buying a boat, for fishing or tradingwith fuelwood.
Theyare aware ofCARERE communitydevelopmentactivities in the village, but cannotmake
use of them: They have no rice to make the initial deposit in the rice bank, he says, and
fertiliser scheme is of little use to people like him who cannot cultivate their land.
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Comparing their situations to other returnees in the village, he sees that some have a

slightly better situation, having saved money in the camp which they have invested wisely.
Others, with many children and no relatives, are seen to be worse off than themselves. Most
returnees have no land of their own, and must use land of their relatives' which is not
enough for their rice needs, or land given is too remote to be safe. Locals have a better
situation, they have land, house, rice, coconut trees. Questions about the help ofrelatives,
are met, with protests from relatives present, '"we clon't have enough for ourselves!" They
make clear that one cannot ask or expect help from other, unrelated, villagers.

This householdhas the key resources in terms of labour, relatives in the village and land,
but there constraints in terms of safe land and low access to day labour because of the
flooding. Some fishing and some foraging can be done to cover some of their own
consumption, but they still have to boy most oftheir rice, now that food rations have ended.
While relatives have little to offer, they are still regarded as important support, compared
to returnees without kin in the village, and probablyputs them in a better position with the
Village Chief. His ability to decide on their land allocation, and their dependence on his
supportfor rice land as well as house plot, is clear. Notgrounded in the rural way oflife and
the local hierarchy of the village, the young couple appear to be somewllat at a loss. As a
young couple who have spent most oftheir formative years in the camp, they appear to have
little ofthe initiative and skills nccdcd to farm or devise viable a economic strategy. Perhaps
they are biding their time, looking for other alternatives, with a view to moving on, if
necessary.

c. Retnmee Settlemmt Sites
The first settle1nent site visited is located adjacent to a village, and has the same name.
Twenty-four returnees and one local family, all had been provided with 2 ha each of titled
land through UNHCR. All had received seedlings and CARERE provides seeds for
vegetable gardens. The site was marked by demoralisation, and disintegration. The first
household visited had dismantled and sold the house provided by UNHCR and now lived
in a small poorly built, thatched one. The children were ill kept compared to other rural
children, one infant was badly burnt and infected. The family claimed not to know where
the nearest clinic is (5 km away), next that they have no way of getting there. The vegetable
seeds have not been planted and seven families claim not to have received them.A chock
with CARERE shows that seeds have been delivered and signed for, (but the seeds could
have been eaten). Four of the seven families interviewed are not growing rice this year and
claim that they lack draught animals and that cooperation with locals to borrow their oxen
is difficult or costly. The impression given is that the families are not motivated to stav on,
but have not found a better alternative. Expectations of outside assistance are strong and
reduce personal initiative. The site is not a functional part of the adjacentvillage nor an
organised social unit in itselfandin UNHCR'S opinion it is disint.egrating and willdisappear
in the near future.

The second settlement site is remote from other villages in the area. In striking contrast
to established villages, it is an open area without trees or bushes, and its created character
is obvious, with square houseplots in straight rows. Furthermore, it does not have a clear
position within the local administrative structure; as of now they are attached to a village
chief in another village. Of the 130 families settled, 30 are locals, but membership is not
fixed, and families seem to be moving in and out very frequentlly. Each family has received
1 hha oftitled rice land and a house plot. Another 85 ha have been promisedby the district
leadership but it is very remote from the site. Resistance for local authorities to allocating
land is strong and UNHCR is involved in a long and tenuous bargaining process. The local
staff feel that had they come up with money, land would have been forthcoming directly.
Roads and five wells have been provided by UNHCR/ CARERE, but pumps installed by
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NGO work poorly. Families have no relatives in adjacentvillages and very few on the site.
Some of the families came to Battambang because of connections to families they met in
the camp, few have relatives in the area. There is no school and none ofthe children attend
school in the nextvillage, as it is very remote. Here, too, although land is available, far from
all farm, there is also a sense of waitingfor assistance, or for other alternatives to help them
move on, rather than becoming rooted. This site contains a large caseload of EVIS

(Extremely Vulnerable Individuals), such as widows and handicapped. Asked to compare
their situation with locals on site, returnees said there was no difference, they were

experiencing the same hardships.

Un Vuthy ( retumee)
This is a woman in her early thirties, with three small children. Her husband was a soldier
but was injured and can no longer work. He has been in Phnom Penn the last couple of
months for an operation and to wait for his certificate as handicapped. They hope this will
provide him with a small pension, but are not sure. They returned from Site 2 camp in
March 1993 and could go to Battambang because of a cousin living there. However they
were unable to stay with him and applied for help to get land, they had hoped for land in
the nearbyvillage where they are connected to a family they met in the camp. They are not
very happy at the site. No rice is being grown in their household this year as there is no
labour power, not enough water (rains stopped too early) or draught animals. The

arrangement by UNHR providing 3 families with 2 oxen to share does not seem to work or
be used. The wife grows sweet potatoes to sell, but it is not sufficient to boy them the rice
they need. The 400 days offood rations ended in the spring of 1994. The cash option was

used to treat one of the children in hospital fbi 2 months and to buy two small pigs. These,
however, "had died" (or been eaten). The woman sees no other possible income opportu-

nities for her, busy with her garden crop. With small children and no relatives to rely on for
help, she cannot leave the site. Eventually, she requests to have pigs and chickens to raise.

Lam Song ( "retumee )
She is a young widow and neighbour who insists that we come in to interview her. Her
situation turns out to be very similar to the previous family's, but she has five children
between 4 and 13. The family had gone to the border camp in 1979 because they had
nothing to eat. She is a native of Siem Riep but. came to Battambang because it was her
husband's native province. He died at the reception centre at T. Maka in 1992 and she
claims to have spent the major part (USDl80) of her cash option money to treat her
husband, but as it becomes clear that he died suddenly "in his sleep", she modifies that to
say the funeral ceremony was costly. Now she grows some vegetables Outside of her house

although she has notbeen able to plant enough as seeds due from CARERE have not arrived
(a check shows theyhave been delivered).she has also dug a small pund near the house but
it was not up to standard to receive Foodforwork rice. She cites the example ofa neighbor
who completed his pond injune 93 and is still waiting for the rice promised. Some income
is earned through the children collecting firewood.

5. eintegration of eturnees: Comments and Conclusions

"Reintegration" has not been clearly defined by any of the organizations that work to
promote it (CARERE, UNHCR). It appears to be taken generally to mean achieving an
economic status on par with the local population, but that does not indicate what level of
self-sufficiency that is acceptable and for what proportion of returnees. The returnees are
not a homogeneous population (nor are the locals), but represent a range of different
social categories, experiences and skills. In order to assess the progress ofreintegration,
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and the point at which it can be considered successfully achieved, it would seem that some
quantitative and qualitative critera would be needed by the organizations involved.

As the above examples indicate, reintegration is a complex process, involving both
economic and social relations between newcomers and their new environment. Economic
activity depends on the access to key resources such as land, labour, some working capital,
and skiljs. But household economic viability is also dependent on the existence ofa local
community. In any rural community offarmers. livelihood strategies, to be successful, are
an integral part of the structure of social relations and one's position within it: authority
structures, established roles and positions, culturally dellned rights and obligations,
including a personal reputation (ofreliability, for instance) builtup over time bythose with
some history in the village. Skills required for devising livelihood strategies are then as
much technical as social. Even if community solidaritv of Cambodian rural villages has
suffered from the disruptions ofthe last decades, there is still an interdependence between
households, based on mutual need. However, some basic resources, social as well as

economic, are requiried to make exchange relations work. Ofcourse, the ability ofa village
to absorb and integrate returnees depends on its overall resource structure in terms of land,
its fertility, access to water, distance to market or town. and security situation, and varies
between villages.

Typically, among Iamilies placed together in a site, few are related by kinship or have
ties from the camps. Havingbeen to the same camp did not seem to create any special sense
of belonging, and positions of households vis-a-vis one another seeined unclear. As an
essentially unstructured collection ofhouseholds, top-dowm organized and well -provided
for, a returnee site resembles the camp situation. Not surprisingly, the families interviewed
appeared to continue expectingassistance from aid organizations and seemed unmotivated
or unable to create a functional interdependence. In the extremely hierarchical nature of
Cambodian society. social and economic interaction requires clear allocation and accept
alice of positions of rank. It is also unclear where they are placed in the local political
hierarchy of villages and resource allocation. The indications are that sites visited were
disintegrating. There seemed to be little difference with respect to sustainability between
the directly annexed to a village, and the separate one; the social distance to existing
communities was equallygreat. Nevertheless, sites may be necessary for a transition period
for families with no other alternatives, but they do not seem to have the potential dt
becoming a community.

In contrast, Chrouy Ampil village, although there were tensions between locals and
returnees who had no relatives there, is a community. It has a number ofinstitutions with
communal activities that promote a sense of belonging: A wat as community centre with
ceremonial activities and con1munal meals, a school with the children ofboth categories.
The substantial input by UN organizations in providing roads. wells and a school was a

welcome reiuforcenient ofinfrastructure, although efforts to secure land on a permanent
basis were less successful. Ifreturnees manage to hold on to some land and stay on,with time
and probably inter-marriage with locals, they stand a good chance ofbecoming accepted
andfunctional members ofthe community. There were indications that relations are slowly
improving although this year negatively aflected by the poor harvest and ensuing compe-

tition for food and wage labour.
The greatest disparity between locals and rettt1rnees is in the access to land, as was also

found in Robinson's sutvey (19946) in the area. The presence of relatives is usually
assumed to be a key factor for reintegration. However, this support cannot; be taken for
granted (sometimes it is refused) and it is certainly time limited, depending on the
resources ofthe village and relatives' own economic and social position within it. In some
cases, relatives may be able to influence leadership and others in control ofland and other
resources, (although local leaders are also subjectto pressure from other locals in areas of
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very scarce land). in Prekprasap village described above,for instance, indications were that
relations between returnees and their kin were becoming strained, especiallv as the rice
entitlements fbi returnees have run out. Those who have difficulties in securing some other

independent sources of income cannotexpect continued support from relatives, and may
have to move on in seach ofother economic opportunities. The community development
programmes initiatedby CARERE in this village were popular with the local population but
tend to bypass the returnees who had not secured enough of an economic base (such as

growing rice needed to participate in the 'fertilizer or rice banks). As such returnees

certainly seem to qualify as w1lnerable sectors" of the population (CARERE'S criteria) they
should be given more attention by the developmentprogrammes involved.This should also
recognize the jack ofexperience and necessary skills byyounger households not sufficiently
grounded in rural life and agriculture.

There also seems to be resentment among many respondents concerning UNHCRS
failure to deliver on its initial land promise and the implicitassumption that support from
relatives would make up for that. This resentment may be a part of the continued requests
directed by some returnees to the organizations for further assistance.

in terms ofsocial acceptance generally, it appears that returnees were initially regardecl
as coming with resources and beingfavoured by organizations (for instance, generous rice

rations for 400 days); in particular and in places of contlict over land, there is still

resentment by local residents. However. those perceptions seem to be changing. as

returnees are seen to be at a disadvantage,sometimes pitied,especially as the commitment

of organized assistance is phased out. The returnees usually see locals "having a better life"
and some even feel that life in the camps was much easier; no returnee however seems to

want that life back, simply the relative security it offered.
The conclusions can be summarised as follows:
' The UNHCR strategy on reintegration assistance failed to take account of Cambo-

dian reality with respect to land: Relying on the ability of Cambodian authorities to
provide land conflicted with the process of privatization. Vvfhile encouraging the
returning to relatives is an important step in social reintegration, relatives cannot
compensate for the absence of other livelihood solutions in the long term.

' The transition period seems to be crucial for the reintegration process. Like the 400

days offbod rations, relatives constitute an important safety net, providing returnees
can find some independent source of income within a reasonable time after food

rations run out. Stronger reintegration support, proposedly in the form of food
rations on a sliding scale over a longer period and a larger cash gram to enable the
purchase of land, (instead of costly movement operations) would have been more
relevantfrom the returnees' pointofview. Thus, a more directand returnee-focussed

assistance to returnees is seen as a means to increase their independence and control
in finding their own land or other economic niclles.

' Development programmes such as credit schemes tend to by-pass returnee families
without the necessaxy basic resources to participate, in favour of more established
locals. However, also vulnerable locals lacking such resources are very often lnissed
out by programmes.

0 Sites have little potential to become functional social communities on a sustainable

basis. They may be necessary as a temporary measure for families without other
alternatives but do not constitute a permanent solution. Sites are also extremelv

costly. both in terms ofmoney and human resources,wllich shoulclperhaps have been
directed at bargaining for land with existingvillages. Although land acquisition is not

without complications in existing villages, reintegration there has ;1 better chance

over time as compared to sites.
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' Dcpcndcncy on assistanee from organizations was most evi(lcnt among returnees in
the site situation. Some of them Knew also be returnees suffc-ring inulti -gcnerational
povertv and had gone to the camps in search of assistance. (joan Ilealev, pers.
con11n.). One of the sites visited had 21 high proportion of EVls or extreniely
w1lnerable individuals. The w11nerable condition of both categories may explain
their scvttlenlenton :1 site, but this could in turn fiirther reinforce their marginalization.
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AnnexD:

FIELD REVIEW oF THE FooD

Fd WORK P oG A M
I
.1 ;1 M E

As noted in the main report, SIDA has made an important contribution to the work ofthe
World Food Programme (WFP) in Cambodia by earmarkingtheir contributions to Food for
Work (FFW). In the course of the period under review, VVFl' used the FFW mechanism to
support small-scale rehabilitation projects in Cambodia, projects which are normally
outside the purview ofllVFP's approach and responsibility.

From 1,989 to 1994 the FFW programme evolved from supporting the Family Food
Production programme OfUNlCEF, in cooperation with the Ministry ofAgriculture and
the Women's Union of the State of Cambodia, and the hyclrology progran1mes ofinterna-

tional NGOS in cooperation with provincial level hvdrology departments to supporting
village-level infrastructure projects through the (Iambodian Red Cross. While FFP and
international NGOS are still part of the project mix, local NGOS and community organiza-

tions are now also managing FFW projects or receiving food rice for rice banks and other
village- level projects.

In the course ofthe evaluation mission, team members had the opportunity to conduct
field assessments ofeach type OfFFW intervention: FFP in cooperation with UNICEF and
UNHCR (the latter in resettlement sites in Battambang province); village-level infrastruc-

ture development with the Cambodian Red Cross; irrigation rchabilitatiou carried out by
an international NGO; and :1 rice bank project carried out by a new (iambodian NGO.

I. Family Food Production

Since SIDA provided substantial funding to UNlCEF, and since FFP has been one of their
cure programmes in Cambodia, there is extensive coverage of FFP in other parts of this
report. This brief analysis will focus on the FFP-FFW link as experienced by the Mission in
Battambang province.

In the early years OfWFP support to the FFP programme, WFP supplied the rice to the
Ministry ofAgriculture and to the Women's Union to carry out the progrztmme, but they
depended on UNICEF to oversee the implementation of the activities. When WFP
increased their staff to meet the crisis ofinternally displaced people and later the refugee
return from 1990 onwards, they at. once developed their own extensive stafling network at
the provincial level and began to build the capacity of the Cambodian Red Cross to oversee
the FFW programme at village level. Thus, WFP staff now play a very active, hands on rule
in project monitoring and - as the Mission saw in its own visit to FFP project sites - are
quite strict in enforcing standards for the quantity and qualiry of the work performed.

For example, one family visited in Sala Trao village in Sangke District of Battambang
province had ding a pund in the 1994 dry season. Upon completion. however, heavy rains
and unusually high flooding had led to siltation in the pond. On a recent inspection visit
to determine the family's rice allocation, WFP staffdenied the family their rice ration for
the work because the pond was no longer up to standard. When the pund dries up again
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in December orjanuary, the family will have to dig again and then have the pond certified.
In the meantime,thev have received a rice loan from a (IARERE rice bankto ride them over.

This family. although denied their rice ration for the time being. illustrated one of the
problems with the FFP programme the selection Ofproject sites and beneficiaries. This

family lives right on the main road (National Route 5) and thus has good access to nearby

markets. Theyhave three hectares ofrice land and two bufl'alo.with the ditt excavatedfrom

the pond they have raised their land behind the house and are growing secondarv crops
such as banana, papaya, cassava, and so on . Vtlhile not rich, they wouldhave to be considered

middle peasants by Cambodian standards.
Two other families were interviewed in a village including returnees; in this case the

families were living in an annex to the main village a kilometer or two offthe main road in

Moung Russey District ofBattambang. These families were more on the margin: one with
only one hectare ofrice land and the other with no rice land atall,although with ample land
around the homestead to engage in market gardening. Each family had been able to dig
the pond to specitications and receive their rice allotment. One family had begun to invest
in fruit trees; UNICEF had encouraged them to establish a home nursery and they had

plantedjackfruit and mango. The other family were concentrating on vegetables: cassava,

lettuce, cabbage, onions, and chili. In both cases the production had reallyjust begun with
the end ofthe rainy season, so they had no direct income yet from the fruit and vegetables
being irrigated by the pond water.

2. Village-level lnfrastrctre Rehabilitation with the CRC

As noted in the main report, village-level infrastructure rehabilitation managed by the
Cambodian Red Cross (CRC) is now the core of WFP'S food for work strategy. in 1994 65

percentofthe FFwprogramme will be implemented by the CRC. The Mission had a chance

to visit several projectsites overseen by CRC staffin Ratanak Mondol District in Battambang
province.

Ratanak Mondol is an insecure district, heavily mined and subject to continuous

pressure from the Khmer Rouge. The district was the scene of heavy fighting in April and
May between the Khmer Rouge and government forces. The district is the home of a

number of "long-term" internally displaced. who have been unable to live and sustain
themselves in their home villages since the withdrawal of the Vietnamese forces in 1989.

Food for Work has become a critical form of support for these families.

The Mission visited briefly with one family in Treng commune. The family's story
epitomizes the disruption and dislocation that peasants in western Cambodia have experi

-

enced. They are nominally well off, with three hectares of paddy land and three hectares
ofland for "mountain rice" (dry rice which is seeded directly). Since 1989, however, they
have been unable to farm their paddy land due to fighting and the Khmer Rouge presence
in their home area, which is close to the Thai-cambodian border. In the fighting in 1989

the Khmer Rouge took their livestock. They fred close to Battambang town in 1990. then
moved to Treng in 1991. Their home is part of a resettlement site for internallv displaced

and resembles the camps at the Thai-cambodian border.
Their income sources at this point are minimal. Mountain rice yields are very low; they

had a small mound in front of their hut that represented their entire production for the
year: 5 bags. They are sometimes able to plant other upland crops such as com and beans.

Othe1wise, there is migration in search of work or FFW projects managed by the CRC. They
recently rehabilitated the road which connects the main road (Highway 10, a secondary

road in verypoor condition) to their settlement. But this was only three dayswork, forwhich

the family received 10 kilos of rice.
The road work projects have several inherentproblems. The standard method for the
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road rehabilitation projecls is for the initial work to be a pure community contribution,with
no heavy equipment. Thcn,in the secondyear, il'WFP's cash budgetallowsJaterite is placed
on the surface and culverts are adcled. One problem that the roads can deterioratc very
rapidly during the rainy season, especially since the community has no way to exercise
control over the use of the road during vulnerable periods. Heaxy vehicles, especially the
trucks and tanks of the military in this insecure district. wreak havoc with the communitv's
initial work. The second problem is thatbecause there a high levelofparticipation ( 1,030
in the case ofa small side road in Sdao) in the road projccts among the internally (lisplaced
who have difhculty assuring their livelihood, the work might last lbr as little as four days,
leaving the benetlciaries withjust a small ration and no real food security.

WFP stall acknowledged in the course of the Battambang Hold visit that they have
problems coming up with projects, especially in areas with a high concentration of
internally displaced people.

The Mission also visited a small (like project in Sdao. As noted in the main report, this
dike was being built without the benefit of on-site technical support from the local
hydrology department (the latter being presumably hon- functional due to the security
situation and Jack ofbuclgetsupport). 80 people were working on the site. The projecthad
lasted about one week so far and would require another four days to be completed. 50 of
the 80 people involved in the project were from Kilometer 38, a village further down
Highway 10 and tllerefore even closed to Khmer Rouge controlled territory near Pailin and
the Thai-cambodian border. CRC staff at the site pointed out they they select villages for
special recruitment for such projects based on need. A woman worker inlerviewed at the
site said that her familyhas little source ofincome. Her li usband cut.s wood. She was working
in £1 group of' ten, which had eacll earned about 18 kilos of rice in the seven days they had
been working on the project. This is a late loss than the 6 kilo per dav minimum normally
obtained in FFW projects. It perhaps rellects the fact that women have difliculty meeting
the work norins and that more workers may have been engaged in the project than were
absolutely necessary to complete it. The strategy, for obvious reasons, is to involve as many
people as possible in the FFW projects.

3. lrrigation ehabilitation with a lternational Go

In the first phase of the implementation OfFFW in Camboclia. WFP placed a high priority
on supplying the food rations for community work projects for canal repair and general
rehabilitation ofirrigation systems. International NGOs,such as Australian Catholic Relief.
American Friends Service Committee, Oxfam, Mennonite Central Committee and others,
were the responsible agencies fbi these projects, which in turn were carried out in
cooperation with the provincial and district offices ofthe hydrology department. For VVFP

this strategy peaked in 1990 when almost 70 percent of SlDA'S allocation for FFW was used
for hydrologv projects through international NGOS.

The rationale for this approach was compelling. It appeared that through community
involvement, supported by FFW, irrigation systems, many of them builtduring the Pol Pot
period, could be rehabilitated and thereby incrcase peasant- level food availability.

The problem has been that the basic design ofthese systems is often quite poor. and
whether they can ever be made to work effectively is open to question. The preliminary
findings of a UNDP/Mekong Secretariat study would indicate, for exarnple, that very few
opportunities for rehabilitation exist. Department of hydrology and NGO schemes have
oflen been started withoutadequate technical assessments. (World Bank, 1994, p. 54).This
begs the question as to the actual impact of the hydrology projects which VVFP supported
through the FFW programme in 1989 and 1990.

The Mission was not able to obtain a comprehensive view ol' these interventions. The
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team did visit an AFsc-supported project in Kompongchhnang province. This project was

doubly supported by SIDA, in that the AFSC programme in Kompong Chhnang, including
the hydrology component, has been supported by Diakoniawhile the projects in turn have
depended on WFP support in the form of food for work.

The project visited involved the construction of a gate for damming up a weir in Rule
Bien commune.The gate is the last in a system of eight gates, with the entire system covering
about 1,100 hectares. The system was builtduring the Pol Potperiod. lndeed, this has always

been the temptation with the Pol Pot systems: their large scale has made them compelling
cases for renovation. In this case the system is functioning. According to the team member
who visited the site, the yield in the area is between 800 and l,500kilos ofpaddyper hectare,
and the local hydrology staff estimate that the irrigation structure has increased yields by
30-50 percent. Given that yields are still very low, the estimated increase is probably
exaggerated. The total costof the gate was USD 16- 17,000.WFP supplied the rice, sand and
gravel were purchased locally, and the cement and gate mechanisms were bought in
Thailand.

The system irrigates only in the wet season. Supplemental irrigation in the wet season
is critical, given the irregnlarity of the rains. The system is gravity driven. A little water
remains in the system in the dry season which could be utilized for vegemble production.
On actual inspection, there was water in the system early in the dry season, but in the view
of the peasants not enough to satisfy all its potential users.

The local hydrology office estimated that out of 160,000 hectares now cultivated in
Kompong Chhnang perhaps 8,000 could be irrigated if further relatively inexpensive
rehabilitation work were conducted on existing irrigation systems. The debate about
irrigation strategy (rehabilitation of existing systems vs. the creation of new ones) will be
on-going; achieving the proper stnategic approach in this sector will go a long away towards
determining the economic future of the country.

4. Local GOS

After the signing of the Paris peace accords, Cambodian civil society began to flourish
under the protection of the UNTACpresence. Under the State of Cambodia it had notbeen
possible to form non-governmental organizations. The UNTAC period saw the establish-

merit of numerous Cambodian private organizations, focussing on human rights and
village-level community development. While some of these organizations were founded by
Cambodians who had lived in the country throughout the period of war and isolation, the
majority were started by returning refugees, whether from the camps in Thailand or from
the USA, France, and Australia where Cambodians had resettled and had become citizens
in the early 19805.

Wvhile these Cambodian NGOS often lacked experience, and were sometimes founded
simply to absorb foreign aid funds, they deserved support in principle to develop an

independent self-help capacity among the Cambodian people. In the latter stages of the
l/VFP implementation of their FFW programme they began to turn to local NGOS to carry
out village-level development activities. The most commonly funded projects were village-

level rice banks, but WFP also supported local NGOS to carry out their own infrastructure
rehabilitation and development activities as well, such as builing ponds, repairing roads,
constructing schools, and so on.

The Mission was able to visit with one NGO supported by WFP in Battambang district
of Battambang province. The organization, Chivith Thmei (""New Life"), received 8.9

metric tons of rice from FFW to establish a rice bank in Khsach Poy village, a settlement

along the Sangke River near Battambang town.
The story of Chivith Thmei is interesting and probably representatjve of many such
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organizations in Cambodia. The founder was at the Thai-cambodian border in the 19805
where he was trained in school management. He returned to the country in 1992 and used
his language skills and his contacts to get a job with UNTAC in Kompong Cham province.
He intendedto return to his home village, Ksach Poy, to start communitydevelopmentwork
and alreadyin 1992 began to make contacts with the monksäillage elders, andlocal teacher
when he returned on occasion to visit his family. He readily admitted that initially he was

intimidated by the whole business of accessing funding for his organization. He made a
number of trips to Phnom Penn to talk to the staffofestablished Cambodian NGOS, such
as Khemara, and to network among the international community in Phnom Penh.ltwas the
(Jooperation Committee for Cambodia, the international NGO umbrella organization,
which suggested that he contact VVFP about the possibility of accessing FFW rice.

Initiallv, VVFP was sceptical (no doubt they were being approached by countless
(lambodians in a similar position and had no capacity to assess who was legitimate and who
was not) and demanded that Chivith Thmeiget letters ofsupportfrom well-known, credible
international and Cambodian organizations. This the founder was able to do, getting
testimony from a number of more established local NGOS. To their credit, then, WFl'
provided the first funding to the organization in the form of FFW rice to start a community
rice bank.

Chivith Thmei uses a standard methodology for implementing the rice bank prrject.
They establish small groups of beneficiaries, five tamilies to a group, who are mutually
responsible for seeing that the loans are repaid. The standard loan size is 100 kilos of rice,
with the agreement that the loan will be repaid in the form of2()0 kilos ofpaddy, an interest
late of 30 percent. The first loans were given in September 1993 and paid back with Eve
cxccpnons (out of 89 participants) in March 1994. In addition to the loan repayment,
families were expected to make a contribution to become members of the rice bank; an
additional 630 kilos of paddy were generated through the membership fees. A second
round oflending was done in May 1994,6ut there are concerns about repaymentdue to the
serious weather problems which Battambanghas experienced during the 1994 rainy season
planting.

Ksach Poy is not a poor village. lt is close to Battambang town along a good road. The
housing is intact, with beautiful, large, pre-warwooden houses on stilts along the tree-lined
road. Residents have access to river bank land for vegetahle and cash crop production.

Thus, although Chivith Thmei used poverty as a criterion in the selection ofbeneflci-
aries, the villagers the Mission spoke to were much better off than others interviewed in
resettlement sites in Battambang and in Banteay Meanchey province. One woman who
received a loan had only one hectare of rice land. but she owned a small roadside shop. A
second woman had one and a halfhectares, butthe land quality is excellent; her family gets
yields of three metric tons per hectare, more than double the yields of the average
Cambodian peasant family. She is engaged in petty commerce, buying and selling vegeta-

bles. Both women took second loans in 1994, one for household expenditures and
fertilizers, the other for fertilizers and digging a pond.

Even though Chivith Thmei is not working with the poorest population, their work is

solid. They are now receiving support from Oxfam UKI, PACT, and CARE. WFP deserves
credit for providing them with their initial funding, which proxided a base for them to gain
experience and establish their credibility with the community and with donors.

5. lsses
The following issues arise based on the field review and the Mission's overall assessmentof
the Food for Work programme of WFP:

£1) Relationship zuilh the government. VVFP made the pragmatic choice in directing its FFW
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programme towards the FFP programme, nominally implementecl by the government, but
in reality £1 UNICEF programme; the hydrology programmes of NGOS; and later the village
level infrastructure development work of the (lambodian Red Cross and local NG- ÖS.

Institutions of the State of Canlbodia are notablv absent from this list. Even with the

establishmentt of the Royal Government in 1993. VVFP'S relationship with government is

tenuous. Local-level priorities are selected based on poverty sum/eys carried outby CRC stall"
in close cooperation with the provincial staff OfWFP. While they communicate with the
governement, and seek their endorsement ofthe priority areas, the process ofassessment
and planning is not yet implemented jointly. As noted above, only now is VVFP preparing
to engage the government by building a relationship with the newly created Ministry of
Rural Development.

b ) Il/lonitoring (md eualuatimi n assistamre. By its own admission, WTP look a number of
years to build up its monitoring capacity for FFW. In the case ofFFl', however, they could
relay on UNICEF oversight. For the funding of international NGOS, WFP may have taken

too much on faith, accepting the basic rationale for £1 strategy focussing on the rehabilita-

tion of small and medium-scale irrigation systems. To the knowledge of the Mission no
systematic evaluation has ever been done. neither by WFP nor by the NGOS themselves, of
the effectiveness of this strategy.

1
-) Ter/mirul support or in mstmrtu -re projerts. The technictal support for the FF Vvéfuncled

infrastructure projects was less than ideal, raisingquestions ofthe sustlainability olöthe work
supported. This reflects weaknesses in the technical departments of the government and
the overall erosion of professionalism and ethics in the governmentservice. The only way

to have assured greater technical support would again have been to pay salarv supplements
to the staff of the government departments in question, exacerbating the problem of
sustainability.

Summary of assessment

CRITERIA
Relevance
I. Cambodia's development needs
2. SlDA'S development objectives

Poverty focus

Goal attainment
I. To rehabilitate rural infrastructure
2. To alleviate rural poverty and

improve household food security

Sustainability
I. Of infrastructure/projects
2. lnstitutional

I22

ASSESSMENT

l. High: rural infrastructure development is

badly needed
2. Fair: SIDA saw this primarily as an

emergency intervention; development
impact inadvertent

Fair-high: in recent years WFP has made

major effort to target poorest communities
and families; earlier efforts did not focus
so systematically on the poorest.

I. Fair: much rehabilitation work
accomplished, but of limited lasting value.
2. Low: FFW by definition cannot alleviate
poverty.

I. Fair: FFP somewhat better than road
and dam projects.
2. Fair: Excellent local counterpart institution
created, but proiects by definition depend
on outside resources. Government involve -

ment could have been greater.
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lnstitutional capacity building High: Even though government involvement
limited. CRC strengthening was a major,
lasting outcome of this programme.

Operational eff1ciency High: WFP is considered one of the best-

managed agencies in Cambodia; losses in their
complex FFW and feeding operations have been
minimal.

Cost effectiveness Basically unknown. lnfrastructure development
low cost, but with problematic sustainability.
FFP has not been evaluated from a cost
perspective.

Kl) SIDA mrnmrking' Än l'7* W. Unlike much OfSIDA'S funding in Cambodia, the support
for FFW was a specially earmarked contribution to this component of WFP'S work in the
country. SIDA faces a policy dilemma in that untied funds are most appreciated by grant
recipients, vetfor reasons of monitoring, leverage, and program me leadership earmarking
can be a more effective strate~'. There (tan be little doubt that in this case SIDA'S funding
provided true additionality and was tar more meaningful to WFP than providing a small
portion of its overall food aid programme in Cambodia. This outcome suggests that SIDA
should carefully review the programmes ofthe larger UN agencies and considcr earmark-

ing funds for particularly useful or innovative interventions in the emergency and recon-

struction phases of a country programme.

6. ecomme dations
At this stage WFP is making an instittuional commitment to FFW as a strategy in (Iambodia,
using its own funds for the Hrst time. The agency should continue to develop its current

lt. J

programme strategy for FFW by:
0 iöocussing on the poorest communities in the 16 provinces where they are operational;
' developing a strong counterpart relationship with the Ministry of Rural Develop-

mont:
0 using this relationship to obtain greater technical support from the government for

the infrastructure development projects;
' continuing to strengthen the CRC, but positioning it as £1 partner with government

rather than as an independent actor;
0 cxpanding the support for local NGOS while reducingand eventuallv eliminating the

funding of international NC-DS;

0 reducing expatriate involvement at the provinrial level.
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AnnexE:

UN CEF PROGRAMMES

N CAMBDDA
Field Reuiezu ofPmgrammes in Education, Water

and SEmitation, House/zoldFood Seeurity, and
Women in Deuelopment

I. Introduction

I .I Methodology
The following review concerns four ol

- UNlCEFS seven programmes in Cambodia, namelv
(i) education. (ii) water supplv and sanitation, (iii) l1ousel10ld food sccuritv. and (iv)
women in development. In the lalter programme onlv the rural small credit scheme is

reviewcd.
These four programmes are described more in delail below.
The Mission has used differentmethodologies to nv to assess the TNICEF programme:

(i) analysis ol' UNlClEF'S own quite extensive reporting;

(ii) review of existing external evaluations ofsub-programmes;

(iii) interviews with professiouals involved in the same seclors as UNICEF, as well as

review ol' sector reviews;

(iv) spot checks in the field of different activities;

cv) request that UNICEF calculate real cosls ofselected intewentions when these are
not available:

Itshould be noted that a reliablc assessment ofthe impactofthese programmes can not
be made due to the lack ofinternal monitoring systems for that purpose in UNlCEF (with
established base lille data prior to the intervention, and follow up of the inten/entions on
a samplc basis.) Th us, the review will bc impressionistic, more qualitative than quantitative.
more focussed upon issues and llvpothesis, than a final judgement whether these pro-

grammes are lost. cffectivc means to meet the objectivcs stated or not.

2. Ed ! cation

2.I Sector background
The destruction ofcambodia's educational svstem during the Khmer Rouge regime 1975

1978 has becomc infamous: in line with Pol Pot's idea to (rreatc a lruly peasant society, the
education system was a parllicular target for the regime's destructive forces. Books were
destroved. about 80 percent of(Jaml)o(lia's tcachers were killed, (lied ofsuffering, or Hed,
schools were closed and/or destroyed. The abilitv to read was sometimes sufficient to be
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imprisoned, knowledge of foreign language could be a death sentence (ADB 1994).
Schools were closed and primitive learning of the most basic skills was conducted in
factories or cooperatives modelled after the Chinese cultural revolution. "The school is the
rice paddy, the pen is the hoe" was the ideological leitmotif (Curtis. 1989). At. the time of
Pol Pot's demise, there were only some 300 persons left in the country with any type of
lligher education.

Equally legendarv are the 1nassive efforts to establish a functional school system bv the
PRK regime after 1979. Teachers were virtually picked up from the streets and provided
with crash courses ofa fewweeks or months durat.ion.Abilit.y to read or write was sometimes
a sufhcient sl-;ill tojoin the teacher cadre. By 1982/83 there were some 30,000 teachers in
place,and 5,000 schools had been opened (ADB 1994) . Children were back in school, albert
in very primitive and crowded such, and with teachers of highly varying qualilications.

The events in Cambodia after 1989 have caused considerable change in the education
system - not only have the peace process altered the approach to teaching (eliminating
propaganda inputs), but the resources going into the school system has diminished doc to
the Govemment's budgetary crisis. Even within the meager budget, educationis also taking
a quite small share of the Government's budget - about 4 percent. as compared to 8-9

percent common in least developed countries. and 20 percent prior to 1970 in Cambodia.
As a resulta process ofunofficial privatization is taking place (supplies,supposedlyfreeJ1re
unofficially sold to the students; private tutoring against fee in the schools has become a

means for teachers to sunive on meager incomes ( TSD 20-25 per month).
Today (latnbodia has an education system which is plagued by various problems: the

quality ofthe teachers is uneven, reflecting the historical background. Conditions ir1 many
prima1y schools are appalling - crowded classes with up to 100 students, with hardlv any
teaching materials and school books, creates an atmosphere where drop out rates are very
high. The primary schools give an almost Darwinistic impression: those children surviving
the crowded, resource starved system.will be provided with increased resources higher up.
At the same time a private school system is emerging for the better off, creating the
beginning of truly un-egalitarian school system.

2.2. The aid scenario

During the "boycott. years" 1982-89, aid to the school system came primarily from socialist
countries, while UNICEF and some NC-O'S also operated aid programmes. The (western)
aid was focussed upon primary education and the level of assistance was limited. The
situation has changed dramatically after 199l.Today, a number of major aid organizations
are involvedin,or planningnear future assistance to education.in primarv education alone
such assistance is provided by or planned by the World Bank (primary school construction );
ADB (two prima1y education loans in the pipeline), USAlD (a USD 20 million teacher
training programme is under planning); EU is preparing a major project. etc, besides an
on-going UNlCEF programme and many smaller programmes by 20-30 NG()'S. UNESCO,
which returned to Cambodia 1992, has so far focussed upon higher education. Problems
of coordinat:ion of' aid has emerged, and the Ministry is confronted with different ap-

proaches. Embiyos of conflicts between donors have emerged, see further Annex F.

2.3 UNICEF's education programme
UNlCEF'S currenteducation programme has its origin in the mid 19803, but has over the
years both changed focus and become more elaborate. As a result of the void of any other
major (Western) donor, UNlCEF'S involvement Look on a broader approach to education
development than normally would have been the case. The present programme comprises
four elements:
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(i) Management, planning and supervision;
(ii) teacher training;

(iii) curriculum development:
(iv) printing and distribution of tcxtbooks.

Although lNICEF has been involved in these areas for manyyears. itappears that there
is little continuity from the past. Partlv, this is a result of the chauging conditions in
Cambodia and the requirements a, new situation place on the system; partly itis a reflcction
ofa broader insti tutional problem in UNICEF: a major shift ofpersonnel and management
took place in the early 1990's (possiblywith weak management prior to 1990) and much ol
past activities seem to have been forgotten.

2.4 Achiezlements
UNI(IEF'S educational program1ne is a combination of capacity building of the human
resources involved in the pri1nan' education (curriculum developmen t. teachelss training.
and management support), provision of infrastructurc (cluster school programme con
taining considerable investments in upgrading ofschools and colleges), and of a supply
oriented production of textbooks.

Caparily builrimg. UNICEF'S currenteducaliion prograrnme (1992-94) gives the impres
sion ofa diligently worked out approach to capacity building in the (primary) education
system.The philosophv underlving much ofthe programme is to let the Khmers themselvcs
(levelop their own systcm,with TNICEF providinga metllodology for the process, tcchnical
assistance (to a large extent using adviscrs from neighboring countries, some with knowl
edge of Khmer.) It is a "process-oriented approach" with little evidence of any top-down
pressure. As all process oriented approaches, it is slow, with limited effects so far on the
whole system as such. For example, the development of curriculum in Khmer fhr the
prima1y school involves a painstaking exercise of defining the language in the present
political enviroument, after the turbulent years of the past. The process involves gctting
people - rooted in a strong authorilariau culture (lbudal -colonial -tcrror based cxtrcmism
social ist) - interactto deline ;1 common approach.A similar approach is appliecl in teachers'
training. The ultimate impact of this capacitv building of human resources is extremely
difficult to judge. Needless to say. it is a long process, which yet is in its early stage. The
conclusion of the Mission is that the approach see - ms solid and commendablc.

7'rxtlmnle pmrlu./'tion, UN I(1EF has been involved in textbook publishiug since the early
19803 Vvhilc the initial support mostly was in the form ofequipment and paper, UNICEF
has gradually builtthe Ministry of Edt:tcatiorrs prinl, oflice through investmenlis in printing
presses, publishing equipment, management support. provision of paper and other
attributes for publishing. Likewise, UNICEF has been involved in streamlining tlle distribu
tion svstem. Textbook print:ing bas taken a major share of the linan(ial resources in
UNl(lEF'S education programme. Today the modern equipped print office is publishing
some 2,5 million prinlaw school books annuallv and bv 1995 the targct is 3 million books.
UN1CEF is providing nearly 100 pcrcentofthe capital and recurrentcosts ofthe operation,
and there is concern that the print oilice de facto is entirelv managed bv UNlCEF with
limited Government involvement. (There is an unofficial "Government" use of the print
shop. Material such as paper is unofficiallv transferred to a different site, where "private
publishing takes place - one of many examples of the "root-seeking" and corruption that
plagues the aid to Cambodia.)

While UN ICEF has cstablished a well functioning, modern printshop for textbooks, as
well as a good distribtion svstem. the question ariscs at the other end. Field tisits to schools
by the Mission, confirn1ed by intewiews with expatriates involved in education, indicate
that lew books in lact arrive at the final destination: the pupils. Visited primarv classes were
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conspicuously void ofbooks. It is well known to UNICEF that textbooks have been diverted
to the markets and sold commercially. UN ICEF has tried to prevent such Ieakage through
tighteningofthe distribution system, and by an attempt to "flood" the market to reduce the
market value of the books. Textbooks seem to £1 large extent end up in the head masters
offices in locked shelves, rarely used Iibraries, etc. While this to some extent rellects

prevalent '"rent seeking" (books are unofficially sold to the parents), perhaps more

important is that textbooks are not an integral part of the teaching system - hence the

demand is limited; there might also be a reluctance from the schools to distribute books as

the supply is insufficient to provide one book per subject and student. To conclude:
UNICEF'S text book printing seems not well integrated with the overall programme. and
the assistance not effective in enhancing education standards as the books to such a limited
extentseem to reach the students. UNI(IEF'S textb00kprintingprogramrne needs a critical
review and reform.

2.5 Summmy 0 ussessrment

CRITERIA ASSESSMENT

Relevance
I. For Cambodia
2. For SIDA'S development objectives

Sustainability
I. Curriculum development
2. Teacher training
3. Book printing

Institutional capacity building

Cest effectiveness
I. Curriculum development/teacher training
2. Book printing

Poverty focus

Operational efficiency

I28

High. Clear priority area for Cambodia's
overall development efforts. as well as

for SIDA development objectives

I. High - skills transferred basically
investment in people
2. As above
3. Low - project has de facto by-passed

Government

High. Considerable investment in people
at different Ievels of the system
(teachers. teacher trainers. government
institutions, Iocal authorities)

I. Not possible to judge in a programme
of this nature
2. Fair in terms of production costs.
Low in terms of effect on education quality
(utilization of books very limited)

Programme not targeted to a povertygroup.
However, primary education indirectly of
great significance for long-term effect
on poverty.

High. Programme management and
conceptualization of programme excellent,
with the exception of the book
printing programme
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2. 6 Lessomjur ern~enty assistance
in the early 1980's UNICEF'S education programme had a clear emergency/rehabilitation
orientation addressing the massive needs to rebuild Cambodia's primary education system.
That orientation has subsequently decreased so that the programme of today must be
considered developmental. The programme is not much different than that would be
required in a poor country context in general with an under-developed and under-financed
edurational system. (There should be interesting lessons to be learned from PRK'S work to
rehabilitate the education system after the crisis of 19705 -a process undertaken by the
Government's own efforts in combination with Vietnamese, and over time increasinglv
Sovietassistanceand to a smaller extent UNICEF support). The rehabilitation process that
took place in Camboclia in the early 1980's. however, has implication on present system: the
rapid creation of a cadre of teachers with overall low degree of qualifications demands
considerable on-thejob training and upgrading of skills which is the focus of present
development effbrts in the sector. This issue is a basis for much ofthe diverging views in the
sector today: how fast, or slow, must such an upgrading process be?

2. 7 Conclusions or future assistunce
SIDA has inclicated thata thrust offuture support to Cambodia willbe UNlCEF'S education
programme. The Mission endorses such an approach. The present programme is a solid
foundation fbi future development; the present management in UNlCEF of high calibre
(UNICEF has also proven to be a good partner in cooperation). It is a sector in which SIDA
increasingly can "add value" due to its considerable sector experience. Primary education
is also a sector ofthe highest relevance for Cambodia's development. Note has to be taken.
however, of the many, partly diverging approaches, that might emerge as a result ofvarious
up-coming donor projects in the sector. If SIDA considers to plav any active role in the
sector SIDA should soonest undertake a ""mini-sector review" to improve its understanding
of the development in the sector. The SIDA financed ADB sector review (see Annex Fi is

an excellent foundation for that, but the development is very rapid, and there is Ei need to
up-dale on government policies, projects by other donors, etc. The planned evaluation by
UNICEF of its education programme early 1995 15 an excellent opportunity for that.

In the future its seems important that SIDA adopts a more föocussed approacll in the
sector than was the case recent years to avoid conflicting approaches but also to allow a

greater iniluence. Before SIDA commits funds to UNlCEF'S educational programme, SIDA
should demand al thorough review by UNICEF of the book-publishing with an action
programme to correct the deficiencies. Book publishing might be a candidate to be taken
over by a donor better equipped for that sort of development. An option might be

privatization, whereby school books could be procured in a competitive system (including
printing abroad).

3. Water ad Saitation
3.I Sector background
It is estimated that only about 12 percent of the population in rural Cambodia has access

to safe water, and 6 percentto sanitation.From this perspective Cambodia is atthe statistical
bottom layer amongdeveloping countries. Health indicators such as infant mortality rates,
prevalence ofwaterborne (liseases, etc might be seen as a another indicator of the poor
conditions. Cambodia's IMR is one ofthe highest in the world, estimated at 117 per 1,000
live births.

The emergency period of the 19705 played its role to partly destrov existing wells and
water resources (in an effort to create communal living, and more importantly, prevented
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maintenance of systems due to lack of resources. However, Cambodia has prior to the
period a low coverage of safe water and sanitation, partly reflecting that water (of different
quality) is fairly readily available in Camhodia.

3.2 UNICEF's progrumme
UNICEF has been involved in provision of water in Cambodia since early 1980's. lnitially
the work concerned restoring urban water supply and supply in institutions such as

hospitals, and schools. From mid-80s UNICEF has increasingly focussed upon rural water
supply through provision of drilled village wells. The programme has expanded rapiclly
after 1989. Currently, UNICEF is constructing in the order of2,000 wells per annum. Since
the beginning ofthe programme, UNICEFhaS provided some 8,000 wells in an increasingly
national programme, covering most of Cambodia's provinces. Theoretically, these wells
(each well planned for 250 inhabitants) should serve some 2 million people, or a quarter
of the rural population. UNICEF has dominated, and continue to dominate the scene in
terms rural water supply. Besides UNICEF. there some 20 NGO'S in the field. (UNICEF acts
as a coordinator, and also sub-contracts work to some of them). Wells. drilled at an average
25 meters, are fltted with mechanical pumps ofwhich a Vietnamese model is the most
common and popular.

The programme is undertaken in cooperation with the Ministryof Health at central and
provincial level. UNICEF has assisted in establishing a Central Water Base as the coordinat-

ingmechanism in the Ministry. Ashift in counterpartorganization is presently takingplace.
Water supply will be one of the mandates of the newly created Ministry of Rural Develop-

ment.
Sanitation was added to UNlCEF'S programme in 1988 on a pilot scale. Not until 1992/

93 has that programme expanded beyond the pilot stage. UNICEFhaS provided some 4,000
flush latrines in rural areas (in addition to school latrines). UNICEF only finances
materials, while the construction has to be made by family labour.

3.3 Achieuements
An external evaluation ofUNlCEF's water programme in 1992 described the performance
as "impressive" consideringthe difficultconditions which the programme has been carried
out. Also the World Bank, in its country review 1994, considered that the UNICEF
programme (combined with NGO programmes) had "greatly improved services in rural
areas during the past ten years"." (WB 1994). UNlCEF'S success-rate in terms of striking
water and to get sufficient water in the wells is 80-90 percent, - a llgure that is considered
good. The rate offunctional wells (pumps) is also considered high. UNICEF claims at least
80 percent, possibly 90 percent of the pumps are in use at one particular time, a figure not
disputed bv the evaluation 1992. Similar water supply programmes, such as OXFAM, have
a lower degree of functioning wells. The success is attributed to UNlCEF'S focus upon
maintenance through the counterpart organization, Ministry of Health. Cost of mainte-

nance, provided by UNICEF, is estimated at 5-10 percent of the installation costs.

3.4 Imjmct
A major objective of UNICEF 's involvement in water supply and sanitation is to improve
health conditions, particularly for children. Safe water is considered one of the most
effective means of reducing waterborne diseases, and thereby infant mortality rates.
Provision ofwells. however, seem not to have such an effect to any significant extent, at least
not in the short term. Cultural habits in Cambodia tend to make people favour rain water
for drinking purposes (collected in the rain season injars, etc);also shallow, open wells and
ponds are favoured for drinking purposes before drilled wells. Pump water is said to taste
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of iron, and not being "sweet". lt is nuclear to what extent villagers associate health
problems with the use ofwater sources with varying degree ofsateness. In an evaluation of
the UNICEF programme, health considerations were never mentioned as a consideration
for choice ofdrinking water. Wells provided by UNICEF seem, according to surveys, to be
preferred for washing, bathing and other uses, and as a last resort when other sources are
unavailable in the dry season.A survey indicated that wells are used by 50-60 percentof the
population in villages where they exist (UNICEF 1994). Surveys also indicate that the use
ofwells is increasing over time.

The problem ofchanging habits of taste is well -known to UNICEF. The organization
argues thatquantity ofwater is equal, or more important, than quality.Also, that the change
process is slow, and that wells provide a demonstration effect.

in (z Uillage in Taken p'ro1li11r'r€, the pump zuas lorated i 11 the middle 0 the Uillagn and about
5 0 jamilies mera usingthe zuater. The ziistlmce to the urthest house zuas loss than 100 meters.

Hozueuer, o1'd1i1zkingzuaterthey zualked about Is0 meters to zz tmditional zuell, zu/zirrh consisted
0 a sum;) in zulzich tzuo dngs had been put to keep the matar in. 77z.H zuater zur1s 1/Hy mwldv.
The rummen that mera interuieuied said they only used pump waterhr (1rmking ~ they mera tod
lazy lo go to the well. (IRC imenliezu, I 992, ~ 30)

The sanitation programme, which still is at a limited level, was questioned by the 1992
evaluation report. The team did not consider sanitation as a key priority in rural areas
(cultural habits, quite low density, etc ), and poorly maintained latrines could create a

bigger health hazard than no latrines (ICR 1992). The present Mission would not be in a

position to have a qualified view on this.

3.5 Issues

UNICEF'S rural water supply sclleme can be criticized for being too much supply driven.
Little consideration has been placed on create "ownership" ol' the wells, as well as creating
skills to maintain the pumps at village level. Often villagers are not aware that a well will be
drilled until £1 few days in advance. There is a tendency that wells are placed on the village
chiefs land, and there are even allegations that water might be charged for by those
controlling the land. UNICEF indicates a willingness to have a more process oriented"
approach to water supply. Such an approach is more time consuming, more demanding in
administrative resources, and hence in conflict with quantitative targets for sinking wells.

3.6 Cest-qfectiaeness
UNICEF 's (drilled) wells are constructed at an average unit cest of about USD 1,300.
(lncluding UNICEF'S general overheads, the cost per well would be about USD 1,700).
Taking into account that the success late is about 80-90 percent, and 80-90 percent are
functioning, the actual cost per functioning well is about USD 2,000. (Iompared to other
similar countries, the cost of providing rural water is fair. UNlCEF assumes a use by 250
persons, implying an investmentcostper person OfUSD 8,and maintenance cost on a vearly
basis ofless than USD 1. To what extent the number of users in fact is 250 15 not known, nor
the level Ofuse.Th11s, the cost-eflectiveness of the programme to provide water to individual
households can not bejudged. The cost-eflectiveness in terms of reducing infant mortality
rates seem to be low of reasons discussed above, at least in a short term perspective.

3. 7 Summmjy o assessment

(This assessment is limited to water supply only)
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CRITERIA

Relevance
I. Cambodia's development needs
2. SlDA'S development objectives

Poverty focus

Goa! attainment
To reduce incidence of waterborne
diseases; improve hygiene; improve
living conditions for women
and children

Sustainability
I. at household level
2. at institutional level

lnstitutional capacity building

Operational efficiency

Cest effectiveness
I. To construct a well
2. To reduce infant mortality
and morbidity

ASSESSMENT

l.fair (water is in high demand in rural areas)
2. fair

Fair-water a critical resource atvillage level; to what
extent village power structure reduces impact in

terms of reaching the poorest might be questioned
(unofficial charges, site location, etc)

Health: questionable
Hygiene: fair;
lmprove living conditions: fair

l. Fairly low: dependent on external maintenance.
although UNICEF increasingly focussing upon
local maintenance;

2. Low: programme entirely dependent on
UNICEF finance.

A fairly efncient counterpart structure was
established. Effects of shift from Ministry of Health
to the new Ministry of Rural development
yet to be seen

Good - a programme with long experience:
eg UNICEF has established a technology for well
drilling adapted to Cambodia; also experimented
with different types of pumps

I. fair
2. Probably quite low as wells only partly used

for drinking purposes

3.BLesso11s or emergmcy aid
UNICEF'S efforts in water supply in the early 19805 were clearly emergency related, as the
organization had to focus upon rehabilitating water supply in urban areas, institutions such
as hospitals. schools, etc. UNICEF undertook work normally not within its mandate due to
the special political circumstances at that time. Once UNICEF increasingly began to focus
upon rural water supply and sanitation, the programme lost its relief profile and became
increasingly a ratller common programme of UNICEF carried out world wide. Possibly
could it be argued that UNICEF'S limited attcntion to a community participatoty process
reflects the emergency situation (for example the need to work under secure circumstances
during daytime). However, the 'supply driven' character ofthe programme in the 19803,
and early 90's probably more reflects policies of the PRK government (light control of
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operations, and restricting agencies to work directlv with communities), than an emer-
gency situation such.

3. 9 Lessons or future assistance
Water supplyis an area where UNICEF has considerable global experience,as well as a long
standing experience in Cambodia, and the programme is likely to be a core activity of
UNICEF also in the future. The programme needs to be made more effective by:

* a stronger community involvement through a process approach;
' the potential negative effects due to the power structure in the villages need to be

addressed;

' the issue of health aspects need to be reviewed, possiblv through a targeted health
education approach.

UNICEF is likely to continue to play a lead organization also in the new aid scenario.
Water might be a good candidate for a more extensive SIDA support, utilizing SIDA"S
considerable experience in the field.

4. Hosehold Food Secrity
4.I Sector backgrozmd

Cambodian farmers grow vegetables and fruits in homestead gardens. The production,
highly dependent on availability ofwater, is partlv for home consumption, partly fbi sale.
A survey by UNICEF in selected provinces indicated that the prevalence ofhome-gardens
varies considerably between different paris of the country - from a low of 9 percent in
Kompong Speu, to 65 percent in l)reyveng.}) Homegardens are rarely the lnain source of
food or income, but a complement to other sources. Yet, a well maintained gardell can
provide an inco1ne equal to, or superior to that of rainted rice field of common size.

Livestock (cattle. pigs and poultry) is common in the (lambodian peasant economy
usually integrated with agriculture. (For example, the UNICEF survey mentionecl above
indicates that 70 percent of households raise chickens). The productivity of animal
husbandry is low (rue to small scale operations, and ineflicientor absent disease con.trol.An
estimated 30-40 percent ofpiglets die a month after weaning, and 80 percentofchicken in
cach year population (FAO 1994). In spite of this. small livestock provides an important
element in the household economv. particularly in terms of providing cash. For exarnple,
pigs are generally reare(l for that purpose. and pig rearing might also be a quite profitable
undertaking.

4.2 UNICEF's pmgmmme
UNICEF'S FFP in Cambodia starled in 1986 in response to £1 drought and a food crisis. Its
objective was to improve the health and nutrition among children and mothers by assisting
disadvantaged tamilies to improve family food production in homestead gardens. The
programme consisted ofdistribution ofagricultural inputs (seeds. seedlings, etc) for that
purpose. The programme shifted focus in early 19903. Itbecome loss "supply driven" and,
in UNICEF 's words, took on more of "an integrated rural development approach" Q) The
present programme has two sub-pr0grarnmes: FFl' for the housebold, and a (smaller) FFP
tbr schools. Only the former is discussed here.

The FFpprogramme includes a package ofinputs delivered free to selected households.
The inputs are: (i) a set ol simple agricultural tools (watering can,buckets, hoes,spade,axe,

') UNlCEF:Report on Food and Nutrition Surveys I993 - I994, Phnom Penh, I994
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etc); a 200 liter cementjar for storing water; (ii) distribution of seeds for vegetables and
seedlings for fruittrees and fuel-wood trees; distribution ofsmall livestock (four ducks and
four chicken; occasionally a piglet and fish fingerlings ofcarp and tilapia), and (iii), as the
most essential element, digging of a well or a pund for irrigation purposes. Households
selected have t.o construct a fence to protect gardens, and establish a compost.

The package is supposed to be provided with agricultural extension and veterinarv
services from the government. The quality of that is in question, however, reflecting the
Government's overall deficiencies in delivering services. The inputs are free of charge
(except the well where labour should be supplied). The pond constmction is financed by
the WFP as food for work. The ponds, measuring BxlOx3 meters, are dog using family
labour, paid at the rate of 500 kg of rice per pond.

Villages accepted under the FFP is determined after 2t survey conducted by the project
involving the government counterpart and UNICEF. Households are then selected basecl

on poverty criteria. (Except 25 percent which might act as "model FFP households"). The
poverty focus is based on indicators such as single headed households, family size, land
holding, income, etc.

4.3 Achieaemmts
According to UNICEF data, some 60,000 households in 16 provinces had been supported
in FFP from 1986 to 1993 and by the end of 1994 the number should have increased to over
80,000..}ointly with the WFP programmet some 18,000 ponds had been constructed, and
3,000 shallow wells. Hence, the programme might theoretically have affected about half a

million inhabitants, or 7-8 percent of Cambodia's rural population.
FFP has a reputation in Cambodia as a successful mini "rural developmen t" programme.

As such it has the patronage of high level government ollicials and the programme was at

one time the most visible of all agricultural activities that was carried out in (Iambodia.

UNICEF has over the years established an increasingly effective implementation
mechanism for the FFP with clear learning within the programme. The internal UNICEF
(locuments concerning FFP are unusually candid in addressing issues and problems. FFP

has also established what appears to be an effective mechanism of 36 mobile supervisory
teams.

4.4 Impact
The FFP programme was evaluated in 1992 by a team of externa! consultants employed by
UNICEF.3) The Evaluation concluded that the vegetable production had been most

successful of the actiyities initiated; tree crops had a fairly high mortality rate, and a

assessment was difficult to make due to the maturity aspect; fool -wood trees had any

significance only in some areas: the livestock component (chicken and ducks) had initially
metwith high mortality rates due to epidemic diseases, but. £1 recent inclusion of veterina1y
service had reduced that. Questions remain, however, whether the Veterinary Sen/ice can
maintain that support. Fish was the most controversial element, due to water capacity in
ponds, supply of tingerlings. and the prevalence of predatory fish from overflowing rice
fields in the rainy season.

2) UNICEF: Family Food Production in Cambodia, undated

)) H. Demaine. F. Lukey & D. Toole: "Assessment Report ofthe UNICEF Assisted Family Food Production
Project", Phnom Penn. I992
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The assessment by the 1992 evaluation is summarized below:

PROGRAMME OBjECTlVE

I. Impact on nutritional status

2. lmpact on household food security

3. Focus on vulnerable families

4. Creation of income generating
opportunities

5. Institution capacity building

ASSESSMENT BY I992 EVALUATION

Objective overstated - FFP not alone able
to create such impact

project been rather successful in increasing
household access to food", through increased
home consumption and increased cash to buy
additional rice

Generally good targeting on the poor, but
20-30 percent of the beneficiaries "too poor
to participate" - families with food deficit over
2- 3 months a year not approachable through FFP.

"The FFP has been effective in assisting
beneficiaries to generate additional income..
especially those families already self suflicient,
or near self-sufficient in rice... On the average most
households can earn about USD I00 - I50 per
season, some families, cultivating chilies etc up to
D 800 per season..

"One ofthe most impressive outputs ofthe project...
On the job training key element to upgrade skills...
short terms training and study tours highly
appreciated and successful."

UNlCEF undertook a nutrition survey in 1993-94 partly in response to the findings of
the 1992 Evaluation. The survey seemed to confirm the conclusion that nutritional status
is a much more complex question than the existence ofa home garden. Thus, the intake
ofvegetables by the household seemed not to vary greatly between households with access
to a garden and those without. In the latter case, vegetables were provided from the market
(UNICEF 1994).

Field visits bythe Mission confirm that in some cases a successful FFPgarden can provide
substantial benefits: examples of gross income in the order of USD 500 per season were
noted. The prevalence ofthese success stories, however, is not known. Interviews with staff
working on the FFPgives a slighdy more pessimistic view of the performance of the F F P than
the 1992 Evaluation mission's assessment. There seem to be a common view that the F FP
works well in perhaps half of the supported households. Success is to a large extent related
to the original human and economic resources of the beneficiaries. Thus, the Mission could
confirm the conclusion that the FFP programme has different impact dependent on the
initial poverty level. It is not a programme well adjusted to the least resourceful, nor to
female households without an adult male (which might constitute about 10 percent ofall
households.4) The higher degree of failure among the poorest households reflects their
general vulnerability economically and socially. (For example, surplus crops, including

'I) Based on the results of the UNlCEF'S Nutrition Survey
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seeds, have to be eaten or sold to cover emergencies; family members have to be away

looking for wage labor or collecting food in forests to meet daily needs, thus neglecting
maintenance of the garden, etc). There seems to be a marked difference in the war-torn

Northwest and other areas visited. The former areas have a higher degree of uncertainty
and risk, affectingpeople's lives both physically andpsychologically, implying also a greater

risk of (economic) failure in an undertaking such as a homestead garden.

4.5 lssues

The review of the FFP raises some issues:
1.FFP needs an internal monitoring system to assess impact and cost-effectiveness

(requiring base-line surveys and follow up on sample basis, say one, two and three

years after inputs are provided). Without such a monitoring system, no reliable

judgement can be made of the effectiveness of interventions of this kind. (For

example, what is the ratio of successes among the 80,000 supporterl households?
Whatis the incremental production/ income after afewyears from the schemes? How
manygardens are maintainedafter afewyears;what is the survival late of chicken and

duck supplied, etc?)

2. The essential element of the FFP programme is provision of water resources. It is

water for irrigation of homesteads, land occasionally for fish farming), that has an

impact on food production and household income. FFP has to a large extent been

"free riding" on WFP'S Food for Work programme which has been in charge of and

financedpond digging. Thus, the cost of the foodforwork shouldbe included in the
assessment of FFP'S impact. Furthermore, what are the consequences of an end to
WFP'S involvement?

3. The inputs provided under FFP, worth about USD 250 per household if a pond is

included. (Adding UNICEF and Government overheads of about 50-60 percent the
cost increases to nearly USD 400.Ö) This is a considerable grant in the context of a

rural economy with a per capita income per annum of less than USD 200. The

following questions arise:
* given a failure late of perhaps 50percent, would the incremental benehts bear that

investment cost, i.e. is the programme economically viable?
0 to what extent does this considerable grant element create division in a village

context? Not all villagers are suppliedwith the inputs; some villagers, undoubtedly
as poor, sometimes poorer, as some of the beneficiaries, are excluded;

0 does the programme have a possible dependency effect? (Would households,

instead Ofundertakinginvestments oftheir own for householdproduction,waitfor
"their turn" to be supported byFFP?) given the considerable "windfallprofit" ifone

is selected.

4. While the incremental output in individual cases clearly can justify the FFP invest-

ment from an economic point of view, the issue of sustainability of a programme of
this nature must be raised. Presently, the Government is funding a very small part of

the programme. None of the costs for the inputs is provided by the Government, and
in addition, a substantial share of the Government's recurrent costfor administration
is refunded if UNICEF 's contribution for per diem, travel costs, vehicles, etc are

included. UNICEF estimates that at least 95 percent of the FFP is financed from
external resources. Thus, F FP is certainly not a programme that the Government can

5) UNICEF: Family Food production in Cambodia, I992
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linancc within a fbreseeable future. and the tendency is that. an increasingly larger
share of lille programme costs is taken over by UNlCEF.

5. The FFP programme is inter1ded to l1ave a clear povcrty focus. (Poverty alleviation is
basic=-illv its raison d'etre). Experience so far indicale, however, that perhaps as many
as 30 percenl of the lower end of the target scale can not in an efhcient way absorb
the support (the programme requires 21 minimum of human and economic resources
to be useful). This should not necesrsarilv be construed as a criticism of the pro-

gramme. but rather as an observation of the ol"ten insurmountable difficulties ol'
addressing the problems of the "poorest of Inc poor."

6. The FFP is i1nplcmemed with a dual counlerpart arrangement: in some provinces the
Ministry of Agriculture and in others the Secretarial, of Women's Affairs. Eliiorts to
createjoinl implementation has been rather fruitless. As a result FFP has developed
zr cumbersome counterpart structure. involving oliicials at central level, provincial
level and districtlevcl. These officials are provided with various incentives under the
project such as per diem, travel costs, etc, aclding to the problem of sustainability.
dependencv. and also cost-effectiveness. The FFP is plagued by the general problem
ofa government, structure both in transition and in budgetary crisis. To what exlenl
the positive 1992 evz1luation concerning FFP'S institutional strengtllening, will be a

long term capacity building elfect is yet to be seen. and to a large exlent, beyond the
control of UNlCEF.

4.6 Summary of assessme t
CRITERIA ASSESSMENT

Relevance
I. For Cambodia's development
2. For SlDA'S development objectives

Goal attainment
"TO improve household food security

Sustainability
I. At household level
2. At institutional level

lnstitutional capacity building

Cost effectiveness

Poverty focus

Operational efficiency

SIDA Evaluation Report 4/95

I. Highly relevant (to enhance household income
in rural areas)
2. Well in line with SlDA'S poverty focus
and economic objectives

To some extent, but probably well below stated
objectives

I. Fair??? (NO data available)
2. Low (95 percent externally funded with no
mechanisms to establish cost-recovery etc)

Fair. Considerable efforts in strengthening
cooperating institutions, but frequent shifts
of personnel. as well as unclear command
of the programme in Government

Unknown - good in individual cases, but overall
cost-effectiveness totally unknown

Good, but below stated objectives

UNICEF seems to have a good management system
in place, with considerable in built learning and
programme development capacity
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4. 7 Lessons or emergenqy aid
Although FFP was initiated in response to an expected food crisis after a drought in 1986,

the programme has little resemblance of "emergency aid." It is labour intensive and thus
slow in expansion with limited short term effects in terms ofenhancing food production;
it requires a stable household situation and is not really geared to emergencv situations.
Furthermore, the input supply needs to be combined with technical assistance which
requires somewhat well functioning government apparatus. The only qualitlcation might
be the Food for Work component which provided a large scale public work programmes
against food rations. On the other hand, WFP considers that type of intervention more as

developmental, than as an emergency operation.
UNICEF argues that one objective ofthe FFl' is to reestablish the old culture of ponds

and home gardening prevalentin Cambodia prior to the emergency situation ofthe 19705,

but destroyed as a result of the tur1noil during that decade. The programme would act as

a "demonstration" ofthese vanished traditions. In the view of the Mission, itis unlikely that
such a tradition would have been eradicated to the extent thata change agem. like UNICEF
is needed to demonstrate them. The Mission saw in fact little demonstration effects from
the program1ne. Rather, resource constraints (possibly combined with intuitive cost-

benefit and risk analysis by the households) seem to be the main reason for villagers not to
undertake household irrigation work on a broader scale by themselves.

In summary, FFP must be considered a developmental programme with little bearing
on rehabiliation and reconstruction, and should be judged as such.That does nottake away

its meritas a potentially effective means to enhance incomes and food production among
poor rural households.

4.BRecommendatim1sfor future programme
FFP is clearly a "'rural development" programme which both has established itself in
Cambodia, and made some impact in the country. FFP has over the years built up ample
experience, as well as whatappears to be an efficien t managementsystem.Nevertheless, the
programme might be considerably strengthened through:

(i) introduction of an internal monitoring system (such as on a sample basis establish
baseline before intervention, and regular monitoring ofeffects;

(ii) streamlined counte1part organizational arrangements placing the programrne
squarelyin terms ofownershipin one Governmentstructure (possibly combined with
agriculture extension services). while at the same time reduce the common practice
of providing various benefits to government for their often passive participation;

(iii)i11troduction ofsome kind ofcost-sharing arrangements, or revolving joan scheme
for the inputs to reduce the in-built segregation character of the scheme, as well as

make it more sustainable. UNICEF is already to some extent addressing these issues:
the concept of pig banks is an example ofcost recove1y; another idea is integration
with the WID joan scheme. UNICEF is also considering reducing the inputs provided
free of charge: no water jar, loss tools, livestock only as a bank operation, in order to
address some of the issues raised above.

(iv) making FFP more targeted as to fil the households with best opportunities to avail
themselves of the programme. At the same time, a different type of intervention to
solve the poverty of those falling outside would be needed;
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5. Women i Developmet
5.I Background
UNI("lEF'S Women in Development programmet (WlD) comprises two subéprogrammes: a
joan scheme, and a non-formal education programme (post) literacv training for women.
In addition, WID has on an experimental basis carried out child care sen/ices,as well as rice
and cow banks. The loan scheme, absorbing most financial resources. is the focus ol' this
review.

5.2 IHVICEF's leon schema

UNICEF started in 1988 £1 scheme to provide credit to rural households based on the
Grameen bank concept. The objective of the scheme was to enhance income generating
activities for women. The scheme, first run on a pilot basis, has expanded considcrably
recentyears, and UNlCEF now has a target to provide additional loans in the order of5,000

7,000 per year. The loans, which l1ave a ceiling of USD 100 with maximum ol. one year
repayment should be guaranteed by 5 persons. The interest late is flexible and is

determined by the project. When the scheme started, no interest. rate was charged. or only
a nominal rate when inflation was running ata late ofi)00 percentannually, reading to rapid
loss offunds. The rates are now being set to retlect the cost of money (inflation), and to
cover some of the administrative costs. Presently, the late is 3 percent £1 month. (i.e. a

positive rate when inflation is at the order of 1 percent.)
The sclleme, which in the past was operated through the Women's Association of

Cambodia, is now under the Secretaiy ofwomen's Affairs, a newly created structure which
has representation at the central, provincial and district level. and has taken over much of
the staff from the Women's Association. The Village Development Committee - a village
based structure - is the focal point of the scheme and should manage the funds,
administration oförepayments, and accounting.

The WID scheme is supposedly based on the Grameen bank concept (like most other
schemes ofsimilar nature in Cambodia), but deviates in implementation and also in basic
philosophy to a large extent from that. The staffworking with the scheme seems in fact to
have only a vague notion of the Grameen bank concept.

5.3 The context

WID joan scheme operates in a societywhere no formal banking system exists. Exceptbanks
in the mzgor cities, the economy is cash based. Credits available to the peasants are small
short term loans from relatives, friends and money lenders - the latter charging interest
rates up to 20 percent per month.The traditional in-deptness linkage to buyers ofcrops and
suppliers of inputs, common for peasant economies, is likely to be prevalent also in
Cambodia, altllough this issue was not explored by the Mission. Indebtedness is common,
according to surveys. There are some experimental loan schemes run by a dozen NGO'S,
most notably the French GRET, (which UNICEF also funds), but none is attempting a

national coverage. Thus, the WlD scheme is pioneering in its size and attempt to a broad
coverage.Yet, the combined rural credit schemes have a lending volume ofless than USD
l million and aflect perhaps 1 percent of the rural population in Cambodia.

Recently a considerable interest to expand the small scale rural credit schemes in
Cambodia has been shown by several (new) donors. Thus, Caisse Francaise is introducing a

USD 5 million project to supply funds for various existing schemes, as well as build a central
monitoiing and policy unit within government. EU is preparing a major USD 20 million
scheme for similar credits, and other donors are exploring similar kinds ofsmall scale joan

schemes. UNICEF"S position as a lead agency in the area is likely to be broken soon.
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5.4 Achieuements

In 1990-93 the WID scheme provided loans to some 10,000 women in ltprovinces.Tl1e target
for 1994 15 another 7,000 loans. Loans are on the average USD 50. Thus, in spite ofthe large
number of loan-takers, the annual total volume oflcnding is small: or about USD 150,000 -

200,000 for the last years. The loans are used for a variety of '*micro enterprises" such as

vegetable growing, animal raising, small scale trade. handicraft, village production, etc.
The repaymentin the scheme is so far, according to UNICEF, very good - on a national

level 96 percent over the past byears. (in an international comparison, this repayment late
ranks very high). The collective responsibility, and possibly also the authoritarian legacy of
Cambodia, acts as a strong disincentive to default, probablv independent ofthe perform-

ance of the activities the loan used for. The scheme is also rather conservative in focus,
preferringloans to people alreadv involved in some type ofmicro enterprises and with some
means ofproduction, thus avoiding the poorest segment of the population. This is in line
wit.h UNICEF strategy to utilize the FFl'for the poorest segment, andwlD loans to a slightly
better off segment. (This should not be seen as a discredit to the scheme: Cambodia
continues to be one of the poorest countries in the world;income distribution in rural areas

appears to be fairly even, reflecting the fact that Cambodia's rural economy during the
19705 and 805 wont through a strong socialist reform process).

5.5 Imjmct
The WlD joan scheme has not been assessed by any external evaluation so far. In 1992 a

study was commissioned by TNICEF to review rural credit and suggest the approach the
scheme should take. The study reiterated the need for rural credit. and that the need was

very marginally addressed. The study also noted the Grameen bank as the underlying
foundation, and the need for such schemes to keep outside Government structures. A
"sector rexiew" ofrural credit schemes has recently been carried out by Caisse Francaise tor
CDC, but was unfortunately not available to the Mission. The review indicated, however,
both the limited extent ofcredit available in rural areas, and also the very high administra-

tive costs for the joan schemes in operation.
X'Vhile UNICEF , and Government, have good records of the loan scheme, details ofloan-

takers, credits used, repayments etc. UNICEF has so far not attempted to systematically
assess the impact of loans in terms of the objectives of the scheme: to enhance women
incomes. No baseline data is available which would allow such an assessment. An judgement
of the ultimate impact on "enhancing income" must therefore be based on highly
impressionistic views by the Mission, based on a very limited sarnple of joan takers visited

in two proxinces, and discussions with officials in Governmentand UNICEF involved in the
scheme.

The demand for small credit, even when interest rates are positive, and the very high
rate ofrepayment so far, indicate that the WID scheme is Hlling a signiticam rural need.This
is reflected, for example, by the tact that in a village visited by the Mission 57 out of 59

households had availed themselves of the credit - see box below. Assessment of to what
extent the small loans under WID actually stimulate business growth, and hence improve
income, is difficult to make due to lack ofrecords for that type of information. Field visits
by the mission seem to indicate that the WID loans often are used for working capital in
already on-going micro businesses. At least in some cases reviewed, the size of the loan and
their use, tend to indicate that the credits often might be used to meet houseliold needs,
(with an existing micro business as a means to secure the loans), rather than as an
investment to expand or improve a business operation. Given a rural economy for which
survival is a manifest threat due to various extemal disturbances (the civil war, droughts,
tloods, poverty, etc),the distinction between business and household economyis veryfluid.
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5.6 Some issues

Creditfor w01nen?The Mission's impression is thatwlD joan scheme - contrarv to its name
and stated objective - is not an exclusive women's affair", but the woman ofthe household
often is used as the for1nal loan taket' while the business is a more niutual affair and the
husband/sons play essential roles, not the least in the economic aspects of the business.
(This is notsaid to discreditthe scheme, but rellecting the conditions in rural areas).Thus,
the formar justification ofthe scheme is to some extent artificial, more rellecting UN lCEF'S
mandate. than rural credit needs or how the peasant economy functions in (Iambodia.

A(lministrative costs. A common issue in small scale rural credit schemes is the
admiuistrative lost of the loans. A small loan tend to cest as much, or sometimes several
times more, to aclminister than the actual joan amount. Hence the sche1nes can not be
sustaiuable. unless they are heavilv subsidized. This is likely also the case of the schemes
operating in (Jambodia, as well as for the WID scheme. (UNlCEF conceded that the
adrninistrative costs are high but has not provided anv data to quantiliv this). The most
disturbing aspect is the costs associated with Government involvement, all paid tor bv the
programme. Thus, counterpart departments have been providcd with vehicles (one each
per province, as well as for the head office); the project pays tor the fucl. rnaintenance. per
diein tor oflicials involved,etc. To that should be aclded UNI(IEF'S own administrative costs
lbr the management ofthe scheme.The presentinterest late oiö3 percent per inonth is not
intended t.o cover these costs, and the scheme therefore, is highly subsidized, and out al all
sustainable on its own - contraly to UNlCEF'S statementin various reports. While UNICEF
admits the high administrative costs. the organization sees them as an initial stage and it
is hoped that these costs will greatly diminish when the government has more resources.
( INICEF Master Plan of Operations 1992-1995). I/vhatcver the Governmenfs ability to
linance the administration in the future, the issue remains: the scheme notsustainable ol
its own, and the basis forjudgement of its merit must be to what extent the incremental
benefits in terms of in1proved rural incomes canjustih' these administrative costs.

Missing the Grameen bank ('oncept. The WlD scheme has missed the most crucial
aspect of the Grameen Bank concept. namelv building independent village based credit
and saving groups. The Mission's field visits indicate that the concept of the village group
as a guarantor is not applied: joan takers intenliewed (tid not know the guarantors oftheir
loans, and at least in some cases these turned out to be the District office that had chosen
the village (and household) in the first place. The WtO programme has therefore several
fornls oflinkages to the Government through the Secretariat of Women 's Affairs. It involves
officials atdiliferent levels ofthe Secretariat, (with the management still clearly in lNI(1EF'S

control). Field impressions indicate that these ollicials more play the rule ofoflice bearers,
than active function as active "bankers" with a clear understanding ofthe issues involved in
rural banking. The idea of "social mobilization" through change agents often used in
connections with credit schemes of this nature seems absent in (Iambodia. Rather. the
scheme fits more into a traditional hierarchal government structure, rellecting both the
socialist and the post-colonial structure.

There is a considerable risk that the interest of the Government prevails as longas there
is paymentoföthe administrative costs - a cest that has little bearing of the scherne as such.
Should the scheme "be handed over to the administration, the Government would eithe1
have to cover the administration through its own budget, or the interest rates to cover the
costs would soon make it unviable, (to judge from similar schemes in other paris of the
world). in this perspective the WID scheme has not used the lessons from schemes like
Grameen Bank.

Sustainability of rural enterprises? A problem common to many rural credit schemes
focussing upon small, often traditionell rural enterprises, is the question ofsustainability
and growth potential of such enterprises. Support of these type of inicro enterprises, has
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the in -built risks of easilv saturated (local) markets (often with products threathened by
modern, more appealing features. There is the tendency of strong copying among rural
producers, leacling to diminishing returns for the producers. There is, at the same time,

often a total clependencv on a local. businessman as the link to the market. The problem of
upgrading the micro enterprises is common in other similar schemes. and no simple
solutions are at. hand. Preferably, a scheme ofthis nature should be linked to some kind of

entrepreneurial training effort. including appropriate technology approach, as well as

social mobilization effort5, in order to create a more clynamic environmentfor these loans.
There are an abundance of experiments of this kind world wide, that Cambodia could
benefit. from.

5.8 Summor)' o ussessment

CRITERIA ASSESSMENT

Relevance
I. Cambodia's development
2. SlDA'S objectives

Poverty focus

Goa! attainment
(to raise women's income)

Sustainability
I. at household level
2. at intistutional level

lnstitutional capacity building

Operational efficiency

Cost effectiveness

I. Clear need to establish forma! credit systems
in rural areas
2. fair

Fair - intention is not to reach the ultimate poorest.
but rural households with some means of production
in order to avoid increased indeptness

Unclear to what extent the loans in fact are used

for upgrading businesses; however the need for
rural credit is high

l. Good - repayment is very high;
2. Low - administrative costs far beyond with scheme
can carry without major subsidies. Government not in

a position to carry such subsidies

Low - if a Grameen bank concept is sought

Good, and highly motivated management by UNICEF

Low considering administrative costs of loans.
and possibility that loans often are used to provide
working capital in on -going static businesses

5.9 Lessons or emergency aid
There is little evidence that the joan scheme has any bearing on emergency aid to

Cambodia, nor on rehabilitation and reconstruction. It is a scheme addressing problems
common in poor rural economies where peasantgenerally are left outside the formal credit
institutions, and need to rely on informal credits through money lenders and interdepend-

ency relationships with buyers of farm produce. The scheme in Cambodia is not different
in approach than scl1emes applied in any other poor country.
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5.I0 Conclusions or future pmgmmme
The WID joan scheme tills an obvious need ju the rural economy of Cambodia. With its

presentorientation, however, there is £1 considerable risk that itwill become unsustainable
through a combination of:

(i) high administrative costs;

(ii) too strong linkage to a government structure (with z1 large share of the "benelits
accruing to governmentofticials at differentlevels ofthe hierarchy. but not adding
value in the scheme);

(iii) poor adherence to the idea of establishing a grass root organizations for adminis-

tration and guaranteeing loans

Thus, the scheme would need a major reform, utilizing the experience world wide now
ofsmall business rural credit ofwhich Grameen bank is olle source ofinspiration. but far
from the only one. (lnclonesia and Sri Lanka are two examples ofcountries with considel
able success in this context.) Preferably. 21 scheme of this nature also neecls to be linked to
some kind oftechnical z1dvisory programme on entrepreneurship training, introduction of
technology upgrading. etc.

The need for rural credit is likely to be tllled land possiblv over saturated) in the next
few years by several large scale schemes. UNICEF might need to review ifthis is an area the
organization should be in, given the changing circumstances.

WID loans for Palm sugar manufacturing in Kompong Speu
In th!' Tmpaing C/man village in Karrzjiong Speu /)1'ozjirme 5 5 0 5 7 /muxe/ioldx ham) takmz

loans under the W1D xchnne. Thr' [Dans ort hr ilmioux j)m;ijosres but most oj"tlmm ( 3 7 ) are Fn
palm sugar munit/kerl =

u:rnzg'. Il is a uillagr produrtiun oj'longlmrlitioiz. Thr pulms are Iäpprd
or its jura', thr j mir? is boiled on julniitiue zuood ired kilns together mil/L pieurs 0 "p0/Ml "zuoor1

jhrieuso'lzin,g, (md the result ix £1 solid, good tasti1zg.sug/tr. Iimn is om) 1)/Öt/1(' lama la/Mm. S/zz)

is about 50. huzlr smJmz /'l1ilrlwm (md KL hu.sb(mrl zu/to is rz rmjlemm' 771=* (zlllily ozmzs 0. 7 hu

jmddv land zuith. 30pulms. Hit ll,uslmml, or gromn, (lzi1(lr€'rz, mpt/re palmx (by (limbiDig to thr
mp un spara! "ladders

"
zxwl to the /Jahm ). Rmn sims cr polm vielrls about 501:110 ojösugurprr

year; the imre that mill yielll zz kilo takes about Him) hour jo r'011rrt (md mp berides th:' making.
She "rmls" (mother Id tr€las rom nlher 1Jillagzém by pavi ng 5 kil!) (Jj sugar per trek. She. like

ezlervone else in the Uillagw, setts' the sugar to (1 Iom! busm.z's.wrL(m zu/Lo (omps to the zlillrlge (md

lluvs [he .vu,£{(tr. H€ pavs, rlepmdmt cm the smxon (md 1/11' quulih' U[ the sugar, RI. 5 00 - I.000
( USD 0, 2-0, 4 ) perl{ilo. T/ur sugar is lhm said at thr market about Iflkilomeler[mm the village
or RI I,200-1,5 00. Retur, who produ(es about 1 ton (y' suérrrr per year, haile chi, gross inrome

0/ubout RI. 75 0, 000 ( USD 300 ) /rom hm' busi11ms. The m(mujzz('tu'ringusm KL lo! (j]i =rz*zuoo(1

ulhirh is bemming srrumå. She hus tu puv hr il 110zuuduvs, zu/ti!'/z takes (mimi (tlmul 20 jmrrmt

ry'/1er iizrområ. .9/1u also lm.; to [Jay RI. 40, 000 jr)!' th/= popel zuood. She used !lie Man ( (NI) 40 )

jbr working capital ( to boy popel zuood [or setzmni ng; han strings for the rfani.sM1s used or

ta/Jing, Mr. She has to pav 3 jmremt prv month (md njbav Hu' Iom:. orm7' 10 mrmlhs The

altrmatizle to (i joan mm WTD ix the lara! monty lmrler. HE rlmrgzés 7-8 jmrmt Kr mont/i, ( some

( -Zaim 20 parten! ) but he mill not extmd luawzs OtWRl 25. 000 ( [BD 10). Ram ('mi also bormm

rom him (Lt no imenas! late, bul then she has to xell th!' su gm'[or /1.(tu]Jri(e. Most rom:/Lon zn/im

money is mer'dr'd, lhuugh, is lo borroru mrmev jrr) -rrl 1*r*zutitles. T/Lm she ruoulrl not jmv i7z.tE'1Y&s't

ruta. but Hm (unmmt.s would not big large, pmbaljly not rrxuéed RI. 25,000. 1 t is not common
to hormzu to impmw busimess. One 12m-roms mimi tllrrr is Km mgm.! wu!. There are zu) banks

dr ot/uar larm srheme zn the jlmzlimre. Thr WID Ioun is Hms Km up/Jortunitv the Uillagntv (mail
themselnes af When uslsed rulw no une is not bkgi'rz,nmg (1 trade o/ö palm sugar taking the

produrlion. ro the market lhemseh/es £f0 rut the midrilemmz 3pro zz, she saw that zur' are 170 busv
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makmg suga7'. But the price is not bK/Mer ai the m.m'ket, someone else in,temme.s. TIM

b -usinmxmarz, is not paving more /hr lu) n/(mts to tamm! the l1usim4s.s.

Sa hom zs the ltusimasx gning to look lik!' in the jimture?
!! mill im [euler/ämiliex pmdurmg, xuw Rmm. Some years bark [ /Mm uwe 5 U pro(lu(Trns' now

3 7. lt ix mo mur}; mark. It is mo -re {md mare di[ Kult taget km maud also. Bra! xhe mill stav in
b'u.smes.s.

Dir! xhe really need Nu) money nr hkr bu.simess?

She smiles, lm! doråm ÖL mzsrurr.

Hus .9/Le /znmi 0/Vkilnx that mord use havs jirezuoorl ?

Nu.
'

/L/€ zuomrm n7 ('/zrmgw ol Um [mm *x(flLwlLK hus /zm -ni KL/lou! it t/Lo -ugn - ,varm NGO in
( Ilml/)o(ii(z hus a/J/mrmtly sur}; /1 leil11. But the idm hux not wr mal'/mr! Trupuing ( I/z.uon..
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Annexlé'

S DA SUPPORT vm

THE As AN DEVELOPMENT BANK
Backgmund
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has plaved an active rule in (lambodia after the Paris
Peace Accord in October 1991. A Technical Assistance (TA) project for Macro Economic
Planning was iniliated with UNDP Hnancing in 1992, and in November the same year the
BOz1rd of ADB approved a first joan - £1 four-scctor project in cnergv, transporl:alion,
agriculture and education. The USD 67.7 million joan had two grant Technical Assistance
Components, one of USD 3,2 million to be flnancecl by SIDA, and one OfUSD 4,6 million
to bc flnanced by Japan. Implcmentation ofthe three vear project commenced mid 1993.

ADB is in the process ol" building up 21 pipeline of investrnenl projects and technical
assistance prrjeclis with an indicative lending target of USD 60-75 million ;innually and
grant flnanccd tlechnical assistancc prcjects in the order of USD 8 million per annum the
coming years. 199'1' and 953 pipc- lines contain pr~ects in power. infrastructure (roads,
airport, urban water supply and sanitation),an(lsocial infrastructure (pri1na1y health and
prim;uy eclucation).')

Several ADB technical assistance projects are under implement.;1l'i0u. Bcsides the

project for Macro-economic Strengthening (linanced bv UNDP). three TA projects
financed by SIDA and at series eliT, Q related to ADBS first joan, as (lcscribed below. SIDA

is so far ADB"S most important donor for grant linanccd technic;tl assistancc prtjeclls ill
(Iambodia, followed hy ]apan and UNDP.

SIDA'S cooperatimz zuith ADB
SIDA committed SEK 43 million for the budget year 1992/93 in support OfADB technical
assistance projects, (nearly half of the SIDA budget fbi (lambodia that year) after ;1

commitment al the douors' Tokyo conference in 1992. These projects are:
(i) A Technical Assistance component ol' USD 3,2 million, with three different ole-

ments, piggy-backed to ADB'S first (new) loä1n to Cambodia, the Special Rehabili-

tation Assistance Loan (SRAL);

(ii) An "Emergency Training of Teachers" Technical Assistance project of USD 1,3
I1lilli()rl:

(iii) A Transport. Rehabilitation Study, co-Hnanced with UNDP USD 0,7 million)

(iv) Technical Assistance for "lmproving Energy Development Supply Capability.

') ADB lending envisaged for I994/95 comprises Power (USD 30 million), Rural lnfrastructure (USD 20

million), and Basic Skills Rehabilitation (USD 20 million). Agriculture (USD 20 million): Airport
improvement (USD l5 million); Roads (USD lo million): Urban Water Supply and Sanitation (USD Is

million). Basic Education (USD 20 million) and Basic Health Services (USD lo million). (ADB Aide
Memoire - Country programming cum Strategy Mission. Oct. I994)
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The two first ofthese are further (liscussed below. The Transport Study, undertaken by
Swedish consultants, hasjust been completed in draft. The Energy supplv studv is vet to be
awarded to consultants.

Turllnicral A.9.si.stan(e to the SRAL
The Special Rellabilitation Assistance Loan (SRAL)') to (,Iamboclia is a fdur-sector project,
of totallv USD 67,7 million to be implementecl over three vears. focussing upon power
supply (rehabilitation of Phnom Penn power supply and distribution system), transporta-

tion (rehabilitation of roads, bridges, railways, ferries, and ports); agriculture (irrigation
system repair, llood control schemes and supplv of18,000 tons offert.ilixers).and education
(rehabilitation of Phnom Penn university, teacher trainin gcolleges and secondaw schools).ö')
The joan was divided as lollows:

Power

Transportation

Agriculture

Education

USD million

18.2

32.3

10.0

7.2

The SIDA contribution (USD 3,2 million) was Jo support three technical assistance

components ofthe project, namely:
(i) advisory service to a Project Management Central Unit (PMCU) attached to the

Ministry of Planning for the overall project implemcntation (24 m;m -months of
consultant services. plus logistics support totalling USD l million)

(ii)advisory service to the power component (48 man -tnonths of consultants with
associated costs, totally (USD 1,3 million)

(iii) advisory service to the education component ( 48 man months ofconsultants and
associated costs, totally USD 0,9 million)

Japan financed under similar conditions technical assistance for the agricultural and
transportation components (USD 4,2 million).

Im/rlemmtutinn. The three TA components Iinanced by SIDA were subject to interna-

tional bidding in accordance with ADB procedures, except the PMCU advisorv service, for
which recruitment ofconsultants was done on an individual basis. The advisorv teams are
attached to Project Implementation Units in the relevant line ministrics, and have teams
of lo(:al counterpart staff (with salar}' increments financed under the loan). The PMCU
advisors are both retired ADB staff; the power component was contracted to a [apanese
fir1n. Nippon Nkoy, and the education TA component to a an Australian iirm; in the latter
case, however, individual consu1t;1nls were recruitecl by ADB due to implemcntation
problems within the finn awarded the contract.

The project, which is expected to be completed by the end of 1995. is likely to be

delayed at least half a year with the transport and the education sectors as the slow
compoucnts in impletnentation. ADB is likelv to request an extension ofat least some of
the advisors, and for that purpose probably seek additional TA funds. Further technical
ztssistance is, accordingto involved consultants,neededboth from the pointofmonitoring,
control, qualitv ofwork, and not to delay implcmentation further.

')The loan is on soft terms. I percentannual fee and 40 years ofrepayment. includinga Id years' grace period.

') ADB: Proposed Loan and Technical Assistance Special Rehabilitation Assistance Project (Cambodia).
November I992
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Assexsmmt. While the Mission has not attempted to evaluate the performance of the
ADB project, a number ofissues can be raisecl concerning the design ofthe project and the
implementation procedures. The discussion is limited to the education component

A review ofthe education sector in Cambodia undertaken bv ADB, also funded bySlDA
(further discussed below), has highligllted a number ofcritical issues of relevance to the
education element of the ADB project.

First, there is according to the review Et serious imbalance of allocation of aid and
governmentresources towards higher education atthe expensc ofbasic education. Cursory
field visits by the Mission would support that view: while seconda1y facilities seem to be in
fairlygood condition,prin1ary education facilities are appalling, classes extremely crowded
and schools ofexceedingly low standard. The ADB sector review mission strongly urged the
Governmentand the donor commun ity to rectifk this imbalance (where primarv education
is allocated below 30 percent of total resources for the education sector). The ADB joan is

in its design, (withoutconsideringits meritperse),obviouslv in conflictwith theADB sector
assessment from this pointof view.

Second, the ADB sertor review identilies coustruction oliö premises as an investment
offren with low return in terms ofenhancing quality or quantitv ofeducation. Instead. the
review utges Government to try to increase utilization ofexisting E1cilities through better
use of premises, minor rehabilitation work, etc. (This is already to a large extenl done in
prima1y education, but loss in higher education). Given Cambo(ilia's serious resource
constraints, infrastructural investments in education should be given et lower prioritv
according to the review. The ADB joan seems also on this point to be in conllictwith ADB'S
sector assessment.

Third, the investment per school (or classroom) under the ADB loau is considerably
higher than what has become the norm in UNICEF, (LARERE and NGo-financed rehabili
tation projects (USD 6,000-7,000 as compared to USD 2,000-2,500 per class room). This is

partly due to higher standards under the ADBloan,partlydue to concerned efforts in NGO.
(IARERE and UNlCEF pr(jects to mobilize community involvement in constructions
(paying on the average of 25 pcrcent of the construction cest). A question must also be

raised on the balance ofexpenditures for that component - the expalriate advisers (with the
function to design and control constructions),accountto more than 10 percent ofthe total
cost of the component. It is noteworthy that the World Bank is trying to adopt the NGO/'
UNICEF concept in its first joan to Cambodia.

Fourth, the ADB Education Sector Review points at 21 number of constraints in the
educational sector related to management problems. the quality of teacher training,
quality of teacl1ers, undeveloped curricula, shortage of, and disappearance of textbooks,
etc, urging Government and donors to focus upon a comprehensive approach to upgrade
the system emphasizing "soft ware aspects". The ADB loan. not unlike many other ADB
projects, is providing onlv infrastructure (although there is an USD 1 million allocation for
printing paper for textbooks), and is also on this account in conllict with the ADB sector
assessment. The ADB project pays no attention to the operational and maintenance
aspects. The technical assistancc component is geared to the construction aspects only i.e.
developing designs, methods for local tendering, and supervision ofcontractors.while the
technical assistance is making an efiort to build £1 capacity in the Ministry of Education
(Ionstruction department to issue and supervise tenders, to enhance quality in construc
Lion design, etc, the broader aspects ofmaintenance, ownership, etc is not addressed. In
fact, the technical assistance team has to walk a tightrope to avoid criticism from the bank
of slow disbursement while not short-curling minimal capacity building

Com'lu.sion.. The SIDA technical assistance component to the ADB projectis supporting
a traditional tvpe OfADB operation which the Bank, according to its own statements, is

trying to move away from. ll (rontains a large element of urban oriented investments
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(power, and higher education), directly benetitting higher income groups with marginal,
if any relevance for SIDA, or, for that matter, ADB'S recent poverty focus. (For example,
according to ADB'S education sector review there is an informal fee to university in
Cambodia OfUSD 2,000 to USD 7,000). It is a project which by its design is aimed for quick
disbursements, providing infrastructure with limited, if any, attention provided to the
maintenance, managementand operation of the assets to be created. lt is a top-down type

Ofprojectwith technical assistance provided basically to allow for smooth implementation
and adherence to ADB procedures. Capacity building in local institutions is ofsecondary
consideration, ifat all addressed. Furthermore, as discussed above, the education compo-

nent turned out to be designed in a way that was in conflict with many of the key

recommendations in ADB'S own educational sector review. (lt should be noted that the
review came after the loan).

In retrospect, questions 1nust be raised concerning the SIDA allocation in terms of
SIDA'S general objectives for aid, the likely effectiveness of the project the assistance was

attached to, and whether the assistance was a cost-effective means of Swedish resource
allocation. Given ADB'S strong push to establish lending operations in (Zambodia, ADB
could be assumed to have alternative sources of financing, i.e. the SIDA funding was most
likely of little importance for the project to be carried out or not. As SIDA provided
unconditional tinancing, (SIDA had no influence on the design ofthe project, nor on the
terms of reference for the technical assistance components), nojustitication from the
point ofview ofenhanced quality call be put forward. Neither is there a linkage between
further potential SIDA involvementand the components that could be ajustiiication to use

ADB as a channel.

Emergmey Training 0 Teachers

The Teclinical Assistance project with a project cost of USD 1,3 million, fully financed by

SIDA, was approved by the ADB Board in May 1993. lt had the dual Objective to provide
emergency training ofteachers, and to undertake z1 sector rexiew of the education sector.
Most of the TA was allocated to a Education Sector Review for Cambodia, and the contract
was awarded to an Australian consultant tirm. The review was undertaken during the first
half of 1994, and a draft report was issued mid- 1994. There were various problems with the
implementation of the Technical Assistance. Firstly, the focus of the TA was shilöted from
Emergenm/Training of Teachers towards the sector review, to the extent that little training
in factwas carried out. Secondly, the Australian company that won the bid soon developed
serious management problems in implementing the project. The project coordinator left
prior to the completion of the work. ADB had to recruit additional consultants in order
for the review to be completed.

The Education Sector Review - a report in four volumes - is nevertheless considered by
professionals in Cambodia as a high qualitv output, and as such welcomed as a first general
assessmentofthe sector. In particular, the report has a strong element in assessing resource
allocations and the financial structure of the educational sector. It a first effort to put
together a complete sector review, following a similar exercise by UNESCO earlier 1994,
and more limited, project related, assessments by UNICEF over the last lew years.

After the review was issued in mid- 1994, ADB pursued the conclusions of the report
through an (ADB financed) preparatory assistance of a Basic Education project using one
of the consultants that participated in the previous sector review. The consultants have

initiated a number ofworkshops on various aspects ofthe sector which is intended to lead
to a Round-table discussion between Government and the donor community in mid-

December 1994.
The Education Sector Review and ADB'S further handling ofit has led to considerable

controversy in Cambodia. Firstly, while the report claims strong involvement by the
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Government in the discussion of the first (lraft ol' the report and the policy recommenda-
tions, the report seems nevertllcless to have been pushecl through with very little time for
the Ministry of review and absorb the recommendations.

Secondly, the report was widely circulated, and as such openccl a debate on the sector,
which was not received positivelv by the Ministry Aid organizations involved in the sector,
however, claitn this has led to a healthv dehate.

Thirclly, the process by wl1ich the ADB consultants have pursued the issues and
recommendations in the report has created considerable concern within the donor
community, and have also caused what appears to be a back-lash in the Government. The
Minist1v of Education which during recent years had embarked on a fairly major reform
process, seelns recently to have reverted back to a more conservative stand, partly due to a
change in leadership, but also as an explicit policy. Expatriate advisers with close connec-
tion to the Ministry perceive a situation where too much, and to sometimes conflicting,
donor pressure on the Ministry for change and reform has read to a reaction by wllich the
Government is likely to take a much more conservative stand, and be loss open to reform.
The sector review, and more importantlv the activities to pursue the policy recommenda-

tions ofthc review, have also to a large extentdivided the (lonor communitvwith a clear split
between INlCEF (supported by many NG()S) on the one hand, and ADB on the other.

The controversyis a rellection oftwobroader issues thathave ernergecl in the education
sector (and also in other sectors) in Cambodia, one related to donors" "territorial clairns",
one ofdiflerence in conceptualization of aid, namely:

' increasingly strong positioning ofdonors, often with different agendas, pressuring a

generally quite weak Ministry plagued by its own internal conllicts emanating from
the particular Governmentset up in (Iambodia with a coalition oftwo major political
parties. The conllict in the donor community is to a large extent caused bv the
appearance ofmajor aid players within a short period of time. This issue, ofgzeneral
concern, is discussed more in detail in the main report.

. there is an emerging conllict between the concept of fast disbursing donor driven
projects,genera1ly ofa "blue printmodel" and more slow, capacity building projects
of a "process type"; the former type of projects, as represented by ADB, are likely to
have the upper Iland in Canlbodia of several reasons: the Government is still unused
to an onset ofclonors; there is an utge for rapid resource mobilization as a means of
bridging the budget dellcit, and there is, not to be dismissed in a country such as
Cambodia, the much greater opportunities tor rent-seeking in the former type of
projects.

The education sector is rapidly attracting major donor support. ADB is planning two
loans for the next few years for primary education. ISAlD is intending a USD 20 million
grant for teachers training, to some extent built upon UNICEF'S work; EU is planning a
major pr~ect for primary education, and UNICEF continues to be a major player in the
sector, largely iinanced by SIDA. The World Bank, which already finances an education
component under its first credit (construction of primarv schools), seems on the other
hand to have taken a lower profile, and appears to consider concentrating on secondary
and tertiary educauon, leaving the more "crowded" primary education to ADB as a lead
agency. The Round-table conference in December is likely to clear some of the issues and
the division ofroles bewveen the donors.

By Hnancing a UNICEF programme and two ADB technical assistance projects. as well
as contributing to CARERE which is also undertaking school construction, SIDA has
unintentionally supported several different, and to a large extent conflicting, approaches
to educational development in Cambodia.
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Annex G:

A CDNTR BUT DN To THE D scuss DN

oF S DA EMERGENCY AID POL c Es

The Political EmJironment 0*/Emergency Aid to

Cambodia and the Development ofAidMa1"kets

The evaluation ofthe Swedish eniergency aid to Cambodi;1 1989-94 has attempted to answer
what has been the impact ofthe aid provided and how elfective it has been in addressing
the eniergency and rellabilitation neecls of (Iambodia. As noted in ("lllapte1" 7. no simple
answer can be given to that question. The Swedish aid over time has become increasinglv
complex, to the extent that itwould be next to impossiblc to assess accurately all aspects of
its impact. Not only has the aid been channelled through a dozen different implementing
agencies, butsome of these channels - such as UNICEIT - is operating a (tomplex set ofsub-

programn1es, eacll one atternpting to accomplish social cl1anges. Bearing the complexity
in mind. the Swedish aid comprises both what appears to be quitcr effective and well
conceivecl programmes where Swedish aid has playcrd an essential rule (eng. paris of the
UNICEF programme, VVFP'S Food for Work). to inputs that are questionable as to their
eflectiveness jeg. FA()'S lertilizer programnle) or whcther the Swedish aid had anv
significance at all for the programme to be carried out jeg. ADB'S first credii). Trying to
term a consolidated judgement. the overall assessment must be a fairly positive one: the
picture (lominates ofaid programmes that are quite well implemet1lcd, and a(l(lressing in
many' different ways essential ne- eds. The cost-effective11css, however, is a dill'erent matter.
The overall impression is that the- achievements ellen have carried a high price tag,
reflecting what appears to be over-financing of some activities, in combination with
complex problems addressed jeg. small -scale rural credit, demining. refugce repatria-

tion) under :1 high (lcgrce of uncertainty.
This section of the report will be (levot.(- d to the second broacl objective of the

evaluation: what lessons could be learnt from the Camboclian case for Swedish cmergency
aid in general. The Cambodian studv is the last in a series of three evaluations ofswe(lish
e1nergency assistancc, the first two concerniug Southern Africa and the African horn.
Together they will hopefully provide essential inputs into SIDA policies.

In addressing this broader question tlle Swedish aid to Cambodia must be scen both in
a longer term (than 1989-94) and in a broader perspective. Swedish aid to (Iambodia
reflects to a large extent the policinrs and direction of the Western international aid from
the fall of the Khmer Rouge in 1978/79 until today.

The enigma o the Cambodian crisis
(Iambodia has been called the most tormented nation in the world ir1 modern times. Its
crisis was man -made, caused by a complex political process involving international,
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the by far largest emergency rescue operations in the history ofaid at that time. Sweden
played an active role in that operation. That international aid flow was drastically cut in

1982, not primarily as £1 result of needs fulfilled or problems solved, but due to political

reasons. Curtailment of aid to Cambodia and its Vietnamese backed regime became an

element in the US inspired political and economic boycott ofvietnam. The Western aid
flow was replaced by 21 considerable transfer of iinancial and technical assistance from

Socialist governments, notably from the Sovjet Union. The period 1982-89 constitutes a

second phase, characterized by the Western boycott. At the collapse of the Sovjet Union

and the end of the Cold War around 1990, the Western aid to Cambodia once more

resumed its magnitude and leading role, this time under the label ofaid for reconstruction.
With the USD '2 billion UNTAC operation and the donor communit.y's pledge of USD 880
million for rehabilitation and reconstruction aid, Cambodia became a show-piece for

conflict resolution in post-coldwar era. This is the third phase,still ongoing, in which also

Sweden is participating as major player.
Turbulmt aid jlozus. The Cambodian case shows how a political crisis might trigger

sudden and considerable aid flows. Aid is an attractive and easily accessible instrument for

foreign policy. and changing aid volumes is the most manageable tool within that

instrument.* Emergency aid is also sensitive to the visibility of the crisis, its ideological

overtones, media coverage.etc.The 1979-81 Cambodian eniergencywas exceptional in this

respect. Similarly, the peace process of the early 19905 had great symbolic value as to the

clianged world order. Peace was broughtto one ofthe mostintense fighting grounds ofthe
Cold War. It is probably no coincidence that Cambodia has established "world records" in

aid volumes both the emergency of 1979/ 80, and the UNTAC operation in 1992 (with the

followingTokyo pledges). lt follows that these aid-flows not necessarily are adjusted to the

needs and absorption capacity ofa country, but are more attuned to the need for political
manifestations by the donors. As a reflection of the size and volume, these aid flows

exceeded the GDP of the country at that time.
The sudden, and considerable aid-flows triggered by emergencies, (or as ;1 step in a

peace process), have their own dynamics. First. the commitments of aid cluring the peak
events (in the case olö(lambodia 1979-81, and 1991 -93) might be considerably larger than

what eventually is delivered or can be absorbed, hence creatingboth false expectations and

exaggerated plans. Secondly, these llows, or expectations offlows, tend to create vibrant
aid markets attract1ng a large number of aid implementing agencies that establish

thenlselves over a short period of time,each one with ambitious aid programmes; third, the
aid flows have considerable distortion eifects: they tend to cause consiclerable "rent

seeking" by the recipient government and organisations; strong competition for scarce

local resources and institutions - a competition manifested in donor driven salaries out of
bound of the going market rates lin, Cambodia topping up of government salaries in the
order often times is not uncommon); fourth,with the sudden flows of aid it is difticult, to

avoid considerable waste and ill -conceived programmes; fifth, tlle crisis related aid llows
tend to be strongly donor driven, as governments. almost by definition. are weak,

unorganized and poor. Sixth, emergencies tend to create easily defined targel groups for
aid - i.e. registered refugees which generally are receiving considerably larger shares of the
emergency aid per capita, than the non -refugee population and internally displaccd

persons, partly because they are often more vulnerable. but also because they are easily
clelined and visible.An importantfactis also thatspecialized agencies,such as UNHCR and

UNBRO, are established to deal with them and are mobilizing resources on their behalf.

4) lt is almost a truism in the donor community that it is easier to mobilize resources for an acute emergency

manifested in massive deaths, famines. etc. than for long term development efforts that might prevent

such a crisis
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In the early 19803 the Cambodian refugees in the Thai border camps received on the
average twenty times of aid per capita as c01npared to the Cambodians in the interior "

The Swedish aid
By and large, Sweden has followed the pattern ofwestern aid to Cambodia over the last 15

years. Sweden was a major Hnancier of the emergency operations 1979-81. Sweden also

followed the Western aid boycott after 1982, resulting in drasticallv cut Swedish aid levels
which were maintained at a level of about SEK 10-15 million per annum until the early
1990's. Sweden, has expanded its aid- llow to Cambodia after 1991. in line with the Western

donor community, using more or loss the same channels for implementation as other

linancing countries. (Sweden was also a major contributor to the INTAG operation).some
(lifferences between the Swedish bilateral aid an(l the international cau be noled, however.

Firstly, Sweden was one of the most important Western donors to Cambodia during the
"boycott years" (1982 -89), albert at a quite low aid budget. Secondly, as has been pointed
out in the report, Swedish aid focussed upon Cambodia, rather than the Cambodian

refugees at the Thai -border, during these years which also was in contrast to many other

Western donors. In spite ofthese deviancies from the broader trend, it is notcworthv that
the Swedish aid treated Vietnam and its ally Cambodia quite diffcrently. Sweden by and
large maintained a high aid protile to Vietnam during the 19805 in spite of changing
governments in Sweden and official criticism ofvietnam's intervention in the neighbou1
ing country while Cambodia was victimized.

The difference of the Swedish aid policy towards Cambodia 1982-89 as compared to
most other Western donors. gave the Swedish aid a certain strategic rule. While the

importance ofthis aid should not be exaggerated given its smallvolumc as compared to the

Socialist bloc support, Ca1nbodian officials today witness of the importance of that aid as

a "window to the West". not the least from a political pointoföview. in spite of its low profile,
and being implemented through proxies, the Swedish aid to Cambodia created a "good

will"'. remembered by oflicials in the present administration. The maintenance of the
Swedish aid during the boycott years also contributed to that the few remaining aid
organisations could establish a thorough knowledge of the local situation which strength
ened their capability once the aid scenario changed in the late l980s.Although difhcult to
prove, it can be assumed that the organisations witl1 a long presence in the country were
in £1 better position to define aid needs and means. than the newcomers after the Peace

accord - a know how not necessarily utilized by the "new comers
As £1 result ofsweden"s indirect presence during the boycott years, Sweden could also

play a certain strategic role in the change process from the boycott to the massivc support
in the late 19805 by Hnancing certain key inputs, for example the first country study. seed
financing ofa local institution. as well as provicling early financing to the World Bank and
ADB. Once again, the effects should not be exaggerated, bv fairly small amountofswedish
aid seem to have played a certain strategic role at that time. In general, the Swedish aid to
Cambodia during the 19805 must be commended for its clear-sighted approach.

It is difllcult to speculate of the reasons for this success. but il is likely a reflection of
Sweden's rather ambivalentview ofvietnam. Important seems also to be a keen interest by
oflicials in SlDAfor the Cambodia crisis.Then, by havingswedish staffin key organisations,
the know-how and commitment to the country expanded.

Any unique competence" that the Swedish aid rnighthave (leveloped (luring the 19805

has largely been depleted with the changes during the 19905, not so much by SlDA'S own
delault, but by the changing circumstances. 111 the present aid scenario in (lambodia it

')W.shawcross: "The Quality of Mercy: Cambodia. Holocaust and Modern Conscience". New York. Simon
and Schuster, 1984.
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would be difficult to argue that the Swedish aid has any special competence versus other
donors or implementing agencies. Rather, Sweden might be considered to have loss
competence (in terms of know-how of the situation, established institutional linkages,
experience in programmes, etc) relative to some other major donors which - in contrast to
Sweden - have establishcd a presence in the country, and/or undertaken Ei number of
missions and reviews to assess the situation. In the new, more complex aid scenario Sweden
has had increasingly to rely on other agencies such as the World Bank, ADB, UNICEF and
UNDP for sector analysis, to formulate aid programmes, etc. This is a deliberate policy:
Sweden has opted to work through proxies, to put emphasis on aid coordination, to
strengthen the international banks in their emerging operations, etc. However, such a
policy has a "cest" as the additionality of Swedish aid might be lost, the Swedish "proHle"
is diluted into non -recognition, and that Sweden increasingly is dependent on the
assessment by others in an increasingly complex "aid market.

Should Smeden delegate its emergencjy reconstruction aid?

The discussion above leads to a basic issue in emergency related aid: should Sweden strive
for a strong competence ofits own and "Öadditionality" in its aid, or should Sweden rely on
the existing emergency aid implementing apparatus, hence co-finance programmes
without too much concern whether other donors would replace the Swedish aid or not; and
delegate the supervision, control and assessments to the system itself, hence play basically
a passive role in the emergency and reconstruction aid? There is no simple answer as both
principles have merits and weaknesses. The case for the latter approach is that it would
facilitate aid coordination, reduce "competition" between donors, avoid building up
administrative capacity in SIDA, and avoid insufhciently analyzed interventions.

Nonxvithstanding the merils ofthis passive approach, the argument in this report is that
Sweden (SIDA) should activelybuild special competence in emergency aid,both in specilic
cases, and in general. Hence, SIDA should be actively involved in design, assessment,
supervision, etc. The point is not necessarily to create new channels for aid, but rather to
(levelop the capacity to utilize the implementation system existing today, whether UN,
NGO'S or international banks. The basic argument is that SIDA has a overriding responsi-
bility to make sure that Swedish aid money is used as effectively as possible and that neither
the implementing agencies, nor the recipient government can be assured to play that
supervisory function. Aid has its (mm dynamics, implementing agencies have vestecl
interests (not the least their own survival and growth, and, as will be argued below both the
planning and coordination of aid by institutions such as UND}'. World Bank. as well as the
"aid market" has its flaws). The Mission concurs with the evaluators of the Africa Hom
emergency aid: NGO'S and UN agencies tend, if no conditions are established, conduct
'"business as usual."ö A donor has a critical role to play to ascertain quality and cost-
effectiveness.

The pozuerjiel rule o emergemy aid
Emergency related aid (whether in the acute crisis or as step in a reconstruction phase) are
potentially powerful instruments when they' are allowed to be delivered. Itappears that this
power has increased as a resultoföthe end of the Cold War. The Cambodian peace process
reflects a changed global world order, implying, inter alia, (re)establishment of UN as a
major player to accomplish reconciliation and peace. It also rellects what. appears to be an
increased importance of aid, both as a carrot for warring factions to reconcile, and as a
prerequisite to rehabilitate war-torn societies and integrate them in an increasingly
competitive global economy. One of the reasons for the Cambodian factions to start peace

6) R. Apthorpe et al: "What Relief for the Horn". draft, I994
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discussions at the demise ofthe Sovjet imperium was the fear to be left economicallybehind
in the dynamics of South EastAsia, particularly as the earlier patron, Sovjet Union, notany
more was able to provide linancial support and thus hold up an illusion ofa even race.Thus,
as the aid-llow not any more to any extentreflects powers in ideological contlict, its leve- rage
has also increased. Countries, or factions in countries. can notplay out donors against one
another in any major sense anymore, implying they might change patrons7. Contributing
to that power is that a war-torn country such as (Jambodia - which in the process ofpeace
also wont through both a democratic process and a market reform - is in effect totally
dependent on the flow of aid for survival of the government, as its former revenue basically
has dried up and its weak economy was exposed to strong international market forces
(through trade).8 At the same time, t.he government - created to some extent by the
external forces - is weak (with considerable problems to consolidate itselfand work out the
modus vivendi between the factions making it up). Perhaps a result ofthe new world order
is that governments emerging from a crisis often are compromises, reflecting processes of
reconciliation, rather than victories ofintemal wars. In such a situation. there is more than
a small risk that the development agenda largely is set by the donors.9 In a reconstruction
scenario such as Cambodia the balance between the power of the donors and the power of
the receiving country is particularly tiltecl towards the former.

Donors are thus given an awesome task: to have the power to iniluence war-torn
countries towards peace and prosperity. The donor community is executing this role in
what appears to be an intricate mixture of a planned process with strong emphasis on aid
coordination, macro-econom ic and sectorial analysis, planningfor development - and what
must be described as a "aid market'" with strong element:s of competition, conflicting
interests, and lack ofcoordination.

The "planned" process for aid in Cambodia has had many elements: ICORC meetings,
UNTAC comprehensive programme for reconstruction; coordinating attempts by UNDP,
World Bank and, to a lesser extentADB, as well as undertakings ofcomprehensive analysis
and programmes for development. Increasingly, the Government has tried to coordinate,
plan and direct the process. Yet it is dilhcult. to avoid the conclusion that the aid process
in fact also is quite unplanned. uncoordinated and more resembling a '"free and quite
competitive market".

Iris probably a fallacv to believe that the planned process necessarily is better than the
market given the experience of planned national development in general. Both

phenonema are likely to be in place,each one driven by its rationale.A possible agenda for
a donor agency trying to establish a competence in emergency aid and reconstruction,
might be to play these forces the most effective way.

The dynamics o '{Aid markets"

The Cambodian case - both during the emergency 1979-81 and even more during the
reconstruction after 1991 has clearlv demonstrated how the sudden increases in aid flows
rapidly mobilizes a large number ofdonors and implementing agencies in what could be
called the dvnamics of an aid market". While the 1979-81 emergency used about I00
NGO'S for implementation, the prospect of increasing flow of aid in the late 1980%

') lt could of course be argued that aid also in this context is sub-ordinate to overriding political
considerations within the framework of a new world order.

Bi The democratic reform process and market reform were also, at least parti)', imposed from the outside.

')The Mission noted that Cambodian Officials of supposedly Cambodian institutions were often part of the
staff of donor agencies. or did not appear to have strong views on the development process of the
country. For example. in a central institution such as Cambodia's Central Bank. the presentation of the
organisation and the explanation of its polices was done by the bank's foreign adviser.
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triggered the emergence of an even larger number of international non -governmental aid
organisations in Cambodia, besides those few thathad maintained a presence in the interim
period. Over a short period of time, the various agencies of the UN system as well as the
international banks established themselves - organisations that in one way or the other are
dependent on mobilizing resources for their work and programmes from other parties.
Similarly, many bilateral donors established a presence in the country, and rapidly began
identifying programmes. The rapid deployment of these agencies has several conse-

quences: first, an intricate system of networks emerged with UN agencies sub-contracting
implementation of elements of their aid programmes to the NGO'S. Not only the UN
agencies established these sub-contracting arrangements. Also an NGO such as Diakonia
with access to Swedish aid funcls, choose to sub-contract "its" aid programme to another
American NGO in place in (Iambodia since 1979, rather than to build an implementation
capacity of its own.

Second, the '"aid market" became competitive, as the new organisations sought their
'niches".developed their programmes and sought finance from the aid donors. (There are

anecdotes how the World Bank and ADB competed to become the lead agency in
Cambodia; there is also ample evidence of conflicts between donors with different views on

how the development process should look like, priorities, and how sector programmes
should be designed). Competition emerged for projects, control over slices ofsector work,
for staff in local institutions, as well for donor countries' resources.

A vibrant aid market" is a dynamic feature of emergency and rehabilitation aid and a

very potent instrument as demonstrated in Cambodia to achieve anything from massive

feeding programmes, large scale public works programmes (WFP).a highly organized.and
on its own terms successful repatriation process ofsome 370,000 refugees, to complex social
engineering programmes atvillage level. Networks between NGO'S and UN agencies might
provide grass root knowledge, local organisations, sometimes innovative methods, and,
above all, an instantimplementation capacity, allowing rapid deploymentofresources and
programmes. As also demonstrated in Cambodia. there are many innovative features of
such an "emergency aid market.

While these implementing agencies obviously have various aspects of delivery of
emergency and reconstruction aid as their mandate, they are also organisations competing
for resources, bound by mandates, conventions, rules and constituencies,and not the least,
as organisations, they tend to have their own survival and growth as basic Objectives. The
definition of key inputs for successful reconstruction and development is to a large extent
determined by the value system of the donor/implementing agency, its mandate. organi-

sational structure, etc. There is hardly any consensus among these donors/ agencies how a

country most successfully can be helped in its process ofcrisis resolution, rehabilitation and
development. Rather, the theories and governing principles are evolving over time and
changed paradigms are common.

Could the aid market, like other functional markets, be expected to find its own etfective
means ofresource allocation? There is a flaw to this: Aid is characterized bv the fact that
those providing the resources (the donors) are different from those assumed to benetit
from the resources and in between there is a complex layer ofimplementing agencies. The
financing agents depend largely on the intermediaries - the implementing agencies - to
determine how resources shall be allocated, as well as defining the outcome of their own
efforts. The recipients have generally a limited voice and few, if any. channels to provide
feed-back to the financing agents on how well aid in fact is addressing the problems of
emergency or reconstruction. The government, or other local organisations, that could be
proxies for such feed back, are, as clearly has been the case in Cambodia in the recent
reconstruction phase,often weak, disorganized, subjectfor internal power struggles, hence
not efficientadvocates for effective aid. An even more serious question is to what extent the
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government represent ""good government", or more resembles what is called "predatory
government

I'Pal-bark moll-ianisms. To substitute for direct links between the financier and the
recipient, elaborate systems to provide feed-back on the use of aid resources have been
developed over time, including reporting systems, interna! audits and monitoring systems,
exliernal evaluations, budget systems that would allow quantitative and qualitative follow
up. etc. As been discussed in the report these mechanisms were generally quite ineffective
in the case of Cambodia. It can be assumed that Cambodia is no exception from other
similar situations. By nature crises require urgency, hence reporting, evaluation, etc, is not
a first priority. Secondly, a donor organisations such as SIDA is dealing with E1large number
of emergency cases, ofwhich many are not well known to the administrators. Hence, the
ability to penetrate, or even time to read, reports from implementing agencies are limited.
This might read to a tendency to trust that certain implementing agencies generally "do a

good job" which probably is a rule as good as any. but certainly no guarantee for quality as

the often quite decentralized agencies va1y a lot in from place to place. Thirdly, in
emergencies such as Cambodia a very large share of the financial resources are provided
by donors on a case by case basis, while general funds for the agencies are limited. This
might short-circuit those systems for internal quality control the implementing agencies
have.

There are, however, more serious inherent problems with agency reporting and
evaluations. In a situation where agencies compete for financial resources, there is

obviously not much incentive for these agencies to provide statements ofproblems, issues.
failures, and poor performance to far awaylocatedfinancing agencies that rarely take them
time to assess the situation for themselves, and often do not even penetrate the reports that
are provided. The Cambodian case clearlyproves that the reportingfrom the agencies gross
over even the most obvious problems, avoid making assessments of costs for implementa
tion, provide less than complete information, etc. Other, less ambitious agencies, might
avoid providing reports altogether. Agreed upon evaluations are forgotten.

lt is the impression of the Mission that SIDA has not utilized the reporting from the
agencies to any great extent, that fccd-back has been questioned, or that agreed upon
reporting requirements even have been followed up. This, in its turn, reflect the adminis
trative problem in SIDA in general. and the problems affecting emergency operations in
general. There are clearly not sufficientadministrative resources for SIDA for supervision
olöthese complex programmes.The systems builds to a large extenton the assumption that
the implementing agencies in place do a good job and use the aid resources eflectively.

The inmia Dj' aid. Another impediment to =1 well functioning aid market" to find
effective resource allocation is what could be called the "inertia" of aid. Once a collabora
tion or a programme is initiated, even ifit is under the labelofemergency assistance, inertia
is created in the sense that the cooperation tends to create its own momentum, and that
ending a programme or tinishing a cooperation requires often quite strong motives.while
there are arguments for nottoo short interventions,the inertia mightlead to a continuation
ofsupport morejustified on the ground ofdifflculties to cut the support to an implement
ing agency, than on the merit of the programme per se. The Swedish aid in Cambodia to
organisations like Diakonia, the Red Cross, UNlCEF and FAO has a record of nearly 15

years. and the impression can not be avoided that this prolonged cooperation more is

justified by inertia, than a careful assessment of the achievements by these organisations
over those years and what changing circumstances might require. Inertia is a parucular
problem in emergencv/reconstruction situations as collaborations are initiated generally
without a careful appraisal ofthe programme or implementing agency, and that the crisis
by nature would require a more flexible approach than a "steady state" development
process.
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A reflection of the inertia might be that the Swedish support in Cambodia has tended
to swell in content and collaboration arrangements, rather than Hnishing activities off
before initiating new programmes (except where the programme by im own definition is

limited in time. such as UNHCR'S repatriation).

Distortions o aid
Distortions ofaid, in the sense that aid has negative effecls on a development process, is a

well recognized problem. It seems to be a specific problem in the ernergency aid and aid
in crisis situations due to several compounding factors:

' aid flows are often more turbulent than otherwise; aid is more important in the total
funding of Government, and of the economy; urgency to deliver aid, sometimes
without consideration for capacity for its absorption, might create a situation what
might be labelled "short term gaius for long term pains".

0 the domestic institutions for control, regulation, etc are weak or non-existent;
' the trauma has its own syndrome - efforts to capture "rents" might be a natural

response to a past trauma and a continuous high degree of uncertainty;
"Rmt-seeking". The Cambodian case after 1991 indicates that the large aid flow that was

associated with the peace process stimulated what in the development economisvsjargon
is called ""rent seeking" - i.e. various official and unofficial forms ofcapturingbenefits from
external land other) public sources for non-productive purposes. Corruption is a typical
form of rent-seeking, but it might also take official forms. The rent seeking seems to have
been compoundedby the fact that in Cambodia, due to the turmoil of the past decades, the
capacity of the government and other local structures to plan, implement and supervise
programmes and projects are limited in relation to the resources made available. Further-
more, the "institutions" - in the sense of the rules and regulations, checks and balances,
governing the society were weakened, not so much due to the political crisis of the 1970's,
but due to the fact that the peace process had as a consequence -some would say as a goal
- to dismantle the Vietnam supported Hong Samrin regime, and replace it with for a time
no government at all, and after 1993 a coalition of former enemy political parties. Rent
seeking is likely to be reinforced by the sudden expansion ofaid. It might also be the case
that in a society which has undergone such a turbulent history as Cambodia with the
uncertainties created. "institutions" such as morale, lawfulness, etc, are weakened as there
is an urgency to survive under turbulence, etc.

There is obviously a conflict of interest between the slow process of (re)establishing
these "institutions", and the urgency of rapid implementation of emergency programmes
to rehabilitate destroyed infrastructure. etc. But uncontrolled "rent seeking" has broader
effects than reducing effectiveness. Italso has a political cost: There is a not uncommon view
in Cambodia today that the rampant corruption might be paving the way for a resurrection
of Khmer Rouge, known, after all, for not taking bribes.

Co-opting Government 0 zcials. The aid flow related to the reconstruction in Cambodia
after 1991 created a strong competition for scarce local human resources. Donors and
implementing agencies have increasingly competed for local skilled manpower within
Government to implement or supervise their various aid programmes. Local professional
staff are recruited to work for donor agencies, often at salaries far above the going market
rate, butmore often they are co-opted" to the aid-programmes through topped-up salaries
and various fringe benefits. The topping up of salaries of Government staff associatedwith
particular aid programmes has been the general rule in Cambodia in the 1990's. and the
added benefits might be worth ten times or more above the official rate. This not onlyleads
to a certain inflatory process, but is also creating a patchwork of an already weak
government resulting in islands of (relatively) well paid officials in a sea of staff employed
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at nominal salaries. l/vhile these effecm are not unknown in many poor countries, this
process seems to be particularly strong in a crisis scenario such as Cambodia. This situation
seems to be a new feature in Cambodia, and not a pattern of the past assistance. It has to
do with the combination of dismantling the socialist. government and the pattern of
Western aid where a large number of organisations compete in providing aid.

Lessons or Swedish emergmqy aid
Knozukdge. Can a donor such as SIDA develop its capacity to "understand" the dynamics of
emergencies in a sense that Swedish aid can participate in preventive actions and/or be
more effective in directing aid for effective rehabilitation and reconstruction?

One critical factor seems to be knowledge. both country specific and thematic. Such
knowledge requires considerable resources. and, perhaps critical, a strong personal
involvement from key personnel in the agency. There are no simple rules and short cuts
how to achieve this know-how, except to utge the aid institution to spend consiclcrably to
develop the capacitv. (lt is paradox that one of the perhaps most "knowledge intensive
sectors in a modern society', i.e. how to accomplish development in poor countries and
resurrect such countries from trauma is treated with such stinginess in terms of manpower
resources for intelligence and to administer such work.) Yet, in the case of Cambodia it
would be an illusion to believe that (Swedish or other) aid could have prevented the crisis.
Adifferentmatter is the presentreconstruction process, where aid might well be critical for
the future direction (not so much in volume, as in direction.)

To use the aid market e ectiuely. In general Sweden must and should rely on the
implementation machinery that exists lbr emergencies and that easily can be mobilized for
such crises (i.e UN agencies, Red Cross, NGO'S, etc) rather than consider bilateral
operations. The option for any massive bilateral programmes for emergencies might only
exist in exceptional cases (for example, when Sweden is present with a major bilateral
programme before the emergency). (in Cambodia this option was not there when the
emergency operation started in 1979). IA/'hen the donor community resumed the aid to
Cambodia in the early 1990's, the case was different. At least. in theory there was an option
to bilateralize the Swedish aid. When Sweden is making Cambodia a programme country
it appears important to establish a presence on the ground, (which not necessarily means
bilateralization), in order to provide effective management of aid resources.

llvhen Sweden opts to implement its aid through other agencies, SIDA needs to
strengthen its capacity to manage the resources allocated to this implementation machin-

ery. It is a Pallacy to believe that the '"aid market" automaticallyfunctions well.The linancing
agents have a strong responsibility to assure the deliverv ofeffective aid, as the clients and
recipients ofthataid -the country and people in the emergency - generallyis in no position
to do that, and that the implementation machinery - the aid market - has strong vestecl
interest which not automatically have to coincide with effective aid. The means to assure
good value for the aid money in the emergencies are several:

Independmt assessmmtx by the donor is essential to form an early and updated opinion
of the situation, the capacity and performance of the implementing agencies, etc. Even
urgent emergencies allow independentassessments. Unorthodox means could be consid-

eredfor acute cases (for example by usingpeople present, such asjournalists).when a crisis
is prolonged as in Cambodia, there is ample time to develop a thorough knowledge of the
situation. Although SIDA has undertaken some highly qualified missions in Cambodia
during the years, had support from the Embassy in Bangkok, and indirectly help by Swedish
management in UNICEF, the manpower inputs have been limited in view of the long
duration of the crisis and the considerable amounts of aid delivered. It is probably no
coincidence that the first evaluation of the Cambodia emergency operation is not carried
outuntil 15 years after the first aid inpuls, and aid exceeding SEK500 million. SIDA has in
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particular suffered in the 1990's as the aid scenario increased manyfold in complexity.
One way to save on resources would be for Sweden to form "stmtegir ulliances "with other

donors to facilitate feed-back, information gathering, formulation ofaid policies, control
ofimplementing agencies, etc. In (Iambodia such an alliance could have been formed with
Australia which had a similar programme as Sweden, but, in contrast to Sweden, had a

bilateral presence, as well strategically Iocated advisers in key ministries from an early
time.

SIDA must be much more effective in requiring us~iil, rzcrurate and timelv reportingfrom
its implementing agencies, and also establish routines how to use such reporting. A step in
this should probably be to cut down on volume in reporting and to require focus on
essentials. It is essential that formal agreements of evaluations by the agencies are followed
up.

When a crisis is prolonged, such as in Cambodia, SIDA, as a financing agent, should
require establishmm! o imemal monitori1zg.wstemxby the agencies.withoutsuch systems the

often complex social intervention programmes carried outcan never be accurately assessed

neither by the agency itself or by external evaluators. Periodic assessment of cost-effective-

ness in the interventions shouldbe required,which wouldfbrce the implementing agencies
to start to collect cost data. today usually available only after complex investigations. (lt
took, for example, UNlCEF several weeks to deliver some basic data of that kind required).

SIDA, as a financing agency, must do what it. can to foster roordirmtion. and t'rampzm'w.€y

in the aidprovided. Emergencies and reconstruction tend, as was discussed above, mohilize

large often uncoorclinated resources. In Cambodia, round tables, and coordination
committees were established over time, often on the initiative by the donors. lt seems

essential for the long term health of the development process that this coordination
mechanism, is created within government, and led by Government and not among the
donors. The latter could increase the dependency syndrome, the passiveness of the

recipient, and the sense that the development is governed from outside. It was a discour-

aging fact in Cambodia to what extent donors and advisers took on management positions,
sometimes not even the pretence to have a representation of Cambodians. Some of the
Swedish supportedprogrammes were no exception to that. SIDA should put great emphasis
to strengthen any embiyos for local coordination, local capacity for governing the develop-

ment process, even at the expense of slowness, lower quality of output, etc. Donor

paternalism is a most serious problem in a country like Cambodia.
Time-limits to emergencies. As the Cambodia case has demonstrated, emergency and

reconstruction operations tend to be prolonged, and when they are caused by political
forces, it is often difficult to see an end in sight as well as define what is emergency and what
is reconstruction.At the same time, emergency aid tend to be a more flexible, less rigid type
ofaid, which make it easy to apply and to prolong - hence becoming £1 convenient "slush
fund". Parallel to that, emergencies appear in many places, all meriting aid, hence the
resources of the donor agencies in general, and the unit handling these operations
especially, are stretched to the limit, with even less ability to monitor the use ofthe resources

or assess the situation. SIDA might benefit from some more stringent operational rules for
emergencies -for example to apply a time limit after which a more stringent appraisal shall
take place, and the country" transferred to a different category of aid, perhaps labelled
"reconstmction" a category which should have different criteria for aid than the

emergency.
Critical reuiezu o the implemmting (zgemies. A basis for applying aid in emergency situation

is the experience a donor has of the implementing agencies in place. Over time, SIDA has

esmblished a thorough knowledge ofagencies such as UNHCR, UNICEF, FAO, as well as

NGO'S such as Diakonia, the International Red Cross, etc. Support to specific emergency
operations generally are based on the overall reputation of these agencies, and Sweden is,
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through various cllannels in a on -going process ol streugtl1cn these orgzulisations. This
institutional development process would gain with better reed -l)a('k from specilic field
operations.Hence, performance assessmcntul'implclnentingage1lrics, inclucling(l<> ternli-
nation of the costs, would sewe Ei dual function.

Grimm! zliezu oj'Gourårmn,mt. Indirectly supporting "predatory governments", even if they
emerge as 21resultofa peace process, is no longterm solulion butmightprepare lbr a vicious
circle ofcrises. SIDA, as a donor agencies, has a special rule to play in that respect. While
implementing agencies both might have a vested interest in not 1'eveal olwious rentsecking
land as was alleged in one ('use in Cambodia by a, well inlormc(l person even p;1rti('ip;1ted
in it) , as well as might have problems to coulront rent scekers, a distant donor (tan act as
inscrutable auditor, and should do so. This is £1 rule SIDA hardly plays at all. SIDA does not
necessarily have to build up the capacity, but can "boy" auditing sewices from the n1arket.
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Annex H'

SOME BASIC FACTS

- CAMBDDIA 1990 - 92')2)

GEOGRAPHY
Land area (km2)
Arable land
Of which irrigated
Average yield/ha')
Rate of deforestation
( I 98 I -85)

POPULATION
Total population
lnhabitants/kmz
By age group:3)

> l yr
I -5 yrs
6- I5 yrs
> l5 yrs

Rural population
Urban population

Crude birth rate/i.000
Crude death rate/ I,000

Fertility rate
Population growth

MACRO ECONOMY
Total GNP
GNp/capita
Rate of economic growth

I990

lbl 000
I6 percent

0.2

49

USD 200
I.2 percent

I992

3%

I.3 ton

8.8 million")

4.2 percent
I2.4 percent
30.3 percent
53.1 percent

88 per cent
I2 per cent

40
Is

4,5

2,7 percent')

USD I,8 Million

7 percent')

I

) Unless stated otherwise, figures are from the UNDP Human Development Reports for I992 and 1993.

1) The collection of statistics is poorly developed in Cambodia and data are often inaccurate; cross-
comparisons do not always match.

') Source: Cambodia, From Rehabilitation to Reconstruction. World Bank (February I994).

") Excluding approximately 370 000 repatriated refugees.
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GDP by sector of origin:')
Agriculture
Services

Industry

PPP-GDP/CaPIta
Purchasing power parity/capita
ODA
Food production
(indexed to I979-8I)
Food imports/total need (l988-90)

People working in:

Agriculture
Industry
Services

SOCIAL INDICATORS
Health:
Life expactancy (years)
Access to:

Health services
Safe water
Sanitation

Infant mortality rate
Children dying before

reaching age of 5 (per I,000)
Malnourished children under 5

(per 1.000)

TBC cases/l00.000
Malaria cases/ l 00,000

Population/doctor
Population/nurse
Calorie supply (per

cent of daily intake)
Education:
Adult Iiteracy
Completion of first

glade schooi5)
Starting second glade
Starting upper secondary
Tertiary
Gender:
Ratio of women in

total population4)
Female life expectancy (years)
Female Iiteracy
Average female
marriage age (years)

I990

3.2 percent

49,7

235

98

35 percent

22 percent

I992

48 percent
35 percent
I7 percent

USD 1.250

USD I48 million
l4I percent

74 percent
7 percent
I9 percent

50,4

53 percent
37 percent
Is percent
I I7

2005)

350

5 040
25 000
3 I30

96

38 percent

40 percent
Is percent
3.6 percent
0.5 percent

57 percent
5 I .7

24 percent

2 I .7

5) Source: Grant Curtis: Cambodia. A Country Profile. I989.
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Annex L-

EMERGENCY AID

BY AGENCY
89/90 90/91 91/92

ALLOCATlONS

lIN SEK

92/93

UNICEF

DIAKONIA
SRK

ICRC

IFRC

13.0 20.0 25.0

MILLION)

93/94

25.0

7.9

2.3 5.2 6.2

2.4

1.8

UNBRO I.5

TOTAL
83.0

7.9

13.7

2.4

1.8

1.5

UNHCR 1.5 1.5

WFP 4.0

30.0

5.0

7.0

5.0

UNDP 30.0

CARERE

CMAC

Cons. Fund

FAO

ASDB

5.0 5.0

10.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

40.0

14.0

30.0

20.0

20.0

10.0

30.0

43.0
IBRD

TOTAL 26.2 35.7 85.4

16.0

101.0

EMERGENCY AID ALLOCATIONS BY SECTOR}
(in SEK million)

SECTORlYEAR 89/90 90/9 I 9 1 /92

Health, Water, Education 20.2

Agricultural productivity 3.0

Refugee repatriation
and re-integration
Food for work and food
distribution

lnfrastructure

Mine clearance

25.2 8.6

10.0

92/93

25.0

85.0

93/94

25.0

20.0

43.0

I6.0'

333.3

TOTAL

107.1

33.0

3.0 1.5

4.0

3 I .8

5.0

30.0

7.0

5.0

20.0

20.0

63.3

I4.0

30.0

20.0

Technical Assistance 5.0 64.0

TOTAL 26.2 35.7 85.4 101.0 85.0

30.4'

333.3

*) The contribution to IBRD was subsequently adjusted co reach USD 19.3 million.

2) SIDA scatement dated 8/1 I/I994.

') The contribution to IBRD was subsequently adjusted to reach USD 19.3 million.
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Facing a Complex Emergency
AN EVALUATION oF SWEDISH SUPPORT

To EMERGENCY AID To CAMBODIA

' '-SNA

lamm the Cambodian emergency was declared in 1979, Sweden has contributed

-
]

about SEK 500 million for relief and rehabilitation in the country. This assist

lt)"
Öl} Wjance does not represent a huge amount, but it has been provided in a context

that has made it politically significant, as Sweden was one of very few western

donors to provide assistance inside Cambodia in the 19803.

This report evaluates Swedish assistance to Cambodia for emergency and

rehabilitation during the period 1989-94, and forms the latest study in a series

of three in an overall evaluation of Swedish emergency relief.

The support financed by SIDA has been implemented through various
multilateral organizations and NGOS, which in some cases has led to difficulties

ensuring that specific SIDA objectives are observed. However, the evaluators

consider SIDA as a tlexible donor, fully consistent with requirements on the

ground and well responding to overall needs. Programmes for enhancing food
security and clearing land mines are considered to be successful. However they

have not succeded in reaching the disadvantaged groups.

The evaluators propose a time-limit for all emergency and rehabilitation

operations in order to develop a long term strategy to reach sustainable de-

velopment. They also recommend that monitoring and supervision of relief aid

be enhanced through requiring cooperating agencies to set up better systems

for assessing impact and cost-effectiveness.

Each year some thirty of SlDA'S over 200 projects are subjected to evalua-

tion. Of the evaluation reports, the five or six considered to be of more general
interest are published in this series, SIDA Evaluation Report. Copies can be
ordered from the Evaluation Unit, SIDA. Postal address: 5- 105 25 STOCK-

HOLM, Fax No.: (46) - (8) -612 49 80.
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